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1 . OPENING OF THE MEETING

The Benthos Ecology Working Group met at Yerseke, The Netherlands under the
chairmanship of Dr P Kingston. Dr M Kaiser was appointed rapporteur. The Chairman
welcomed Professor A Eleftheriou (fonner Chairman of BEWG) and Dr Yannis Karakissis of
the Institute of Marine Biology of Crete as observers. A list of participants is given in
Annex 1.

1.1 Terms of Reference

The Benthos Ecology Working Group is to:

a) prepare information on and, if possible, compile an initial list of indicator species,
particularly with reference to species sensitive to physical disturbance of the seabed,
and report to ACME;

• b) prepare for ACME, guidelines on quality assurance procedures for benthos studies;

c) review and report to ACME on how benthic communities are affected by physical
disturbance of the sea floor;

d) review co-operative benthic studies conducted throughout the ICES area;

e) further review existing benthos data bases and their compatibility to benthic
scientists, and investigate the establishment of an ICES North Sea benthos database;

f) review current techniques for sampling the benthos of hard bottom substrata;

g) review the feasibility of conducting an analysis of all available North Sea benthos
data and explore the desirability of a follow-up North Sea benthos survey in 1996;

• h) organize the production of ICES identification sheets on marine benthos and explore
the possibility of producing a computer-aided 'expert' system.

2 ACTIVITIES OF INTEREST IN leES AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

2.1 BMB (Baltic :Marine Bio1ogists)

Dr Rumohr reported on the activities of the BMB. The last symposium was held in Riga,
Latvia, and the next symposium will be in 1995 will be in Pa:mu, Estonia. The working
groups are the active bodies of this informal organisation. Discussions are in progress to
change the status of the BMB and combine it with other bodies or research organisations
involved in the Baltic region.
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2.2 LOICZ (Land Oeean Interaetions in the Coastal Zone)

LOICZ is part of the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme and deals with systems
going from river basins to the shelf break and the continental slope. The LOICZ Science Plan
has been accepted in 1993 and the Core Project Office has been established at the NIOZ on
Texel in the Netherlands. It is becoming fully operational. LOICZ is presently generating a
very large research effort in many countries. The goals of LOICZ are:

I) to determine a) fluxes of materials between land, sea and atmosphere through the
coastal zone; b) the capacity of coastal systems to transform and store particulate and
dissolved matter and c) the effects of changes in extemal forcing conditions on the
structure and functioning of coastal ecosystems;

2) to determine how changes in land use, climate, sea level and human activities alter
the fluxes and retention of particulate matter in the coastal zone and affect coastal
morphodynamics;

3) to determine how changes in coastal systems will affect the global carbon cycle and
the trace gas composition of the atmosphere;

•
4) to assess how the response of coastal systems to global change will affect the

habitation and usage by humans of coastal environments and to develop further the
scientific and socio-economic bases for the integrated management of the coastal
environment.

2.3 ELOISE (European Land Oeean Interactions, Socioeconomics and EcoIogy)

Professor Heip reported on the ELOISE programme which is presently being developed as
the European contribution to LOICZ. The ELOISE programme should be funded within the
Fourth Framework Programme, more specifically the MAST and ENVIRONMENT
programmes of the European Union. ELOISE will deal with the role of coastal systems in
global change, the human impact on coastal systems, the coupling of socio-economics and
ecology and the technological requirements for coastal research.

2.4 MARS (l\Iarine Research Stations)

Professor Heip reported on MARS which is a formal network of marine research stations.
One of the first aims is to examine the state of European biodiversity. The organisation has
40 members from both Atlantic and Mediterranean nations.

2.5 ESF (European Science Foundation)

The European Science Foundation initiated the European Coastline Study which was
originally intended to study the biology of the coastline as a sensitive indicator of change. In
a meeting in Galway in May 1992 the EUCO-study was defined and subsequently accepted
by the ESF for follow-up. The present status is that the original science plan of EUCO has
been split into the biogeochemical uspects that will be part of ELOISE und the biodiversity
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aspects that will be further explored by a joint ESF/CEC cffort for which funds have alrcady
been allocated. The coastal marine biodiversity programme could be part of the Diversitas
programme of IUBS.

2.6 JGOFS (Joint Global Oce3n Flux Studies)

Dr Taylor reported on JGOFS. Initially the programme concentrated on studies in the
Northern Atlantic, but has since expanded to areas such as the Arabian Sea, with particular
reference to the effects of monsoon disturbance to the upper layers of the ocean and its effects
on the benthic communities. The southern oceans around the Antarctic will be a future area
of research. Benthic studies tend to be neglected in these research programmes and
concentrate more on the physical oceanography.

•

•

2.7

2.8

2.9

Land l\/Iargin Ecosystems Research Programme (Ll\IER)

Dr Taylor reported on the general nature of the programme and then gave details on a single
project focusing on Waquoit Bay, Massachusetts, led by Dr Ivan Valiela. This regional
programme is trying to assess how different rates of ground water nutrient loading alter the
structure and function of coastal estuarine ecosystems. Be discussed the hypothetical direct
and indirect effects of eutrophication on benthic portions of the ecosystem.

Coastal Ocean Processes Programme (CoOP)

Dr Taylor reported on the project entitled 'Coupled Biologieal, Physical, Geological
Processes Affecting Larval Transport on the Inner Shelf' headed by Dr C Butman. This
project focuses on the utilisation of physical aspects of the water column by larvae of benthic
invertebrates. The project has involved the development of new technology of new time
series, sampling of larvae and quantification of physical aspects of the environment and seeks
to understand vertical cross shelf and along shelf components of the physical environment
that are important for recruitment to populations.

HELCOl\l (lleisinki Commission)

Dr Rumohr reported on Bekom which is responsible for Baltic Sea monitoring. This group
is about to produce its third assessment on the state of the Baltic marine environment. The
Baltic has been divided into five study regions to examine different parameters such as
benthic ecology, pelagic biology and trace elements. Guidelines for the quality assurance of
the sampling programme have been drawn up. Dr Andersen reported on the 15th HELCOM
conference where it was proposed to assign marine protected areas. It was proposed to
formulate management plans for different areas of the Baltic Sea. It is also proposed to draw
up a list of important species and biotopes. The Joint Action Research programme has been
set up to restore marine areas that have been heavily polluted. In addition it is proposed to
instigate management strategies of coastallagoon areas.
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2.10 Westerscheide

Dr de long reported on monitoring in the Westerscheide, Netherlands. The River Scheide is
about to be dredged to allow the access of large ships to Antwerp. A monitoring programme
has been set up to examine changes in the benthic macrofaunal communities, and fish and
bird communities in the marsh areas. Studies of the relationship between sedimentation
patterns will be related to changes in the benthic communities. The programme is a co
operative venture between The Netherlands and Belgium. This is an important programme as
dredging will be recurrent.

2.11 ßentllie Atlas of Dutch Marine Waters

Dr Asjes reported on a study to map the benthic communities of the Dutch estuarine and
subtidal areas which will be completed by 1995. This atlas will contain the distribution and
ecology of75-90 macrofaunal benthic species and 16 meiofaunal taxa.'

2.12 BlOl\IAR (North Eastcrn Atlantie)

Dr Hiscock reported on BIOMAR which is a programme of marine coastal zone management
through the identification, description and mapping of biotopes. The CORINE biotope
classification system is at present inadequate for benthic communities, hence improvements
are sought to ensure that the eventual system adopted is acceptable to benthic ecologists. The
aims and framework of the programme is outlined in Annex 2.

2.13 Jl\IAP (Joint Monitorillg and Asscssment Programme)

Dr Künitzer reported on a new monitoring programme called JMAP which will involve five
regions, Arctic, Greater North Sea, lrish Sea, Bay of Biscay and the wider Atlantic regions.
This will lead to a quality status report (QSR) in the year 2000. The nations most closely
associated with these regions will be responsible for the monitoring of their area. The QSR
will be similar to the North Sea QSR which is already in existence.

2.14 AMAP (Arctie Monitoring and Asscssmcnt Programme)

This programme has already been running for two years, involving the countries that border
the Arctic. Apart from marine data, both freshwater and terrestrial d,ata are incIuded in the
programme.

2.15 ASl\IO (Asscssment ami l\lonitoring Committce of the 1992 Paris Convention on the
I'rotcctiOll ofthc I\larinc Eln"irOlllllcllt ofthc NE Atlantic)

Dr Hiscock reported tllat ASMO had determined that there would be five regional Quality
Status Reports for the NE Atlantic, for one of the areas (west of the British Isles) this was to

bc completed by 1998. This c1early requires input of data on marine benthic communities
and will undoubtedly involve members of this working grollp in the future.
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2.16 Long-term Changes in thc l\Iacrofauna of thc Gulf of Gdansk

Dr \Varzocha reported on a long-term programme to study changes in the macrofaunal
benthic community in the Gulf of Gdansk. Within the bay there are deep basins that suffer
from anoxia in the summer months. The first quantitative studies were conducted in 1925.
Despite differences in sampling techniques it is still possible to see obvious differences in the
communities within the Bay. Below 80 m the bottom was devoid of macrofauna. Since 1951
the abundance of molluscs, such as Astarte decreased continually, whereas the abundance of
deposit feeding polychaetes Scoloplos increased. A new national project has been proposed
(National Coastal Monitoring programme), which will be a coastal monitoring programme,
and it has been suggested that the study area be made a conservation area.

•
3

3.1

REVIE\V OF CO-OPERATIVE STUDIES

BIOFAR (llcnthic Invertehrates of Faroes Waters)

Dr Nprrevang reported on the Faroe project BIOFAR. A detailed report is given in Annex 3.
Many new species continue to be found from different groups of animals. The programme
has enlisted the aid of expert taxonomists from different nations. The Faroe Islands have a
wide diversity of fauna, however, studying such a range of benthic communities and new
species requires a large number of weIl trained taxonomists.

One of the more interesting finds of the Faroe study is the occurrence of large coral reefs, up
to 20 m high, which support a wide diversity of fauna and act as a nursery area for some
species of fish. However, fishermen had been attempting to destroy some of these reefs as
they were snagging their gear. Fortunately it appears that education through news articles has
stopped this destructive activity.

3.2 BIOICE (Benthic Invcrtehratcs of Icelandic Waters)

Dr Nprrevang reported on the Faroe project BIOICE. Icelandic waters are one of the world's
most productive marine areas and the foundation of the nation's economy. As more of the
marine resources are becoming fully exploited, the more important it becomes to increase our
knowledge of the marine biota on which to base management decisions.

Knowledge of species composition and distribution in Icelandic waters is mainly based on
sampIes collected during the Danish Ingolf expedition in 1895/96. The results were
published in the series The Danislz lngolf Expedition and in the periodical The Zoology 0/
leeland.

To improve the knowledge of benthic animals in Icelandic waters the BIOICE programme
started formally in 1992, and is estimated to end in 1998. The research area covers 758,000
km2 and extends to 3000 m deep. The waters around Iceland connect the North Atlantic
Ocean and the Arctic Ocean. Possible future c1imate changes will presumably have profound

effects in this area.
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3.3 Arctie Stlldies

Dr Kröncke reported on the results of the Arctic expedition, ARK8/3. At 30 stations along a
transect from northern Svalbard towards the Makarov Basin macrofaunal sampies were taken.
Depths ranged between 1018 and 4478 m. Species numbers, abundanees and biomasses were
extremely low with 0 to 11/0.02m2, 0 to 950 ind/m2 and 0 to 82.65 g/m2 wet weight. A total
of 42 species was found. The most common species was the amphipod Jassa marmorala.

At 13 stations with water depths of between 258 and 4427 m sampies were taken to determine
bacterial eommunities and biomass. Bacterial abundance dropped along the transect from
3.03 to 0.63 x108 cells/cm3, and eorrespondingly baeterial biomass deereased from 17.35 to
3.43 Ilg C/em3 sediment. Positive correlations were only found between TOC eoncentrations
of surface sediment layers and biomasses of small coccoid cells and small rods.

Depth dependent changes in abundance and biomass distribution of macro and meiofauna,
foraminifera and bacteria are shown and discussed in connection with geochemistry and food
availability. •

3.4 Coastal NOllrishment of Terschelling

Dr Essink reported on the environmental effects of this project which is designed to protect
the coastline by adding sand to the foreshore. The main aims are to study the dynamics of the
sediment and consequently the effects on the benthic fauna. A working document can be
found in Annex 4. Apre-deposition (nourishment) survey was carried out in 1993, both at
the deposition site and at a reference site. The results of this study will be eompared with
results from similar projeets elsewhere, such as Spain.

3.5 Waddcn Sea and Other Dlitch Coastal Areas

Dr Essink reported that the benthic monitoring programme in the Wadden Sea is continuing
in conjunction with NIOZ, Texei; he also gave an account of other studies in the Ems estuary
and SW-Netherlands (Annex 5).

3.6 Thematic l\Iapping ami Scnsiti\'ity of the Wadden Sea (WATIS)

Dr Künitzer reported on another study in the Wadden Sea. This study spanned 1987-1993 to
examine biological sensitivity to oi\. The wholc area has been mapped for fish, macro,
microinfauna, sediment strueture, marshes and bird populations. This data has been installed
on a data bank plus a eompilation of all thc other Wadden Sea studies. Colour coded maps
have been produeed which show thc distribution of these different factors. This plan has been

instigated to provide a baseline survey in the cvent of an oil-spill.
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3.7 Additional Projects in the Waddell Sea

With the establishment of national parks for the Wadden Sea in Germany, an ecosystem
research scheme was inaugurated in the late 1980s. The scheme is composed of two
corresponding parts which are carried out in Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony, each
composed of two branches: one focusing on applied and one on basic sciences. Projects are
weIl under way in Schleswig-Holstein and for the applied section in Lower Saxony. Here,
after completing a pilot phase for the basic branch in March 1993, work can now continue on
key questions of the ecology of this ecosystem.

To analyse the resilience of the Wadden Sea, the projects investigate temporal and spatial
patterns on every heirarchy level of the ecosystem and record their variations following
simulated disturbances. Ultimately, this research will identify key components and processes
which require prime conservation status.

3.8 Dogger Bank

Dr Kröncke reported on a new proposal which has been put forward to examine pelago
benthic coupling, benthic productivity and benthic fluxes on the Dogger Bank. However, this
study has not yet received any funding.

3.9 Pomeranian Studics

Dr Powilliet and Dr Warzocha reported on studies in the Pomeranian Bay. The Pomeranian
Bay Study aims to examine the impact of river borne materials on the marine ecosystem.
This is an interdisciplinary project of the Institut for Baltic Sea Research (IOW) started in
February 1994 together with chemists, oceanographers and biologists.

In a pilot study a benthic survey was undertaken in April 1993 that covered the whole
Pomeranian Bay. These results will be compared to data collected in the 1960s. Results
indicate that there have been major changes in the distribution of some benthic animals such
as (Cerastoderma lamarcki). The circulation, mixing and transport of material from the
River Odra were investigated on another research cruise in 1993. Polish benthic sampies are
currently being analysed. The project will identify community changes along pollution
gradients and will examine benthic productivity, sediment characteristics and community
metabolism.

Studies of bioturbatory activity have been performed in the laboratory by studying the
diffusion rate of a tracer, bromide, through the sediment. The rate of diffusion depends on
the organisms present, ie whether bivalves or polychaetes. A more detailed report is found in
Annex 6.

3.10 Danish l\Ionitoring Programme

Dr An<.lersen reporte<.l that there is a Danish Benthic monitoring programme to stu<.ly long
term changes in communities. However, the report is currently in Danish, but it is hoped that

the data will be available on a database in the future.
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4.1 Canadian Experiments Oll the Effects of Trawling on the Seabcd

4 EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL DISTURBANCE OF SEA FLOOR ON BENTHOS

4.4 Impact or Fishing Gcars in Grcccc

•

T Rowell reported on Canadian experiments to examine the effects of otter trawling on the
seabed communities. The study began in 1991, with preliminary investigations on the
Western and Grand Banks. The biomass and species number was highest on the Grand Bank
site, and hence this was the site chosen for experimental studies. This was cnhanced by a
moratorium on mobile gear fishing on the Grand Bank. Experimental trawling is undertaken
along three 13 km long waylines which are arranged in triangular pattern. Adjacent to each
trawlcd corridor is a contral corridor, which remains unfished. Each corridor was trawled 12
times in succession. Details of some of the samplillg equipment used in this study are given
in Annex 7. Side-scan sonar revealed that the experimental area had been successfully
trawled and had not affectcd the untrawled area.

German Studics on the Impact or Fishing

Dr Rumohr showed a video which described the German studies on the impact of fishing.
Otter trawl tracks were videod using an ROV. The tracks were rapidly filled with drifting
algae.

R Witbaard reported that this project was initiatcd to invcstigate the possibility of using
Are/ica as an indicator species of fisheries activities. This has been achieved by examining
extcrnally visible scars on the shell which have arisen as the result of fishing gears hitting the
shell. 1\lost (80%) of the observed scars were observed in the posterior part of the shell where
the scars are located. The high percentage to this particular region of the shell is attributed to
the mode of action of beam trawls. Using the growth lines in the shell it was possible to
determine the date on which the any observed damage occurred. Occasionally sand grains are
incorporated into the shell matrix as a result of the damage. It appears that the occurrence of •
damage to this species has increased over the last two decades, coinciding with the
development of beam trawl fleets. The first signs of major fishing disturbance begin in 1974.
Dr Lopez-Jamar asked whethcr these scars could be attributed to the effects of predation by
crabs or lobsters, however, it was argued that a predator would continue to eat an Aretica
once the shell \vas cracked.

Professor Eleftheriou (Crete) reported that studies had begun off the coast of Greece to
investigate the cffccts of trawling on seabcd communities. Sampies "viii be compared from
an area which is heavily fished for 6 months of the year with sampIes from an unfished area.

4.3 Thc Effects or Fishing on Arctica islalldica

4.2
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4.5 4 m Beam Trawling in the Irish Sea

Dr Kaiser reported on the resuIts of experiments to study the effects of 4 m beam trawling in
the lrish Sea. ResuIts to date indicate that immediately after trawling an area of the seabed,
the number and biomass of certain species, such as Alcyoniwll digitatll11Z and hydroids,
decreases. However the number of mobile scavenging species, such as Liocarcinlls
depllrator and Asterias rubens. either remain the same or increased. AIthough the number of
infauna polychaetes, molluscs and crustaceans tended to decrease immediately aftcr fishing,
this was not a statistically significant change. Survival experiments using animals retained in
the codend revealed the mortality of many of the animals was <15% (Eledone cirrllOsa.
Ellpagllrus prideallXi, BliCci1l1ll1l lIIu!atll11Z, Aeqllipecten operclllaris. Crossaster papposlls).
However the tow duration was only 30 min, which is shortcr than standard commercial tows,
hence longer tows (I and 2 h) will be used in future.

In April 1994, an expcriment to examine the movemcnt of scavengers onto recently trawled
areas revealed that the number of highly mobile species, such as swimming crabs and dabs
increased significantly 1 h after trawling. The number of less mobile species such as starfish
had increased significantly after 24 h. 48 h after trawling the number of crabs on the trawled
area had reduced to prc-trawling levels, however the number of starfish and dabs persisted.
Diver observations ofthe trawled arca, using a video camera, showed hcrmit crabs feeding on
damaged Corystes cassivelalllllls and Ophillra ophiura immediately after fishing. 24 h later
starfish were observed feeding on the broken remains of Echinocardill11Z cordatll11Z and
Arctica islandica. The seabed at this site was typically composed of medium compacted sand
with small (height 3 cm) sand ripples. The trawled area was characterised by a smooth
substrate with a large proportion of shell fragments on the surfuce. Signs of reforming sand
ripples were observed after 48 h.

•
4.6 An Analysis of Fishing Effects in a Prc"iously Unfishcd Area

D Basford reported on a project currently underwuy in Gareloch, Scotland, that will
investigate the effects of fishing in an area that has been c10sed to fishing for three years. The
objective of this project is to follow changes in the benthos in an inshore habitat that has had
only restricted access for fishing since September 1967 and no fishing since 1990. It is
proposed to:

document the community that has developed after three years protection from fishing;

2 study any changes in the fauna and sediment composition due to the increase of
fishing activity.

The initial survey of the whole loch took place in November 1993 and experimental trawling
started in January 1994. The experimental work will be undertaken in May and October until
1996 to study the effects of the trawling and any recovery. The survey work will involve a
RoxAnn and side-scan sonar survey, a TV survey and sampling of both the epi- and infauna.
In many respects, the scientific programme will employ standard sampling and analytical
techniques, but it is the uniqueness of the situation rather than the scientific methodology
which gives this study its power.

9



4.7 Voordclta Closcd Fishing Arca

J Craeymeersch reported on the cl0sure of an area to shellfish fisheries in the Voordelta (The
Netherlands). As the Voordelta is characterised by a large diversity of habitats, the effects of
shellfish fisheries cannot simply be analysed by comparing the benthos within trawled areas
and areas closed for fisheries (expected to be established this year). Therefore, a corridor will
be chosen covering both the c10sed and open area. Fisheries will be allowed in the corridor
within the closed area, and banned in the corridor within the open area.

4.8 m"alYc Fishcry Closurc in the Wadden Sca

Dr Essink reported that, several years ago, 15% of the Wadden Sea was closed to cockle and
musseI fisheries to examine whether this will enhance recruitment to these populations The
benefits of this exercise will be assessed later in 1994.

4.9 Spccics Sensitive to Physical Disturbance of the Sea Bed

The BEWG considered the production of a list of indicator species with reference to
physical disturbance of the sea bed and, in accordance with the request from ACME,
produced a preliminary report which is given in Annex 8.

5 IDENTIFICATION SIIEETS AND COMPUTER-AIDED TAXONOMY

The working group considered the feasibility of producing ICES identification sheets for
benthos and eoncluded that a traditional approach would be too expensive und that emerging
computer-aided techniques might provide a practicable alternative.

Dr Sluys of the Centre of Expertise for Taxonomie Identifieation ,was invited to give a
presentation on the use of computers in taxonomy identifieation and demonstrated a system
they had developed. The system attempts to fill two gaps a) information related to •
biodiversity and b) the lack of taxonomists whieh are essential requirement for studies of
biodiversity. One approach to filling this gap is to ereate taxonomie databases which are
user-friendly and multi-media. Experts contribute to the database by e~tering their data into a
standard software shell. The database allows non-experts to identify material from several
perspeetives which moves away from the !imitations of dichotomous keys. Dichotomous
keys become Iimited when essential features have been lost or are misidentified. A
presentation was given to show the system in operation, however, to date there are only
Iimited databases available. eg flat\vorn1s and lobsters. There is no eurrent general database
for northern European benthie animals. but this is c1early desirable.

The working group generally agreed that the approach deseribed by Dr Sluys had
eonsiderable potential. An attractive feature of the software was the inclusion of an authoring

program that would enable taxonomists to produce identifieation programs without the need
for trained computer programmers. Dr Kingston proposed that working group members
earried out an evaluation of the system both as an identifieation aid and a means of producing
identification aids.
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6 SAMPLING TECIINIQUES

6.1 General Review

Or Rumohr reviewed currcnt benthic sampling technology. He presented examples of
various dredges in use as wel1 as a wide variety of grabs, corers and air-lifts. In a video he
showed the current state of video and camera applications used in Kiel, comprising
observation of the seafloor of sediment profile (REMOTS). He introduced a new version of
diver held and operated sediment profiling camera which is designed for special use under
fish cages and in areas where ships cannot operate. Further he showed the use of video in
control1ing the perfom1ance of sampling gear and in the observation of the fishing process of
shrimp trawls in the German Wadden Sea. He could show the relatively smal1 impact of this
gear on the seabed and the benthic community and the rapid subsequent invasion by
swimming crabs, scavenging on the animals exposed or damaged by the trawl. T Rowel1
described a dredge developed in Canada that is used in conjunction with a video and has an
automatical1y re1eased door to prevent entry of material at the end of a sampling run. This
attempts to e1iminate the problems associated with hauling errors. In summary, there is a
wide range of grab and corer devices which vary in their efficiency, hence in comparable
studies there is a great need to standardise sampling devices and to conduct inter
comparability exercises. The Outch (NIOZ) have developed a deep digging dredge that
penetrates to a depth of 15 cm and collects animals which tend to be missed by grabs or
corers. Results indicate that this obtains quantitative sampIes in soft sand sediments.

•

6.2

7

Sampling of lIard Suhstrata

In his review of sampling techniques, Or Rumohr described a wide range of heavy anchor
dredges and towed dredges which are used depending on the substrate to be sampled. The
only device that resembled a grab type system was the Harnrnon grab which takes
quantitative sampIes from gravel substrates. A detailed comparison of the efficiency of the
Harnrnon grab and an anchor dredge operating in gravel substrates is given in a paper
provided by Or Rees in Annex 9. Or Rumohr also described a freshwater device to collect
gravel bed fauna. This involved a net basket fi1led with gravels allowing animals to settle
over a time period. Photographie methods seemed to be some of the best quantitative
methods for measuring communities allached to rocky surfaces. Or Hiscock is a particular
specialist in this area and offered to give a review of techniques at the next meeting.

QA Ii'OR BENTHOS STUDIES

The BEWG was asked to prepare guidelines on quality assurance procedures in benthic
studies by the ACME. Much of this work had already been covered in an ICES/HELCOM
workshop held to draw up similar guidelines for Baltic work and which had extended its
remit to cover the North Sea. Nevertheless, the BEWG considered their findings and
produced a set of guidelines as a supplement to those of the ICESIHELCOM meeting. The
guidelines are given in Annex 10.
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8 BENTHIC DATAUASES

J Craeymeersch reported on the database BEDMAN (Benthic Data Management). The
database includes data from the North Sea benthos survey (1986), various North Sea
monitoring programmes and data from Norway and Sweden (see Annex I I). The majority of
the data is concentrated around the Dutch coastIine, but the data extends from the southem
North Sea to north of the Shetland Islands. The database is run under the Paradox system,
however there is a user interface that can be interrogated by those unfamiliar with Paradox.
One the most pertinent points that arose was the ownership of data tllat was entered on large
databases, especially when data is unpub1ished. Scientists or nations could be wary of either
plagiarism or of other nations accessing politically sensitive data.

The Working Group welcomed the news that ICES was to consider integrating the North Sea
Databasc into the ICES Environmental Database. Dr Larsen presented a working paper that
he had prepared for BEWG approval before forwarding to ACME.' The document raises
various problems such as standardising the methods and details recorded on individual's
databascs. The BEWG endorsed the paper, a copy ofwhich is given in Annex 12.

9 NORTH SEA BENTHOS SURVEY

It was generally agreed that it would be extremely valuable to repeat the 1986 North Sea
Benthos Survey to determinc whether there have been any changes in the benthic community
over the last 10 years. This information is necessary to determine the effects of
eutrophication, anthropogenie disturbance to the seabed etc. The main reservation raised was
the problem of funding from the various governments or the European Union. It was feit that
if ICES gave its support for this survey governments would be more willing to fund this
research. In addition it was suggested that a similar, parallel survey in the Irish Sea would be
desirable, especially in vicw of thc impending lrish Sea Quality Status Report.

The original North Sea Benthos Survey provided important information that enabled synoptic
mapping of thc distribution of benthos, from which overall trends in biodiversity and biomass
could bc related to widc scalc geographieal factors. Such information is important in not only •
permitting a fuller understanding of the benthic regime in the North Sea to scientists, but also
providing the background for important decisions in the resource management of the North
Sea.

There is increasing concern for thc statc of the North Sea Environment, stemming from the
increasing impact of fishing activities, pollution and the wider effects of c1imatie changes.
The Working Group proposes a new survey ten years after the first since it is believed that
this period of time should be adequatc to reveal changes of a long-term nature. Such a study
would bc of great importance both in terms of scientifie and technical llevelopment as weil as
in management and environmental contro!.

The study will aim to dctcct long-tcrm changcs in thc bcnthos at population, community and

biotope levels, and will cnable greatcr undcrstanding of:

a) spccies distribution
b) biodiversity changes

12
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c) biomass changes
d) changes in size spectra
e) changes in predominant life history strategies
f) productivity

Information of such a survey will also bc important in management decisions concerning:

a) regulation of fisheries
b) closed areas
c) nutrient inputs
d) oil and gas explorations
e) marine conservation areas

This study will also encourage the development and application of new and improved
technologies, for sampling, sediment measurements, positioning and imaging systems and
taxonomy.

10 OlL SPILLS

10.1 Aegeall Sea Oil Spill

Dr Lopez-Jamar reported on the Aegeall Sen oil spill. In December 1992 the oil-tanker
Aegean Sea was wrecked in the vicinity of La Coruna, NW Spain, releasing about 60000 t of
light erude oil. Benthic studies were undertaken to estimate the effeet of the spill on the
subtidal infauna of the area. The paper in Annex 13 presents the results of the first year of
study on the Rfa de La Coruna, Rfa de Ferrol, and adjacent continental shelf.

As data on temporal evolution of benthie infauna from Rfa de La Coruna were available, an
estimation of the changes caused by the spill could be made. In sandy areas, a reduction of
species number and a high mortality of certain taxa were recorded, as weIl as a dramatic
increase in the abundanee of opportunistic polychaetes. The community in the harbour area is
weIl adapted to chronic spills and frequent sediment disturbanees, and thus the effects of the
spill have been less important. Only a few speeies deereased their abundanee, while many
other did not show any effeet or even increased their number.

Previous data on benthie dynamies were not available for the Rfa de Ferrol and adjaeent
eontinental shelf. The evolution of the eommunities sinee the oil spill suggests that there
have been some effects attributcd to the oil spill, although, to date, the searcity of sampIes
does not pern1it definite conclusions.

Professor Heip asked whether intertidal areas were being studied, but Dr Lopez-Jamar did not
have the information to hand. Apparently dispersants were not used on this occasion, oil was
either sueked up or directed to specific of parts of beaches.

13



10.2 Thc Braer on Spill

Dr Kingston gave areport on the results of the benthos studies of the sea bed affected by the
wreck of the oil tanker Braer whieh went aground off sheltered in January 1993, spilling
84,000 tonnes of oil into the sea.

Although almost all of the oil was dispersed into the water column surveys carried out a few
weeks after the spill showed that there were loeal areas of seabed to the west of Shetland and
southeast of Fair Isle that had elevated levels of hydrocarbon in the sediments. In some
places there exceeded 20,000 ppm. .

A benthic survey was carried out in which transeets were run from areas of low to high oil
contamination and the community composition and structure analysed to assess the impact of
the oiI.

Univariate and multivariate analysis of the data which was obtained from 5 0.1 m2 grab
sampIes at each of 23 sites failed to reveal any faunal distribution trends that could be related
to the presence of oiI. However, certain species known to be sensitive to oil were absent from
the contaminated areas, most notable being all members of the Amphipoda. In addition,
species known to be assoeiated with oil contaminated conditions were present at the most
heavily impaeted sites (eg Capitella spp, Tizyasira spp and Chaetozolle setosa).

Meiofaunal studies were also carried out at seleeted sites and again, regardless of the high
levels of oil contamination at the most contaminated sites, no trends in distribution were
revealed by univariate and multivariate statistical approaehes. However, the copepod family
Ectinostomatidae was completely absent from heavily oiled sediments.

Comparison of the response of the diversity index Hs with respect to sediment oil
concentration between offshore studies associated with oil well drilling activities and the
Braer spill showed surprising differences. Whilst at sediment oil concentration as high as
10,000 ppm, the benthos off Shetland showed no fall in diversity, th·e diversity of benthos
around the offshore platforms falls dramatically at sediment oi1levels of only 100 ppm. This
is a surprising result and may either indicate that the offshore benthos is responding to some •
other factor or that the offshore response is to chronic pollution (in mo~t cases several years).
In the Braer spill, it may be that the surveys were carried out too soon after the accident (1-5
months) to evaluate the effeets of chronic exposure to be manifested.

BIOTOPES CLASSIFICATION
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11 I

I
D Connor of the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (UK) gave :a presentation on the
proposal to deve10p a new standard Biotope Classification system for the nortll-east Atlantic.

I

The main problem highlighted was the diversity of c1assification systems currently in use and
I

the lack of intercomparability and the lack of a single comprehensivc system covering all
rock and sediment habitats. The system has been developed to cover: marine, estuarine and

I

braekish water systems, roek and sediment, the upper-shore to the continental shelf (200 m).
Although the system will bc based on data from the ßritish Isles it sh~uld be expandable to
the north-east Atlantie. A more detailed report is given in Annex 14; The c1assification is
being deve10ped as part of the Bio~tar programme and will substantially deve10p the existing
marine elements of the European CORINE c1assification.



Dr Asjes asked whether there was any software developed to accompany this classification
system. Dr Connor said that this was a desirable area for development. Dr Rumohr asked
what whether this type of system was really useful in view of its lack of dynamics by
delimiting the biological aspects of communities. D Connor replied that they would take into
account the effects of variation caused by pollution or natural temporal change and also
argued that the system was based on the observation that repeated surveys had shown that
certain biotopes remained consistent. However, Dr Rumohr argued that this takes no account
of the continuing development of biological systems. D Connor emphasised that in the
hierarchieal classification the broad features at the top of the system accounted for biotope
dynamics whilst finer detail at the lower end of the classification related more directly to field
observations. Dr N0rrevang advocated the idea of the scheme, especially to enhance
politicians' understanding of marine communities as long as the system was not enforced on
scientists as the system is too inflexible to accommodate the subtle differences encountered.

12 INTRODUCED SPECIES

Spatfalls of the Non-native O)'stcr, Crassostrca gigas

Dr Kaiser reported on the occurrence of a spatfall of Pacific oysters in the Menai Strait and
the River Exe. Pacific oysters one of the most important cultivated bivalve species in
England and Wales. However, concern has been expressed aboutthe possibility that this
species may spawn in UK waters and develop a sustainable population. Annex 14 attached to
this report gives a detailed account of observations of naturally settled spat at two sites.
Settlement date was estimated from the size and weight of the animals and from growth lines
in the shell matrix, results indicated that these animals settled in 1989 or 1990. This
settlement is attributed to the unusually warm summers that occurred in both years.
Ho\vever, the number of spat is too low «1000) to support a self sustaining population.

•
13 ALGAL HLOOl\IS

Dr Kaiser reported on the after-effects of a Phaeoc)'stis bloom on benthic fauna in the Menai
Strait, North Wales. The benthic infauna at the study site has been investigated triannually
since 1991 as part of a study of the impact of intertidal clam cultivation. In May and June
1992 an unusually dense Plzaeocystis bloom occurred along the North Wales coastline. Once
the bloom crashed, the large amount of decomposing material on the seabed caused the
expected anoxic conditions. However, oxygen levels were so low that common shore crabs
came ashore, and large numbers of fish were killed. There was a severe reduction in the
abundance and biomass of the benthic infauna at our study site, when compared with the
benthie community documented 12 montlls previously. Under normal circumstances the
community was dominated by Pygospio elegalls (158/m2), Scrobiclilaria plalla (134/m2) and
Cirratlilus spp (371m2). However, two weeks after the onset of anoxie conditions, the
community was dominated by Crallgo11 crmlgon (451m2) and the density of all other species
was <31m2. The community had also become more heterogeneous, as would be expected
after a major disturbance event. Further analysis of sampIes taken after July 1992 will reveal
how quickly thc sitc has been recolonised.
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14 RECOMMENDATIONS

The Benthos Ecology Working Group recommends that the Benthos Ecology Working Group
meet at Kaldbak, Faroe Islands on 3-6 May 1995 to :

Plan a repeat of the 1986 North Sea benthie survey in 1996.

2 Evaluate the use of computer aided taxonomy systems for identification of benthic
species.

3 Review co-operative benthie studies throughout the ICES area .

4 Review methods for studying hard bottom substrata and intertidal communities.

5 Review studies on the effects of fishing disturbance on benthic communities.

6 Define indicator species which are sensitive to the effects of physical disturbance.

15 ACTION LIST

Dr Hiscock to report on the development of a north-east Atlantic classification of
marine benthic biotopes.

2 J Craeymeersch/Dr Kaiser to report on the EC IMPACT II project.

3. J Craeymeersch to repOli on the benthic by-catch of beam trawls.

4 Dr Asjes to report on the Dutch Benthic Atlas.

5 Dr Essink, Dr Kingston, Dr Kränke, Dr Kunitzer, Dr Lopez-Jamar, Dr Neiland, Dr
Nprrevang, M Poweillet, Dr Rowell, Dr Rumohr to evaluate the use of computer
based taxonomy systems. Professor Heip/J Craeymeersch to co-ordinate. •6 Dr Andersen, D Basford, Dr Brattegard, Dr DuineveldlDr de Wilde, Dr Essink,
Professor Heip, Dr Kaiser, Dr Kingston, Dr Kränke, Dr Rumohr to report on the
progress in planning the North Sea Benthos survey for 1996.

7 Dr Norrevang to report on the taxonomie techniques used in BIOICE.

8 T Rowelll Dr Schwinghamer to report on results from the Canadian experiments on
the impact of otter trawls.

9 Dr Schwinghamer to report on the progress developing acoustic methods for
identifying benthic animals in Sitll.

10 Dr Kaiser to report on the effects of intertidal clam cultivation on benthie
communities.
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11 Dr Kingston to repol1 on the final results 01' the ßmcr oil spill.

12 Dr Lopez-Jamar to report on further reslllts from the Acgcmz Sca oil spill.

13 Dr Künitzer to report on the progress 01' the Joint Monitoring programme, the Arctic
monitoring programme and the Baltic monitoring programme.

14 Dr Warzocha to report on the results 01' benthic studies in the Pomeranian Bay.

15 Dr Warzocha to report on results 01' long-term monitoring studies.

16 Dr Hiscock to report on the reslllts 01' inshore surveys.

17 Dr Hiscock to report on techniques for studying fauna on hard substrata.

18 Dr DlIineweld to report on monitoring stlldies in The Netherlands.

19 Dr Duineweld to report on bioturbation and sediment phytopigments.

20 Dr Kröncke to report on the latcst results from the analysis 01' the Nordeney long

term data series.

21 Dr Kröncke to report on progress on German Arctic studies.

22 S Dahle to report on Norwegian/RlIssian co-operative studies in the Barents Sea.

23 Dr Andersen to report on the meeting 01' the Nordic COllncil to examine the need for
comprehensive literature on the identification 01' invertebrates in Nordic countries.

24 Dr de Jong to report on the effects on benthos 01' deepening the shipping channel in

the WesterscheIde.

• 25 Dr Kaiser will co-ordinate the production 01' a list of species which are vulnerable to
the effects 01' physical disturbance to the seabed with input from all working group

members.
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ANNEX 2

AN INTRODUCTION '1'0 BIOI\IAR
ll\IARINE COASTAL ZONE l\IANAGE....'IE1':T: IDEJ.YrIFICATION, DESCH.IIYflON

AND l\IAPPU"G OF BIOTOPES'

The managcmcnt of coastal ccosystcms rcquircs a structurcd knowlcdgc of the types of
habitats and communitics (biotopes) prcsent. BioI\'lar is a partly EC-supportcd (through
the LIFE Fund) Irish-Icd, four-ycar projcct whieh bcgan in 1992. Its main aims are to:

I. produce a classification of benthic marine biotopes applicable to the cold-temperate
nOl1h-cast Atlantic and

dcvclop computer software for the storage, rctrieval, analysis and prcsentation of
infonnation on coastal biotopes using computer mapping systcms (Geographical
Infonnation Systems) .

The study will inclllde both littoral (interfidal) and sublittoral biotopes.

In conjunction with this, an ecological survey of the coast of the Rcpublic of Ireland will bc
conductcd. Marine areas will be survcycd by Trinity College Dublin with assistance from
University College Galway and Aquafact Intemational. Maritime arcas will bc reviewcd,
and a list of candidate sites for inclusion in NATURA 2000 (protcctcd areas undcr EC
Habitats Directive) will bc sclected by the National Wildlife and Parks Service in DlIblin.
A demonstration project by the University of Ncwcastle, UK, will examinc the feasibility
of remote and rapid survey tcchniques (e.g. sonar, video) in the identification of marine
biotopes. Results will be linkcd with those from:

i. current surveys in Britain by the Marine Nature Conservation Review team of the
Joint Nature Conservation Committce, and

• ii. previous studies in Northcrn Ireland (by the Ulstcr Museum and Heriot-\Vatt
University)

to develop the biotopes classification and data handling and presentation systems.

Additionally, the location and the status of marine protcctcd areas in Europe and relevant
legislation in different countries will bc reviewcd by AIDEnvironment, Netherlands.

The final product of the Irish part of ihe BioMar project will bc a compilation of
infonnation pertaining to coastal biotopes (e.g. biotope descriptions and locations,
bibliography, cartographic data) in a database with maps and analytical facilities. The
infonnation will bc easily accessible for non-specialists involved in coastal management in
Ireland. In a European contcxt, the rcsults will fonn a pilot study for developing a marine
biotope c1assificatiün and data handling system für at least the cold-tcmperate north-cast
Atlantic. This will facilitate the EC CORINE (Co-ORdination of INfomlation on the
Environmcnt) c1assification managcd by the Europcan Environmcnt Agcncy Taskforce.
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ANNEX 3

BIOFAR
Investigations of the marine

benthic fauna
of the Faroe Islands

Programme description
and

activities

April 1994

Kaldbak Marine Biological Laboratory
viö Skriöubakka, FR-ISO Kaldbak, Faroe Islands
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Faroe Islands and ·the surrounding seas

•

The Faroe Islands
The Faroe Islands are an achipclago of 18

larger islands at 62°N and 7°W.
Tbc Faroes themselves and their shclf arca

are the rcmnants of a volcanic arca evolved ahout
45-25 million ycars ago. Tbc Faroes constitute
part of the ridge stretching from Scotland to
Greenland which again constitutes the border
betwccn thc colder Norwegian Sca and thc warmer
Central Atlantic.

Tbc cconomic zone stretching to 200 nautical
miles or the mid lines towards Iceland and the
Shetland Islands comprises ab. 308.000 km2•

Areas less than 200 m dcep comprise ab.
21.000 km2•

Water masses and currents are equally
diversified. Three distinct water masses are recog
nized. In the deeper channels and north of the
islands boUom temperaturcs are below zero, while
the deep hottoms west of the islands are \\lthin the
deep Atlantic regime.

The sca hottom is very varied from mud in
fjords and sounds to bedrock. where strong currents
prevail.

Sottom topography

Tbe islands and their surrounding shelf
constitute a mini-eontinent. Tbe overall topograph)'
of the sca hottom. the extent of the continental shelf
and the adjoining deep trenches and basins are
illustrated by the rnap.

Sottom types
We have no accurate rnap of bottom types

around the Faroes, although official rnaps give some
eIues. From the registrations in connection with
sampling and from various new and old rnap
sources, attempts are currently being made to map
these hottoms.

This much can be said by now, !hat as would
be expected, the deeper sediments are mud, day or
sill. while coarser sediments are found on the
"continantal" slope and on the banks. Very rough
hottom is found in several places, induding stones,
houlders and rock. No easy hottom to sarnple!

•

Map ofFaroese seas \\lth sampling stations
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The BIOFAR-programme

Watcr masscs and currcnts

Oceanographers have studied water masses
and currents around the Faroe Islands, especially
Bogi Hansen from the Fisheries Laboratory of the
Faroes.

Water masses from a branch of the Gutf
Stream, called North Atlantic Water (NAW), run
NNE between Iccland and the SheUands, thus
passing on both sides of the Faroes. This water mass
is relatively warm - 5-11 0 C - is carried into the
northern North Sea and the Norwegian Sea. It
reaches dmm to about 500 meters depth.

Deep Norwegian Sea Water (DNSW) enters
the Faroe-Shetland Channel from the NE, passes
south of the Faroes turning NW through the Faroe
Bank Channel and along the southern slope of the
Faroe-Iccland-Ridge. The temperature liesjust below
-1°C and its upper limit lies at around 5-600 meters
dcpth.

North of Iccland and along the northern slopc
of the Faroe-Iccland-Ridge water masses of about 2
-t°C (East-Iceland-Water, EIW) pass SW under the
NAW, bends S east of the Farocs into abend, that
turns NE once again, but the bend is very variable in
ex1ent. Some of this water intermittantly spills over
the Faroe-Iccland-Ridge into the Atlantic.

This complicated pattern leads to great
diITerences in bottom temperatures, and a special

Initiation of thc BIOFAR-programme

The vast majority ofthc sampies laken during
the Zoology of the Faroes scheme were from shallow
depths, obviously due to the lack of appropriate.
research vessels. Furthermore, since that time new
types of sampling gear and new methods for treating
the sampl~s have been developed.

Danish and Norwegian marine scientist have
for ages laken a keen interest in the North Atlantic
and the Norwegian Sea, and many sampling
expeditions have been to the deeper parts of these
ocean parts.

The Fisheries Laboratory of the Farocs have
initiated a programme for multiple specks research
including studies of stornach contents of the more
valuable fish specks.

Oceanographers have been studying currents
and water masses around 'h;;. Faroes and Iceland in

24

study by dr. Häkan Westerberg is accompanied by
maps. I '.

On the Faroe Bank an anticyclonic g)Te
makes the water over the bank more or less stagnate
for up to five summer moriths, but recent investiga
tions show a complicated current pattern. A similar,
but 1css pronounced g)'re circumvents the island
group itsclf. I .

Tidal currents, standing waves and water
mass movements combined have a pronounced efTect
on the battom environment. Dr. Häkan Westerberg
has modellcd the bottom:currents at the sampling
stations, and these velocities are included in the
BIOFAR station list. One published paper by
Westerberg et.a!. adresses: the problems of currents
and sedimentation along the boarders of thc shelf

andthebanks. I
Exploration histOryl

Marine invertebrates have been described
from the Faroes since the 17th centUI)', but more
thorough investigations did not start before the 19th
centUI)'. The "Ingolf'-Expcdition also sampled in
Faroese waters. The Danish fisheries research vesscl
"Dana" has laken sampies in later cruises. In the
1920's the Carlsberg Foundation sponsored a
thorough investigation of "The Zoology of the
Faroes" resulting in the 6 ,:olume treatise of the
same name, 1928·1971.

order to model the exchange of water masses
between the Norwegian Se3IPolar Sea and the main
body of the Atlantic Ocean!

These were the premises for a discussion,
when, b)' chance, three colleagues of marine biology
met in Torshavn in June 1986. The)' started a
preliminary planning for a programme for in
vestigation ofthe benthic fauna in Faroe waters from
about 100 metres downwards, and to have gradu
ate/postgraduate scholarships attached to the
scheme, so that highi)' needed educational aspects
could be includcd in the programme..

In January 19871 the NOS-N - Joint
Committee of the Nordic Natural Science Research
Council - funded a meeting in the Nordic House in
Torshavn where 17 marine biologists from the
Scandinavian countries and UK, discussed the
feasibility of a large scale programme.

The enthusiasm of the participants warranted
a search for funding. and thl: Fishei;es Laboratory of

•
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the Faroes provided the research vessel "Magnus
Heinason" for a 12-day pilot cmisc. The results of
this early initiative were very promising. 128
sampies were laken on many different OOttom types,
and preliminary identifications of some groups
showed the presence of many species, not pre\iously
found in Farocse waters. Subsequently, different
funding institutions were approached, and by the end
of the year funding had been securcd for a three-year
programme to be called BIOFAR

Objectives

The objeetives of the programme were laid dO\\n by
the January 1987 meeting like this:

1. to prO\ide local knowlcdge of the marine
benthic fauna, establish possibilities for further local
studies and ereate Nordic eontacts for such studies.

2. to pro\ide knowledge of the bcnthic fauna
in Faroese waters, which is interesting bio
geographieally, as a natural basis for local fisheries
and as a reference area for pollution studies.

3. to use this inter-Nordic project to
eoordinate Nordic taxonomic expertise, for the
benefit of further marine research projects.

Accordingly, two main sub-programmes were
set up, see appendix

In view of the pre\ious invcstigations in
shallower waters, the depth limits were set to 100
1000 metres, but it has becomc dear that the
programme h.as to be \\idened, incIuding all dcpths,
in order to obtain a comtemporary, overall \iew of
the marine benthic fauna.

Tbe BIOFAR-programme was scheduled to
study ßl3crofauna. i.e. by the use of I mm sieves.
However, meiofauna was studied by some guests
scientist - especially in connection with tha
"Valdi\ia"-cruise.

While running the programme several special
studies, dcsigned by the participants, demanded
special sampies to be taken.

Organization

BIOFAR was ron under the auspices of
NKMB (Nordic Council for Marine Biology) in dose
coopcration with the NKFO (Nordic Council for
Physical Oceanography) which are both
commissions under the Nordic Council of fl.finisters.

A steering committe (board) was elected, see
list of membcrs, appendix . Tbc board decides upon
overall financcs, larger investmcnts,eruise plans,
guests, attached projects, eolloquia and workshops,
while thc eoordinator was in eharge of running thc
programme and directing the laOOratory.

Dr. Arne Norrevang was appointed
coordinator of the programme and direetor of the
Kaldbak LaOOratory.

At present the labotatory is run by the Faroese
Government, \\ith Ame Norrevang as direetor, and
the former board eontinues its aeti\ities.

Finances

The main part ofthe programme - thrce ycars
of intensive sampling, costing 215.000 USS/year 
was funded by the Nordic Council of Ministers
(Nordisk Ministerräd), the Carlsberg Foundation,
the Faroc Government and Faroese financial
institutions. For financing special purposes various
funds were approachcd.

Tbe eontinuation of the programme from
1991 onwards is finaneed by the Farocse go\'ernment
\\ith additional funds from Faroese banks and the
Faroc Seafood Ltd.

Financial sources 1988-1993 for the ßIOFAR-programme (DDK)

GoIcmront Nord.Ca.Jn. ~In. cartsOOrgfCllOOt Barksetc. Tota!

1988 865.0001 7&).000 2&).000 160.0001 2.025.000
1989 264.filO 7&).000 2&).000 160.000 1.424.filO
1990 289.000 7&).000 2&).000 160.000 1.449.000
1991 49J.000 0 191000 125.000 765.000
1992 544.000 0 50.000 125.0001 719.000
1993 fil3.ooo 0 0 125.000 628.000
Syrrfx)siun~ 1991 344.000 344.000

I
Total 1988-93 2.955.filO j 2.250.0001 9fil.000 1.199.0001 7.354.filO
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Statt

Library

Facilities

The programmme and the Kaldbak
Laboratol)' is directed by dr. Ame Norrevang from
his position as curator at the Museum of Natural
Histol)', Torsha\l1. The technical starr at present
(July 1993) consists of one janitor, one sorting
assistant on half time and one sorting assistantlclerk
on fu11 timc. During the main sampling programme
an additional sorting assistent was employed.

•

•

Also, we tl)' to build up a co11ection of reprints
covering the subjects of identification, faunistics and
distribution of a11 marine groups for the Northem and
espccia11y Northcastem AtJantic. '

From the Zoological Museum, Copenhagen,
The University Libral)', Bergen, and the Kristineberg
Marine Biological Station: we received duplicates.
Prof. emer. Hans Brattströ~, Bergen, donated a large
part of his reprint co11ection, built up during his long
term as professor ofmarine biology.

At present the co11ection of book and reprints
is being catalogued in a libralY database.

From the ta.xonomie speeialists we hope to
obtain relevant reprints aod lists of identification
papers for each animal gTOUP, and we intend to
complete the eo11ection \\ith photocopies of papers
no more available from the 'authors.

R
. I

eference collectlon
i

The specialists, identif)ing the BIOFAR
material are asked to select: representative specimens
of cach ta.xon to be kept as a reference co11ection at
the Kaldbak Laboratory. This co11ection \\i11 be of
great help for any eologist, iphysiologist a.o., who in
the future may \isit the laboratory to $ludy
communities or species, las they will have an
opportunity to check their identifications at the labo-
ratory. I
Database I

A database programme was designed
specifically for the needs ofthe BIOFAR programme.
It is possible to print lists for stations, for species and
specks groups and to plot maps from a menu system,
\\ hile morc complicated operations can be designcd

Funds for thc libral)' are limited. and although according to \\ishes from tl1e individual specialists.
\\e have established good relations with thc d specifica11y for the needs of the BIOFAR
Landsb6kasavn (Faroese National Library) and programme. It is possible 10 print lists for stations,
institutionallibraries. eg. at the Fisheries Laboratol)', for specks and specks groups and to plot maps from
we have limited acces to relevant literature. a menu system, \\hile more complicated operations

A quite good co11ection ofidentification bocks can be designed according to \\ishes from the

is k'pt in the laoo~tory. SAMPLING p~::o:~~:E I

The requirements of mnning the programme
werc such that a marine laboratol)' had to be
cstablishcd in thc Faroe Islands.

In the village of Kaldbak. about 18 kilometres
north of Torshavn. wc found an old building
origina11y used part1)' as a general store and partly as
storage for salted fish, latcr as a plant for glassfibre
boats and fina11y for processing A{rtilus.

The building eontained only floors and little
else, so laboratories, dormitory and storage rooms
were erected inside the existing framework. funded
by the Faroe govemment. Furniture and some
equipment was provided through Faroese firms and
the Faroe govcmment. On May 2nd the laboratol)'
was officia11y opened in the prescnce of the Minister
ofEducation and representatives for the Coast Guard,
the Fisheries Laboratol)', the University and many
others.

Most of the laboratory equipmcnt was
purchased by an initial extra grant from the Faroese
Gocemment.

Sampling strategies
The pilot cmise gavc a certain basis for the

planning of latcr cmiscs. and sampling stratcg)' was
currentl)' re\iscd during the threc main sampling
years.

80th infauna and cpifauna as wcB as

hyperbcnthic fauna should be sampled on as many
positions as possible. I

Two vcssc\s participated for all three years of
thc main sampling programmc. "Magnus Heinason"
from the Fisheries Laboratory of the Faroes and
"Hakon Mosby" from the University of Bergen. It
was found inexpedient to u'se a11 types of gear on
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each individual cruise so that "Hakon Mosby" mostly
sampled soft boltom and hyperbcnthic fauna, while
"Magnus Heinason" sampled hard and rough
boltoms.

The sampling scheme was designed to cover
most of the area \\ithin the Faroese 200 mile zone
between 100 and 1000 meters depth and preferably
with all types of geaT. The 1988 and 1989 cruises

covered most of the scheme, and in 1990 additional
sampling were made at positions that were found to
be of special interest.

Sampling cruises
For the initial three sampling years of tJle

programme - 1988-90 - the "Magnus Heinason" of
the Fisheries Laboratory of the Faroes and the
"Hakon Mosby" of the University of Bergen were
available for a two-week cruise each.

As the programme progressed the "Valdhia"
ofthe University ofHamburgjoined the BIOFAR for
research on meiofauna (interstitial fauna) for 18 days
in Ma)' 1990, when more than 50 sampies were
taken, using a score of different geaT. Also, the
"Challenger" joined during one weck for research of
benthic fish in relation to food items present in the
benthic fauna.

The Faroese Coast Guard has pro\ided vesscls
for sampling for special purposes, e.g. coral- and
sponge-asssociated faunas, in total more than 780
sampies.

Furthermore, the BIOFAR station list, "hich
will be prO\ided upon request, contains the
information on sampIes taken for other special
purposes by smaller vesscls - some of them inside the
fiord systems.

Gear
A number of different gear types were used

routinely, while more specialized gear was used for
special purposes, e.g. for meiofauna.

Some of the sampling gear was specially
designed for the rough boltoms around the Faroes.

Thus, the dimensions of steel and nets was
increased as compared to gear used in other
programmes.

Trianglliar tlrctlge
The triangular was made of old truck springs.

The frame measured 80 cm on each side. The net of
the bag was fastened to round iron wclded onto the
inside of the triangular frame. Finer nelting can be
fitted as an inner bag to the last section of main bag.

The arms from the corners of triangle were made of
round iron with e)'es in both ends (arms Can bc ex
changed). One, which is slightly longer and with a
larger upper eye than the other two, is shackled to the
wire through a swiwel. The upper eyes of the two
shorter arms are fastened to the eye of the first one
with a binding of twine or nylon cord. An "apron",
made of strengthened rubber con"eyor belt is applied
to the outside of the bag on the side with the two
shorter arms. A floater is attached to the corner with
the longer arm.

Thus, the triangle will always touch the
boltom with the apron, and if the gear fastens on
rough boUom the twine will be severed, and the pull
will continue through the upper arm.

Sncli-drcdgc (detritlls siedge)
is a modification of con"entional detritus

sledges (modified by Jon-Ame Sneli, Trondheim). It
is made of stronger material than the original
modification. It is fastened to the "ire with bindings
of twine or nylon cord and astrang safety wire
shackled to the to\\ing "ire is fastened to the hind
end of the sIedge. If the twine binding breaks the
sledge will turn round and, hopefully, be brought on
deck hind end first.

RP-slcdgc (hypcrbcntllic slctlge)
is a modification of the original Rothlisberry

Pierce-sledge (modified by Torleiv Brauegard,
Uni"ersity of Bergen) It war recently described in a
scientific paper

J\1clntyre grab
This gear was modified by Alf Joscfson,

Copenhagen. It is not operated by springs, but rather
by di"ergings arms as in the \'anVeen grab. It can be
loaded with extra weights at the corners ofthe frame
- lead slabs of 5 kg each.

Treatment on board

Smaller amounts of sampled material was
empticd into 90 I buckets. A special stool has been
made for unloading the McInt)Te-grab, so that the
contents could be emptied into a container (plastic
basin, 25 I).

Larger amounts of material was poured
directly onto the deck and sorted by hand and - partly
or in full - sifted through sie"es. As a standard hole
sie"es with 3 (or 5) and 1 mm holes, 40 cm in
diameter, "ere used, see dra"ing. The)' were placed
in a sieving stool allowing for consecuti"c sic"ing
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from 3 mm to I mm. Many sampies - mostly
decanting from the RP-samples - were sieved dO\m
toO,5 mm.

A sorting table was made with an outlet
leading to the sieving stool.

Soft sediment sampies were washed in a
special washing tank, whieh could be inclined to
about 90°, part ofthe opening ofthe tank at the outlet
was covered. The outlet was aspout, 15 cm oute.
diameter. A flexible hose \\ith spiral \\ire (standard
for kitchen exhausts) was attached to the outlct. The
sieving stool could be placed well under the rack.,Le.
the foot of the rack is open under the nozzle side of
the tank.

The contents of the RP sledge was poured into
buckets and decanted through hand-held sieves down
to 500 micron mesh.

Consermtion on board
The sampled animals were contained in

standard, square-bottomed plastic vials of 1, 0.5,
0.25 litres. Except for sampies meant for special
purposes, all sampies were preserved in ab. 4 %
formalin with a surmount of borax. A small
tablespoon of powdered borax was added for each
litre. One hand writtened label (with pencil on
plastic paper) was placed in each \ial with station
number, depth, gear, and sorting method, and in
addition a label made by DYMO label marker on red
plastic tape containing station number. On the screw
lid was placed a pencil mitten label containing
station number and sorting method.

Large and bulk)' samples were stored in self
sealing plastic bags or bags closed \\ith plastic strips,
and pl:iced in 30 litre drums \\ith conservation or
preserving fluid. Plastic bags were made onboard to
different sized \\ith a plastie welding apparatus (and
some bags were also closed \\ith this apparatus).

Station list

All ~tations werc positioncd \\ith reference to
the ship's log. The station list form was preprintcd
and containcd spaces for various information, e.g.
sorting method, number of vials and bags, sediment
type, faunal composition etc.

Sorting of sampies

When the preser"ed sampIes arrived at the
laboratory from eruises, all of them were washed in
tap water (which is almost destilled in the Faroes)
and transferrcd to 70-80 % alcohol. Labels and
plastic markers and the number of vials and bags
were always checked against the station list.

The animals were sorted under binocular

stereoscopes on the 45 or so different groups
indicated in the preprinted 'sorting list forID.. Later,
some groups, i.e. Isopoda, Amfipoda and Polychaeta,
were sortcd to lower grou'ps by speeialists or by
specially trained sorters. I

Some groups have not been assi~ned to
specialists bccause of difficulty in identifying fixed
material, e.g. Turbellaria and Nemertca. '

I
Identification of collected material.,

The main object of the
l
whole programme is to

provide an annotated species list of the benthie fauna
around the Faroes. I

About 65 taxonomist from all over the world
have joined the BIOFAR~programme to identify
material belonging to their respective groups.

The spccialists were asked to fill in preprinted
identification lists, according to an instruction aimed
at standardizing the entries into the BIOFAR
database.

BIOFAR - database

The main database is programmed as an
interrelational database in dBascIV - especially for
the BIOFAR-programme - comprising 3 files:
1. station list \\ith all relevant data, including
hydrographie parameters (see below);
2. species list with codes for group dO\m to
family level, specics code, species name and auctor;
3. all identified species referring to each station
number. I

An elaborate menu system manages coding of
results, cditing and reporting (on station, on species,
filter setting etc.) and for Iplotting on preprinted
maps. More complicated operations, e.g. various
couplings of files and special wishes for report
managing can bc designed according to wishes from
the individual specalists.1 The programme is
cop)Tightcd, but will be made available to
international cooperative projects.

The Nordic Council for Physical
Oceanography has provided aseparate database,
which is linked to the mairl database station list. It
comprises hydrological parameters (measured or
interpolated from about 111.000 records), ego
temperature, salinity water masses, and bottom
current velocity, covering nearly all stations.

All routine applications are controlled by a
menu system. The different possibilities for plotting,
listing and making corrcctions are indicatcd on the
follo\\ing page. I

As there are more than 800 sampling station
and caeh station mav Yicld more that 100 different
speeies, wc will end"up with 'a BlOFAR colleetion

•
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Overview of the BIOFAR database

The BIOFAR specimen collection

Publication policy

As mentioned, the results will ultimatcly
result in an annotated fauna list, for whieh the
specialists are asked to prO\ide the manuscripts
according to a defined layout. Othemise, they may
publish any results, taxonomie, faunistic or other,
according to their "ishes. It must bc mentioned in
the papers, that they prcsent results of the B10FAR
programme, preferably as "Contribution from the
BIOFAR-programme" under the title or as a
footnote.

Although thc identifications "ill be entcred
into the BIOFAR-database, they"iIl not bc available
to other scientist, "ithout the perrnission of the spe
cialist in question.

be transferred to '''oe
Natural History Museum

~
ofthe Faroes.

Sbtim~ At the Kaldbak-
list Laboratory a reference

eolleetion ",ill bc set up,
eonsisting of seleeted
specimens of all speeies
identified.
A substantial reference

eollection ",iU bc deposi
ted at the Zoologieal

[ ]

Museum, University of
Statim rmps . Copenhagen

Also, the identifying
'-- --' specialists may keep a

minor reference
eollection at hislher horne institution on a deposit
basis.

A database programme \\ill be used to
registrate the whole collection, including all
specimens deposited elsewhere.

The collections \\ill open to use for specialists
as is normal for museum collections. Applications
should bc sent to the relevant curator and to thc
Kaldbak Marine Biologieal Laboratory, so that any
use of the B10FAR material can be trackcd.

Mtfilter can 00 used

Stmmlist,~ list
Sp!cies m stmoolist

consisting of more than 100.000 \ials. In order to
keep track of all ,ials, they "iU be entered into the
database as ascparate coUection file, referring to
shclves and racks in the storage rooms.

Our poliey is that type specimens should bc
kept at one of the larger museums with special
facilities for storage of such unique material.
Therefore, all type specimens from the BIOFAR
material must be deposited at thc Zoologieal
Museum, University of Copenhagen.

Some paratypes may bc kept at the instituion
of the indhidual specialist.

New species

All material rernains property of the Museum
of Natural History, Thorshavn.

Whcn the identified material has been
returned to the Kaldbak Marine Biologieal
Laboratory, it "iU be stored and curated as normaUy
in a museum eoUection. Until the identification ofall
groups has bcen completed, the material "iU remain
at the Kaldbak Laboratory, and only after that ",ill it

•
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

Scholarships

During the initial phases of the project the
Nordic Council for Marine Biology (NK1ffi)
allocated scolarships to the BIOFAR-programme.
Up to six months could be allocated to each student,
and normally half of the time was spent at the
Kaldbak Laboratory, while the other half might bc
spent at other Nordic institutions.

Graduate courses

In cooperation "ith the NIO.ffi two graduate

course were held:
8.-19. august 1988 at the Dcpartmcnt ofMa

rine Biology, Universitety of Bergen, on the topic:
"Identification of Polychaeta, Crustacea and
Mollusca". There were 9 participants from the
Faroes (2), Norway (2), Sweden (1), Finland (1) and
Denmark (3). Teachcrs worked: dr. 1. H. Fossa,
Bergen, dr.T. Brauegard , Bergen, dr. E. Oug,
Grimstad, dr. J-A. Sneli, Trondheim and others.
Mainly B10FAR material was used and 81 taxa of
Polychacta, 141 ofCrustacea og 99 ofMoUusca wcr~

identificd.
7.-19. august 1989 at Slctvik Field Station,
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Uni"crsitcty of Trondhcim, with thc topic:
"Polychacta og Mollusca idcntification,
nomcnclature og systematics". There were 10
participants from Iceland (1), Norway (2), Swcden
(2), Finland (1) and Denmark (~). Teachers wcrc: dr.
T. Holthe, Trondkcim (polychactes), dr. E. Oug,
Grimstad (polychaetes), dr. A. Waren, Stockholm
(moIluscs), dr. P. B. Wikander, Grimstad (molluscs)
and dr. J.-A. Sneli, Trondhcim (moIluscs). Sampies
from the BIOFAR-project werc used as material, and
~9 taxa of polychaetes and more than 200 taxa of
molluscs were registrcred.

Workshops.

In coopcration \,ith the NlO.1B four workshops wcre
hcld:

1.-8. October 1989 at the Kaldbak Laboratof)'
on thc topie: "Identification of Crustacca Isopoda".
Fi"e scicntists and two postgraduate studcnts
participatcd. 67 specics were idcntified, 36 werc new
to thc Faroe region, and thc numbcr of idcntificd spc
cies for thc area now amountcd to 91.

20.-26. august 1990 a workshop was hcld at
thc Kaldbak Laboratory on thc topie: "Faunal
analysis and zoogeografi - data analyscs". Fi"c
scicntists and four postgraduatc students
participatcd. A number of eorrelation and eorrespon
danee analyses were eonducted appl)ing to faunisties
and zoogeography of matcrial from thc BIOFAR
programme.

16.-23. september 1990 a workshop was held
at thc Marinbiologieal Field Laboratof)',
Fredcriksham on "Idcntification of Polyehacta".
Nine scicntists and onc postgraduatc studcnts
participated. A total of 101 taxa were idcntificd, 63
of them being new to thc Faroe area. Probably, at
least fi"c specics werc new to sciencc.

A further workshop on "Molluse taxonomy"
was held in Frcderiksham 26. april -~. may 1991. 8
malacologists joincd efTorts in idcntifying BIOFAR

. molluscs, and praetieally all material was identified
(cxccpt for Scaphopoda).

~.-12.121993 13 Polychactc specialist mct for
a workshop in Frcderiksham, dhiding the BIOFAR
material bctwccn thcm for identifieation, and for
discussion of taxonomie problems with the research
area.

Symposium

In 1990 it was dccidcd to bring togcthcr as
many CXPCrtS as possible for a symposium to bc held
in the Faroes in 1991.
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Cooperation with NKFO (Nordie Couneil for
Physieal Oeeanography) had been "cf)' rewarding, so
it was found desirable that oecanographers joined the
S)mposium. I

The purpose was multiple: that the biologists
would be inforrned of the wo'rk and methods of their
oeeanography colleagues; I to discuss' further
procedure in the programme - especially the intended

I
fauna list; and last but not least to coordinatc occano-
graphy and faunistics as far as possible.

The S)mposium was financed by grants from
NOS-N (Joint Committee of the Nordic Natural
Scienee Research Couneils), 'the Nordic House in the
Faroes, Westnordic Cooperation, Bliagrunnur
Foroya, Foroyagrunnurin fra 1971, NKMB, NKFO
and Atlantie Airways. The Faroese Government
hostcd the S)'mposium dinner. Facilities for the
meeting were pro\idcd by thc Nordie Hause.

7~ participating scientists presentcd 46
lcetures and 26 posters on oceanography and benthic
fauna of the Faroc Islands. 1

Thc abstracts from ~ thc s)mposium were
publishcd in the Yearbook of the Nordic House 1991
92, and separates are presented to authors and
marine institutions. The abstract titles are listed
separatcly under the heading "Publieations".

I

Guest scientists

In connection with thc sampling eruises,
many of the participants stayed for shorter or longer
periods at the Kaldbak Laboratory to work with
idcntification ofthcir speeific groups. Dr. O. Tendal,
Copenhagcn studied Porifera, dr. T. Brattcgard,
Bcrgen, Mysidaeea and Deeapoda, dr. J. Sva\'arsson,
Rcykja\ik, Isopoda and dr. ~. Josefson, Copenhagen
workcd on eommunity strueture of soft bottoms.

Meiofauna has bee~ studied relatively
independant of the main BIOFAR programme. Lic.
seient. R. Mobjerg Kristen'sen, Copenhagen, with
dr. A. Norrevang, Kaldbak, made preliminary
studies of meiofauna in' preparation for the
"Valdivia" (University of Hamburg) eruise in April
1990. I

In eonnection with the iValdivia" eruise, prof.
O. Giere, Hamburg, worked on Oligoehaeta, prof.
R. P. Higgins, Washington, on Kinorhyneha, lie.
seient. R. Mobjerg Kriste~sen, Copenhagen, on
Tardigrada and Loricifera, stud. seient. M.
Jorgensen, Copenhagen, on:Tardigrada and fit. lic.
T. Cedhagen, Goteborg, on Forarninifera.

Lic. seient. M. B~rggren, Kristinebergs
Marinbiologiska Station, investigated the oceurrence
of shrimps in the sublittoral:

Fit. dr. F. PleijelJ Stoekholm, studied

•
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES
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polyehaets, especially from shallow waters.
Or.scient. T. Holthe, Trondheim, identified

terebellomorph polyehaetes.
Or. M. Knie, Helsingor: fish parasites and their

invertebrate vector hosts.
Or. C. Clausen, Bergen: Gastrotrieha, in

particular from the Faroe Bank.
Or. G. Guömundson, Reykjavik:

Foraminifera.
Fil.kand. Christoffer Schander, Göteborg:

p)Tamidellid molluscs.
Prof. Peter Ax, Göttingen: euryhaline

Turbcllaria.
Stud. scient. Grete Oinesen, Kobenham:

biology ofModiolus and associated fauna.
Drs. Ake Granmo and Kerstin Magnusson,

+ 5 meters to - 100 meters
As mentioned the BIOFAR-programme was

designed to sampIe at depths exceeding 100 meters,
because intensive sampling - including marine
benthic fauna - was made in the late 1920, resulting
in the 6-volume trcatise: "The Zoology ofthe Farocs"
(1928-71). During the sampting cmises the rescach
vessels sometimes had to go to lcsser depths due to
weather conditions. As sampIes taken at depths lcss
than 100 metres were analyzed it turned out that up
to 30 % of the species identified were new to the
Farocs. It scems that new sampling tcchniques
brought up more species, so that the treatise may be
regarded as not uptodate.

Thus, it has been decided to apply for funds
for a new benthic programme, which \\ill be
designed so as to cover all habitats from the upper
splash zone dO\\TI to 100 meters, includings fiords
and sounds. Also, it will be attempted to cover a11
energy regimes from quiet lagoons and estuaries to
hyper-exposed coasts. Botanists \\ill join the
programme with a special sub-programme on
benthic algae and their distribution.

As working conditions in the upper subtittoral
are different from those of a deep project, graduate
student, divers and experts \\ill bc imited to join in
sampIe collection and sorting, and special
subprogrammes \\ill be set up in order to cover as
many aspects as possible. Accordingly, different
sampting techniques \\ill be used according to \\ishes
from the taxaonomists joining the programme.

Faroe Bank projcct
In connection \\ith a partial collapse of the

eod stock of the Faroc Bank the Fisheries Laboratory
has initiated a programme covering all aspeets of
the Faroe Bank ccoS)1cm. Ascminar \\ith invitcd

Kristineberg: pollution studies on Mytilus.
Cand. scient. Peter Funch Andersen,

Kobenhavn: Mesoprocta - new class - on mouth
parts ofNephrops.

Stud.scient. Anne Cathrine Sortie, Oslo: algae,
genus Ceramium.

Stud.scient. Annette Grongaard, Kobenham:
Tardigrada.

Stud.scient. Lis Lindahl Jorgensen, Bergen:
fiord hottom fauna.

Drs. Phyllis and Wyn Knight-Jones, Swansca:
sabellid, sabellariid and serpuloid polychactes.

Stud.scient. Jouni Vainio, Helsinki: gammarid
amphipods.

Cand.fiI. Susanne Eriksson, Goteborg:
physiology of Nephrops non'egicus.

participants was held at the Farocse Fisheries
Laboratory and reported in the publication "
Seminar om Fa:robanken, Torsham, 12.-13.
november 1992" The Kaldbak Marine Biologieal
Laboratory has joined the project, covering the
bcnthic fauna, and it is iDtended to initiate 
hopefully in 1995 - a larger project \\ith funds from
the EU and in cooperation \\ith institutions and
uni\'ersities in several countries.

During the "Valdivia" cruise and later
sampling \\ith vessels from the Coast Guard many
sampIes of meiofauna were taken. The rcsults tumed
out to bc extremely interesting. The sediment is
mostly fine to coarse shell sand and the meiofauna
composition was unexpectedly rich. Out of 22
specics ofTardigrada one third had previously been
found in cora! sand, one third in the deep sca and
ODe third were new to science. !6 spccies of
Loricifera were found, 12 ofthem new to science,
the rest were previously identificd from coral sand.

Guests at Kaldbak
After the completion of the BIOFAR

programme the Kaldbak Marine Biologieal
Laboratory offers facilities for visiting scientist
studying any aspcct of marine biology.Like\\ise, it is
intended to open up the laboratory in Kaldbak for
scientists who want to studv special species Or
faunas or make experiments in the aquarium S)'stem.

Most of the animals encountered during the
BIOFAR-programme can bc procured, but at present
there is no cooling system to accomodate animals
from the deep, sub-zero water mass regime. In most
cases the Farocse Coast Guard \\ill help sampling,
but for some collections is may bc nccessary to hire
a smaller ,"esseI.
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Kaldbak Marine Biological Laboratory
I

Pollution research and monitoring in t~e Faroes
I

The laboratory building includes about 600
012

, but all space has not been laken into use.

Laboratol)' equipment comes to the standard
of a small marine laboratol)', including freezers,

Main laboratory
Laboratory for 2 scientists
Laboratory for I scientist
Workshop
Storage rooms
Aquaria room
Sorting room (wet room)
Dormitory

65 m2

12 m2

6 m2

6 m2

135 m2

10 m2

15 m2

100 m2

refrigerators, incubators, laboratol)' scale (I mg)
"ith computer connection, 17 stereo mieroseopes, 2
microscopes ( one is interference-phase-contrast),
Computers with print out 'facilities on P, Laserjet
printer and HP Plotter, overhead projector, e),1ensive
workshop facilities. i

The aquaria facilities include has 4 wet
benches, aquaria are made' to measure for different
purposes, and sea water is pumpcd directly from
about 6 m depth. I

The dormitory includes one double and 3
single rooms, large kitchen \\ith cooking facilities
for up to 10 pcrsons, bathroom and sitting room, that
also serves as libr3l)·. TV arid radio.

I •
The geographical situation of the Faroes- in

the middle ofthe North Atlantic - makes it ideal for
comparative pollution research,

The North Sea Task Force uses one sampling
station ofthe DIOFAR-project as a reference for
pollution monitoring in the North Sea.

This station W of the Faroes at appr. 250
meters shows sediment pollution values weil below
values obtained c.g.in N Kattegat. Concentration of

heavy metals is vel)' low. Organieally bound CI is
less than Y. and Br less than \t2 of North Sea values.
The same applies to insecticide traces.

Organic pollution is low, too. Some threshold
fiords are monitorcd, but only in two of them is
oxygen content a rninor problem..

Farocse fish is monitored by the Farocse
Hygienic Institute and it is a'fact that PAH contents
are among the lowest in the NE Atlantic

Some scientific results

•
I

end up around 2500 different species.

D ' Iryozoa and l\1ysldacea
The number of spccies of BJj'ozoa in the material
isabout 190 and contains spccies not pre\iously
described - they are new to science. There are 23
Mysidacea, against pre\iously knmm 2. There seem
to be 2 species new to science

I
The Faroe Dank

I
The meiofauna on the Faroe Bank
contains many specics, new to
science. The newly descrubed
phylum Loricifera are
representended by 16 species and
no less 12 species are new to
science. I
Similar conditions prevail for the
phylum Tardigrada

25 new specles

83 specles new to the Faroes

Dryozoa identified from the Faroes
82 prevlously known

specles

The original objecti"e of the programme was
to collect all macrobenthic organisms \\ithin the set
limits of sampling.

The identification lists are now bcing
retumed from the taxonomie specialists, and a
preliminal)' estimate ofthe number ofspccies is 2 to
3 times the number ofbenthic organisms hitherto
described from Faroese waters and \\ill probably
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Lecture abstracts

Water masses in Faro<: \\'at~rs in June 1986
Sv. A. Malmberg

Some invcstigations ofthe Deep-water through the Faroe-Bank.
Channel during the 1980's
P. Lundberg

Depth variations ofNorwegian Sea Deep Water along the slopc
J. B1in<Uleim

On the hydrography and eurrents north and east of the I'aroes
A lIedevi

Some results ofthe nordie l",\.,",SEN ac'ti\'ity during the p.:rioo 1986
90
S. ÖSlerhus.

Inflow of Altantie Water to the Nordie Sea • a ßistable System
G. Walin

Redueed gravity modelling ofthe Northwcst Approaches
L. P. Röed, B. lIacken and T. B. Irmann-Jacobsen

A note on wind mixing in a turbulent surface layer in the presence of
a horizontal density gradient.
1. ROOhe

Some results from an ADeP and CTD sur\'ey in the Greenland Sea in
1988
U. Cederlöf. P. Lundberg and S. ÖSlerhus

NordieWOCE
E. Buch

Chimneys in the Greenland Sea
P. M. lIaugan

Freons in the Denmark Strait: Measurements ofventilalion :md
entrainment
E. I'ogelkvist

Estimate ofthe CO2-llux from the athmosphere to the l"ordic Sea
G. Walin

Water Masses in the Region ofthe Iceland·Faroe Front
1.1'. Read & R.T. Pollard

Water masses and circulation ofthe uppcr layers ofFar<)Cse waters
B.Hansen

Daylighl heating. water transparency and tJV·B day light pcnetration
in the Norwegian Sea and adjaeent waters.
N. K. Hojerslev and E. Aas

Phy1o- and zooplankton relation to nutrients and hydrograrhy;n
I'aroese waters during spring-surruner 1990
E. Gaard and B. Hansen

The availability ofsuspcnded food particles in the benthie houndary
layer
II. Westerberg

The influence ofhydrography on postspawl1ing blue whiting
migration past th~ Faroes
S 11. i Jäkupssto\U and B. lIansen

Intemal tidal mixing and the distribution of larbe suspensi(>n
feeders in the Faroe area
11. Westerberg

Faunal groups rclated to distribution of .... ater masses in Faroesc
waters
1. 11. Fossä.. 1'. Braltcgard and 11. Westerberg

Distribution (>f opossum shrimps (Mysidacea) in faroese \\3ters
T. Branegard & 1. 11. Fossa

Comparing spcci~s riclmess in constant and Iluctating cn\,irOlmlents·. \
studv ofsom~ bathval soft-sediment eommllniti~s on th~

Far~-kcland risc .
L. Engnell

The St,lasteridae (Cnidaria, lIydrozoa) ofthe mOFAR projeet
/1. Zib;ow ius anld !'.l. S. lllOrsen

111e Sckractinia (Cnidaria, Antholoa) ofthe BIOFAR projet1
I!. Zibrowius

The Fauna associated with the coral Lophelw pertusa around the
Faroes.
R. Frederiksen

Provisional review ofthe Cirratulidae from the Faroes. with
conuncnts on some other groups (Annclida: Polychaeta)
!'.t. E. Petersen

Nephty id Polychaetes from the faroe Islands
S.F. Rainc'f

Sabellifürnl tube w<,rnl.< ofthe Far~s and some assoeiakd animals
Ph. and W. Knight-Jones

Revision and review ofsome Amrharetidae (AJUldida Pülycha~ta).

T.II"lthe

Photographie observations ofthe mega-benthos at the Faro,'s.
Demonstration and outlook for eco10gical analy sis.
1. Gutt

Zoogeographical relatioll.<hips ofCum:;cea ofthe faroes
L. Watling

Distribution and habitat choice of littoral shrimps (Crustacea.
Deeapoda) at the Faroc [slands
~t. ßerggren

The Tanaidacea (Crustacea) ofthe Faroes region.
G. J. Dird

Amphipods ofthe far~s: Patterns ofdistrihlltionrelated to derth and
.... atcr ma,-<cs

R. Pak'fUd

!'.larine hivalv~s as 10ügeograrhical indieators in rdati,'n to the;r
biokgy
h.\\'.Oekdmann
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111e bivalve genus Thyasira in l"orth Eastern Atlantie waters,
identifieation and distribution
0, Stokland

Foraminifera in palaco-eeology
K. L Knudsen

Bcnthie and planktic foraminiferal stratigraphy in cores from the
Faeroe Bank Channcl and the Facroc-Shctland Channcl
K B. Christensen

Iknthic maerofaunal struc1ure • A comparison bctween the Faroe
shdf and some North Sea areas
A. n. Joscfson

The Meiobcnthic Fauna 01' Faroe Bank
R. M. Kristenscn

Maerodasyid Gastrotricha from the Faroe Bank
C. Clauscn

TIle Ophiuroidea (Echinodermata) collectcd hy B10FAR
P.:\.Tylcr and R.1I.Emson

The relationship bctween the bcnthic invertebrate fauna and the
parasite-fauna ofteleost fishes at the Faroes.
M. Koie

Poster abstracts

TIle Tanaidacea ofthe deep l"orwegian Sea - a comparison with the
Faroes and Rockall Trough
cu. Bird

'Tbe use 01' Foraminifera in stratigraphy and ecolc'gy
K H. Christensen, K L Knud,en. G. V. Laursen. S. 11. l"iclsen ai,J
}.!. -So Seidenkrantz.

Faroe Bank gastrotridlS
C. Clauscn

PterohrancllS ofthe Faroe Islands
PXDilly

TIle Phyllodocidae, Lacydoniidae, Totllopteridae, anJ Pi,ionidae
(I,<,lychaeta) ofthe Faroe Islands: A preliminary report
D. Eihye-Jacobsen

TIle bcnthic fishes of!he Faroe Island,
1. D.M. Gordon

TIle distrihution 01' meiofauna along a depth trallSect inthe Faeroe
Shetland Charmel
O. Groß and IIj. Thiel

Faroe Island Bryozoa
:' 1. lIayward

Sotlle rare species ofnudibrandllllolluscs redeseribcd from the Fa,,'<:
IslanJs
K. R. Jensen
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Gnathw abyssorum (G.O. Sars, 1872) (Crustacea, Isopoda)
a.'<Sociated wi!h sponges.
A. B. Klitgaard

DellSe aggregations ofDcmospongiae along the shelfofthe Farces,
and possible causes
A. B. Klitgaard, O. S. Tendal and H. Westerbcrg

Some coat-of-mail shells (chitons) ofthe North Atlantic
:\. B. Klitgaard and J. Knuds<.'1l

Sabcllariidae and Sabcllidae ofthe Faroes including some forgotten
species
Ph. Knighl·Jones

ß10FAR Serpuloidea and a.'5ociated fauna
W. Knight-Jones

Parasites 01' ccd, Gadus morhua, from Faroese watcrs.
~1. Koie

Pedunculate barnaeles from the ß10FAR survey
J. ~Ioyse and R. Williams

Studies on the mollusc fauna 01' Farce watcrs
Ch. }.Iunksgaard

Overview ofNorwegian Sea Amphipods,
wi!h special reference to the amphipods 01' Farces waters.
W. Vader and R. Palerud

Weil kno....n cosmopolitan polychaete species: A eloser look at some
Faro..'Se reprcsentatives
M. E. Petcrsen

Distribution 01' Decapoda Natantia (shrimps and pra....115) in the Farce
area.
E.1. Romer

Electrophoretic studies ofthe European species 01'Astarte (Mollusca,
Bivalvia) and some observations on the Faroese fauna.
Chr. Schander

111e tectihranch gastropods 01' !he Faroe Islands and their relations to
temperature and dep!h
T. Schi(l\t~

Depth variation in sh~1I shape in CoJus gracriJs (ßiva
l\"ia.l3uccinidae)
J. •.-\. Sneli and A. War~n

TIle Ilydroids ofth~ Farces
}'1. S. Thorsen

XyloreJo Turner, 1972, (l3ivalvia. Pholadidae, Xylophaginae) in the
Faroe [sland, and the l"orth Atlantic
P, Bie Wikander

Es1imates ofhonom roughncss from underwater photography
11. \\'esterbcrg and 1. Gutt
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based in part on sampies from the BIOFAR programme.
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COASTAL NOURISHMENT OFF TERSCHELLING (THE NETHERLANDS)

1. INTRODUCTION

At the Meeting of the ICES Benthic Ecology Working Group at Kiel, Ger
many, 3-7 May 1993, the following action was listed:

• 10. Dr. K. Essink to report on the effects of sand barrier
construction on benthos off Terschelling (The Nether1ands).

2. COASTAL NOURISHMENT

Several strectches of coast suffer regular erosion of beach and even
dunes. In The Netherlands the dunes are important as a sea defence.
Beach nourishments have been applied since the 1970's to counteract
beach and dlme erosion (VAN HEUVEL & HILLEN, 1991).
Recent1y, a new nourishment technique is used not on the beach but
rep1enishing the foreshore. The princip1e of this new approach is to
create a buffer of sand on the foreshore, from which compensation is
expected to be given for future beach erosion during ca. 5 years.
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The RIACON project contracts are expected to be signed this month. Par-

3.1. European extension

•
Profile of beach and foreshore at Terschelling, showing
breaker banks and body of sand nourished in Spring 1993.
N=North slope, S=South slope , T=Trough.
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3. RIACON PROJECT

Figure 1.

Sand nourishment of the foreshore will have an impact on the benthos
due to buria1 by a body of sand. To study the direct effects of sand
deposition, and the process of recovery of the benthic community a
project proposa1 was formu1ated and submitted to the MAST programme of
the Commission for the European Communities in December 1993 (ANON
YMOUS, 1993). The project aims at ana1ysing the risk of coastal benthic
communities due to nourishment techniques 0 beach and foreshore, taking
into account the direct negative effect on the benthos and the process
of recovery. From this, the consequences for consumers of benthos (e.g.
fish) will be deduced.

Coastal nourishment of the foreshore is subject of a MAST study
(project name: NOURTEC = Innovative Coastal Nourishment Techniques),
presently being carried out in The Netherlands (off the island Ter
schelling), Germany (at the island Norderney) and in Denmark (off
Torsminde Tange). In the case of Terschelling a body of 2*106 m3 of
sand, borrowed at 20 m depth in the adjacent North Sea, has been
deposited in Spring 1993 on the foreshore between two breaker banks
(Fig. 1).
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ticipating in RIACON are (see also Fig. 2):

* Denrnark
* Germany
* The Netherlands
* Belgium
* Spain

Torsminde Tange (=

Norderney (=
Terschelling

De Haan
Costa Daurada

NOURTEC site)
NOURTEC site)

(- NOURTEC site)

•

The National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management (Dr. K.
Essink) will act as overall coordinator of the RIACON project.

Figure 2. European sites involved in the RIACON project. 1) Torsminde
Tange, 2) Norderney, 3) Terschel1ing, 4) De Haan, 5) Costa
Daurada.

3.2. Terschelling Study

The Riacon study at the nourishment site off Terschelling invo1ves:

1. Samp1ing of the nourishment site as we11 as a reference site (see
Fig. 3) prior to the actual nourishment. This sampling was done in
March 1993, according to a stratified ramdom sampling of the geomor-
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pho1ogica1 strata North slope (N), trough (T), and South slope (5)
(see Fig. 1).

2. Samp1ing of the nourishment site as well as a reference site in both
spring and auturnn in 1994 and 1995.

3. Samp1ing of the borrow site prior to sand extraction, in March 1993.
4. Sampling of the borrow site in the early auturnn of 1994 and 1995.

NOith

LO(;at.or ~f

i:lef er-erce Ar-ea

::Jea

Figure 3. Location of nourishment site (sand deposition) and
reference site off the is1and of Tersche11ing.
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The nourishrnent site measures ca. 3 x 1 km; the reference site ca. 1.5
x 0.8 km.
Samp1ing is carried out with a box corer of ca. 0.07 m2 . In the pre
nourishment sampling of March 1993, 50 sampies were taken at the
nourishment site, and 40 samples at the reference site.

In this way not on1y the recovery process at the nourishment site but
also at the borrow site will be studied.
Information on sediment composition and dynamics off Terschelling is
obtained from the NOURTEC project.

4. REFERENCES

ANONYMOUS, 1993. RIACON, Risk Analysis of Coasta1 Nourishment Techni
ques. MAST-lI proposal, December 1993.

VAN HEUVEL, T. & R. HILLEN, 1991. Coastline Management. Directorate
General for Public Works and Water Management, Tida1 Waters
Division. The Hague, The Netherlands.
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ONGOING MONITORING STUDIES IN THE NETHERLANDS

1. INTRODUCTION

At the Meeting of the ICES Benthic Ecology Working Group at Kiel,
Germany, 3-7 May 1993, the following action was listed:

9. Dr. K. Essink to report on ongoing monitoring studies in
The Netherlands.

2. MONITORING BY RIJKSWATERSTAAT

Since lang a chemical and physical monitoring programme is carried out
by different Rijkswaterstaat departments. In 1989 a biological
monitoring programme in coastal and marine waters of The Netherlands
was started by the Tidal Waters Division (now: National Institute for
Coastal and Marine ManagementjRIKZ) of the Rijkswaterstaat organisation
within the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management.

2.1. Biological monitoring programme

The goals of the Rijkswaterstaat biological monitoring programme have

Vestlg1ng Haren
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Bezoekadres Kerklaan 30

Berelkbaar rnt't buslijnen 51.53 en 59 vanaf station Gronmgen

Telefcon 050-331331
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been defined as:

*** to evaluate the effects of measures taken by the government,
*** to describe long-term trends in a specific, but limited set of

target variables,
*** to discriminate between man induced changes and natural

variability.

To this end a number of organism groups are monitored:

*** Phytoplankton: Species compositions, with special attention
for toxic or nuisance species.

*** Macrozoobenthos: Abundance and biornass of sedimentary endoben
thos,
Structure of hard substrate benthos on selected
dike foots in the Eastern Scheldt.

*** Meiozoobenthos: Abundance of taxa in the Dutch Continental
Shelf.

*** Coastal birds: Numbers of breeding pairs (SW-Netherlands)
Counts at high water roosts (SW-Netherlands)

*** Sea birds: Abundance and distribution at the Dutch Con
tinental Shelf (aerial counts)

*** Sea rnammals: Abundance and distribution at the Dutch Con
tinental Shelf (aerial counts)

Monitoring of coastal birds in the Wadden Sea and Erns estuary is
covered by non-Rijkswaterstaat institutes, mainly belonging to the
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries. The same
holds for the monitoring of seals (common seal, grey seal) in the
Wadden Sea, Ems Estuary and SW-Netherlands.

Monitoring of fish stocks (fish egg surveys; young (flat)fish and
shrimps surveys in coastal water; adult stock assessment in the North
Sea) is a responsability of the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Management and Fisheries, and is carried out in international
cooperation by the Dutch Fishery Research Institute (RIVO-DLO) at
IJmuiden.

2.2. Programme change in 1994.

In 1994 the programme summarized in paragraph 2.1. will be extended as
follows:
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***

***

Seagrasses:

Saltmarshes:

Annual surveys of extent of Zostera beds in the
Wadden Sea, Ems Estuary and SW-Netherlands.
5-year surveys of area covered with saltrnarsh
vegetation, and vegetation records along per
rnament transects (Wadden Sea, Ems Estuary and
SW-Netherlands).



*** Microzooplankton: A method is being developed; the aim is to
provide a better linkage between phytoplankton
and higher trophic levels in the ecosystem.

*** Macroalgae: Methods are being developed to quantify occur
rence (sometimes massive!) of the green algae
Enteromorpha sp. and U1va sp.

The Rijkswaterstaat biologieal monitoring programme is earried out
mainly by specialized research institutions in the Netherlands by order
of RIKZ.

2.3. Internal evaluation

Early 1994 an internal evaluation of the biological monitoring took
plaee. Among the recommendations were improvement of internal or
ganisation and communieation, as well as improvement of effort for
presenting results of monitoring to other departments, in and outside
the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, that are
involved in water management and poliey making.

3. RESULTS

Primary results are made available in what one could eall 'data
reports'. In these reports the data obtained during (mostly) aperiod
of a year are presented, with a short explanation and eomparison with
data from (the) previous year(s). Reeent reports on maerozoobenthos and
meiobenthos are listed below.

Monitoring data play an important role in national and international
poliey making. In The Netherlands a Fourth Water Management Poliey
Doeument (1986) is being prepared, outlining developments and future
poliey for each of a great many water systems identified, eoastal and
marine as well as inland (fresh water). In international framework
monitoring data have been used in producing Quality Status Reports for
the Wadden Sea (DE JONG et a1., 1993) and the North Sea (ANONYMOUS,
1993).

4. OTHER STUDIES

Other mid- and long-term benthic studies by the National Institute for
Coastal and Marine Management relate to:

*** Response of the Oosterschelde ecosystem to the construction of
the strom-surg barrier in the seaward end of that sea arm. In
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integrated study, COmprlslng ecophysiological aspects of
macrozoobenthos, will be published in June, 1994 (NIENHUIS &
SMML, 1994)

*** Development of biological criteria for the management of cul
tivated populations of bivalves, research in the framework of the
European projeet TROPHEE (- TROPHie eapaeity of an Estuarine
Ecosystem) (e.g. ZURBURG & SMAAL, 1993).

*** Long-term changes of the ecosystem of the Wadden Sea in relation
to changes in man's aetivities (DE JONGE et a1., 1993) .

*** Response of the benthic system (mierophytobenthos, meio- and
macrozoobenthos) of tida1 flats in the braekish Do11ard to
reduction of organic waste input due to a sani tat ion scheme in
the potato proeessing industries in the Provinee of Groningen
(NE-Netherlands) (ESSINK & ROMEIJN, 1994)

*** Response of the benthie fauna to sand nourishment of the
foreshore off the is1and of Tersehe11ing. The sedimento1ogieal
and physiea1 aspects are being studied in the NOURTEC projeet
under MAST. The benthie ecologica1 aspeets are dealt with in an
other MAST projeet, viz. RIACON (- Risk Analysis of Coasta1
Nourishment Techniques) (ANONYMOUS, 1994). In RIACON also studies
are carried out at nourishment sites in Denmark (Torsminde
Tange), Germany (Norderney), Be1gium (De Haan) and Spain
(Cata1unya). The MAST-eontracts for RIACON are present1y being
prepared.

5. REFERENCES

5.1. North Sea - data reports

DUINEVELD, G.C.A., 1992. The macrobenthie fauna in the Dutch seetor of
the North Sea in 1991. Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der
Zee, Texel. NIOZ-Rapport 1992-6.

DUINEVELD, G.C.A. & J. BELGERS, 1993. The maerobenthie fauna in the
Dutch sector of the North Sea in 1992. Nederlands Instituut voor
Onderzoek der Zee, Texe1. NIOZ-Rapport 1993-11.

HUYS, R. & G. DE SMET, 1992. The meiobenthos of the Duteh Continental
She1f. Spring 1991. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in Dutch)

HUYS, R. & G. DE SMET, 1993. The meiobenthos of the Dutch Continental
Shelf. Voorjaar 1992. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in Dutch)

5.2. Wadden Sea &: EIns Estuary - data reports

DEKKER, R., 1993. The macrozoobenthos on nine transects in Wadden Sea
and Eems estuary in 1992. Neder1ands Instituut voor Onderzoek der
Zee, Texe1. NIOZ-Rapport 1993-3. (in Duteh)

DEKKER, R. ,1994. The maerozoobenthos on nine transeets in Wadden Sea
and Eems estuary in 1992. Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der



Zee, TexeI. NIOZ-Rapport 1994-2. (in Dutch)

5.3. SW-Netherlands - data reports

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. SISTERMANS & E.C. STIKVOORT,
1992. The macrobenthos of Westersche1de, Oostersche1de, Veerse
Meer and Greve1ingenmeer. Autumn 1990. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in
Dutch)

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. SISTERMANS & E.C. STIKVOORT,
1992. The macrobenthos of WesterscheIde, Oostersche1de, Veerse
Meer and Greve1ingenmeer. Spring 1990. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in
Dutch)

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. SISTERMANS & E.G.J. WESSEL,
1993. The macrobenthos of WesterscheIde, Oostersche1de, Veerse
Meer and Greve1ingenmeer. Autumn 1991. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in
Dutch)

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. DIMMERS, W. SISTERMANS &
E.G.J. WESSEL, 1993. The macrobenthos of Westersche1de,
Oostersche1de, Veerse Meer and Greve1ingenmeer in 1992, Part I.
Numerica1 densities. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke.(in Dutch)

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. DIMMERS, W. SISTERMANS &
E.G.J. WESSEL, 1993. The macrobenthos of WesterscheIde,
Oostersche1de, Veerse Meer and Greve1ingenmeer in 1992. 11.
Biomass. NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke.(in Dutch)

CRAEYMEERSCH, J.A., E.B.M. BRUMMELHUIS, W. DIMMERS, W. SISTERMANS &
E.G.J. WESSEL, 1993. The macrobenthos of WesterscheIde,
Oostersche1de, Veerse Meer and Greve1ingenmeer in spring 1993.
NIOO-CEMO, Yerseke. (in Dutch)

MEIJER, A.J.M., 1992. Biomonitoring of littoral hard substrate com
munities in Oostersche1de and Westersche1de, Resu1ts 1989-1991.
Rapport Waardenburg bv. (in Outch)

MEIJER, A.J.M., 1993. Biomonitoring of 1ittora1 hard substrate com
munities in Oosterschelde and WesterscheIde, Results 1992.
Rapport Waardenburg bv. (in Dutch).

WAARDENBURG, H.W. & J. VAN DER HORST, 1992. Biomonitoring of commun
ities at sublittoral hard substrates in Greve1ingen, Ooster
scheIde, Veerse Meer en de WesterscheIde, Resu1ts 1989 - 1991.
Rapport Waardenburg bv. (in Outch)

5.4. Other
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Belgium, Germany, France, United Kingdom. 195 pp.

ANONYMOUS, 1993. RIACON, Risk Analysis of Coastal Nourishment Techni
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OE JONG, F. et a1., 1993. Quality Status Report of the North Sea,
Subregion 10, The Wadden Sea. Common Wadden Secretariat (CWSS),
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First rcsults of studics on thc distribution and population dynamics and on
bioturbativc activity of macrozoohcnthos in thc Pomcranian Bight (Southern
Baltic Sea).

Martin Powilleit and Jan Kube
Institut for Baltic Sea Research (IOW)
D-18119 Warnemunde, Gcrmany
Seestrasse 15

The first cruise, in a study directed at evaluating the impact of input material from the River
Odra on the distribution of the macrozoobenthos in the Pomeranian Bight, was performed in
April 1993. A minimum of three bottom sampies was taken at 22 locations using a box corer
(0.0225 m2) and a van-Veen grab (0.1 m2). Sampies were sieved with 0.5 and Imm mesh
size, respectively. Abundance and biomass of each species were analysed following the
HELCOl\l-guidelines. The programme PREDABAN (Prena 1991) was used for data
analysis. Further data were collected on the population structure of Afya arenaria. Maeoma
balllliea. Cerasloderma lamareki, Nereis diversieolor and Marenzelleria viridis, which are
among the most dominant species in the study area.

The total number of benthic species is 29 (11-21 per sampling location). Density and
biomass can be very high, especially near the river mouth (max 144 g AFDW/m2).

Marenz.elleria viridis was found at all stations.

A cluster analysis of the data suggests at least four different subareas of the Bight having
different community structures:

the south \vestem coastal zone is strongly influenced by the outflow of River Odra
and the Greifswalder Bodden;

the shallow Oderbank region, including some stations in the eastem part of
Pomeranian Bight;

the deeper channel region in the north western part of the bight, which is the
transition zone to the deeper Arkona-basin; and

the station directly in the river mouth region.

For each of the first three subareas we choose a representative station for detailed

macrofauna- sediment- and bioturbation analyses/measurements.
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Station 165, wh ich represents the south western coastal area, is dominated by large Alya
arel/aria (82g AFOW/m2) and Marel/zelleria viridis (8g AFOW/m2).

Station 39 represents the shallow Odrabank region. This area is characterised by a high
adundance of smaller bivalves (a result of a slow growth rate) and Batlzyporeia pilosa.

Station 130, in the north western part, harbours a mixture of different communities (Arkona
Basin, Greifswalder Bodden, Oderbank). This station had the highest species diversity (21
species). Mya arel/aria dominates the biomass.

Integrated values of the organic content of the upper 0-5cm sediment show highest values at
Station 165 (about 1% of sediment dry weight).

The depth of the redoxcline in the sediment (redox potential values +IOOmV) is 6cm on
Station 165 and 7cm on Station 130, whereas there are oxic conditions at Station 39
throughout the upper 10cm of the sediment.

Sediments at Station 165 also differ from the others, having ATP-biomasses three times
higher in the upper sediment layers (up to 6000ng ATP/cm3).

To determine the bioturbative exchange of dissolved substances at the sediment-water
interface we performed tracer experiments with sediment cores in the laboratory. We used
bromide as an inert tracer for dissolved substances. By means of a multi-box, non-steady
state, diffusion model we simulated exchange coefficients on the basis of tracer
concentrations in the water column (initial and final values), vertical profiles of tracer
concentrations in the pore water, and the porosity of single sediment layers. Model
calculations are based on Fick's first Iaw of diffusion adapted to sediments. An 'effective
diffusion coefficient' (Oeff) of the active benthic community was compared to an 'molecular
diffusion coefficient' (Omo)) excluding all fauna. The ratio Kbio (OefIOmo)) was finally

calculated to quantify the increase of the diffush'e flux due to the benthic community. Values
of Kbio were highest, ie 19, at Station 165 with the dominant species Marel/zelleria viridis

and Corophiwn volutator in the sediment cores. At Station 130, with the dominant species
Mya arenaria, we calculated a Kbio of 15 and at Station 39 on the Odrabank a Kbio of 7 , with
Macoma balthica and Nereis di\'ersicolor being dominants.



ANNEX 7

Investigating the Impact of Otter Trawling on
Benthic Communities of the Grand Bank

Areport to the XCBS 1forking Group on the Bcosystem
Bffects of Pishing Activities end the

Benthos Bcology 1forking Group

T.'V. Rowelll, P. Schwinghamer2, K. Gilkinson2, D.C. Gordon Jr.l, E.
lJartgers1, M. lIawr~'luk2, D.L l\tcKeownl , J. Prenal , \V.P Vassl , and P. 'Vool

1 Departrnent ofFisheries and Oceans, Bedford Institute ofOceanography, Dartrnouth, NS Canada

2 Department ofFisheries and Oceans, Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre, St. John's,
Newfoundland, Canada

Introduction

The fishing industry in Atlantic Canada uses a variety of mobile gear types, the most common
being otter trawls, scallop rakes and hydraulic clam dredges. Concem as to the possible effects
that these harvesting methods may have on fish stocks and the habitat supporting them has
increased drarnatically in recent years (Hadre 1989; Harris 1990). In 1990, these concerns
resulted in the initiation by the Scotia-Fundy and Newfoundland Regions of the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) ofa major research project to study fishing impacts.

Previous studies and reviews (BEON 1990; BEON 1991; Messieh et al. 1991; Jones 1992) and
reports by leES Working Groups (Anon. 1991; Anon. 1992a; Anon. 1992b; Anon. 1993a; Anon.
1993b) and others have identified or suggested the following possible effects of mobile gear types:

- direct mortality of those organisms harvested, those captured but discarded, and those
left on the seafloor,

- indirect mortality of organisrns which are exposed to predators or unable to escape
predators due to injury;

- alteration of the physical properties of the seafloor,

- alteration ofchemical fluxes between sediments and the water column; and

- alteration ofbenthic habitat and of its suitability for particular species.

An early decision was made to restriet our first studies to the impacts of otter trawls, this being the
most Wldely used form of mobile gear in Atlantic Canada.

A review ofexisting Scotian Shelf side-scan sonar records for evidence of bottom disturbance
from mobile fishing gear by Jenner et al. (1991) indieated that less than 2% of available records
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contained any evidenee of physical disturbanee by such gear. Most of the observed disturbanee
was due to groundfish trawls and was restricted to areas of low sediment transport.
For the Grand Banks, less than 10% of the totallength of record showed any evidence, even
slight, of trawling disturbanee. 1be south and eastem areas of the 8anks were more intensively
trawled than other areas, but even in these areas over 90% of the Une segments with trawl tracks
were in the <5% disturbance category. Less than 1% of the length of record showing disturbance
was in the heaviest (>25%) disturbance category. These results provide no information on the
effects of the physical distuIbance observed. I

A more detailed analysis of the SJXUia1 pattern of trawling on the Grimd Ranks and Labrador
Shelf is available through analysis of conunercial trawling effort data collected in the fisheries
observer program over thepenod from 1980 to 1992. The area ofbottom 'scoured by dragging has
been calculated from duration of set, speed ofvessel, and type of net usedJ Figure 1 shows that
the most intense effort is directed toward the edges of the Banks and especially along the northeast
Newfoundland continental shelf, where the major spawning concentration 'of northem cod was ..
found. Areas of intense shrimp (Pandalus) trawling occur along the Labrador Shelf up to Cape
Chidley. 1be general magnitude of the percent of bottom area trawled is iri accord with the results
ofthe side-scan analysis. Relatively small areas are intensely trawled, but even in these areas only
about 10% of the bottom surface area is trawled annually. I - ~'~ 't. e
Brylinsky et al. (1994) investigated the impacts ofotter trawls on the intertidal sediments of the
Minas Basin; with trawling carried out 31 high tide and observations of effficts made 31 low tide
when the trawled area was exposed. Impacts were judged to be relatively ininor, especially sinee
the intertidal sediments of this macrotidal area are already exposed to natural stresses imposed by
storms and winter iee. The benthic communities found on offshore fishing areas have a much
richer and more diverse assemblage of organisms, especially epibenthic farms which are much
more susceptible to possible damage from mobile gear.

Experimental Design and MethodoJog)'

Desi~ of Experiment
,

It was decided to restriet our first studies to the impacts of otter trawling, since otter trawls are the
most widely used fishing gear towed in contaet with the seabed in Atlantic Canada. In future, the
impacts of scallop d.redges will also be examined. I
Cruises were conducted on the Scotian Shelf and on the Grand Bank in 1991 (C.S.S. Dawson) e
and 1992 (C.S.S. Parileau) to locate suitable sites for experimental trawling. Selection criteria for
study sites included: I

- never trawled (or dredged), or not trawled in recent years, so Jt benthic communities
are in a -natural" state I

- protected from mobile gear disturbance far the duration of the project (31 least five years)

have sediment types and benthic communities representative of~e areas of the shelf
I

- unifonn conditions of dcpth, sediment type, etc. to reduce sampling error
I

In the course of the surveys and the early sampIe analyses, it became clear that another
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consideration in site selection should be species richness and biomass, since these factors greatly
affected the possibility of recognizing any potential changes which might occur as a result of
trawling.

Three possible sites were determined. Two of these were within the "Haddock" closure area of
Western Bank on the Scotian Shelf (Fig. 2) and the third on an area of the Grand Bank
approximately 60 km nOTtheast of the proposed Hibemia oll production site (Fig. 3). The surveys
reve3led that the benthic community ofthe Scotian Shelfareas was generally impoverished and
much lower in both species diversity and biomass than the Grand Bank site. This, coupled with
the relatively sma1.l area and vulnerability 10 scalloping aetivities of the two Scotian Shelf sites,
ruled against their use for the trawling impact experiment.

The Grand Banks site, 10 nautical miles square, is centred at 470 10' N, 480 17' W (about 60 km
northeast of Hibemia) in an average depth of 137 m. The area has not been subjected to heavy
trawling in the past decade, and it has been possible to close it 10 all mobile gear for an indefinite
period for the purposes of this prOjecl A side efTect of the current moratorium on all demersal
fisheries on the Grand Banks is that it ensures the continued proteetion ofthe experimental area
from commercial trawling for the next couple of years. A mixed fishery, dominated by American
plaice (Hippoglossoides plaJessoides) , had previously been canied out in the area in the 10010 150
m depth stratum. Side-scan sonar surveys in the area show no physical disturbance from fishing
gear but iceberg furrows do cross the area. The sediment is a medium-fme sand which is very easy
to process and, most importantly, there is an abundant and diverse community ofbenthic
organisms, including a well-developed epibenthic assemblage.

The study was designed with two components:

One, which we have designated the "long-trawl", has as its objective the determination oftrawl
track degradation rates in a number of energy and sediment regimes. The experimental design
required the laying down of a continuous trawl track extending over a range of depths, and hence
energy regimes, and sediment types, far subsequent observation of the rate of degradation over an
extended period of time. This component is primarily of interest 10 the Geological Survey of
Canada's Atlantic Geoscience Centre (AGC) as an analog for an iceberg scour, while DFO's
interest relates to the ageing of trawl-tracks recorded on existing side-scan records for fishing
areas.

The second and main component of the study is the trawling impact "corridor" experiment. This
experiment has as its objective the detennination of the immediate, short-term, intennedia.te-term,
and long-term impacts of otter trawling on the seabed and the benthos. The experimental design
called for the establishment of three corridors, all in relatively close proximity but having different
headings, within which experimental trawl tracks could be layed down and sampled at intervals 10
determine immediate, short-term, intermediate-term, and long-tenn impacts 10 the seabed and the
benthos. Acontrol "corridor" was established parallel 10 each experimental "corridar".

It is planned to continue the study for a sufficient, but unfIXed, number of years 10 determine the
longer-term impacts and the rates of recovery ofboth the seabed and the benthos.

Two cruise series were mounted in 1993. The fmt, in which 11 days were spent on-site in July,
was directed at establishing tbe experiment by doing a pre-trawl survey, carrying out the trawling,
and then detennining the immediate efTects on the seabed and benthos. The second, in which 10
days were spent on-site in September, was directed at evaluating the short-term effects. In each
case, approximately ODe day was required far the "Iong-trawl" study.
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Methods

"Long-trawl" Experiment

The traek for the "long-trawl" was selected to traverse a range of depths and sediment types in
order 10 deterrnine decay rates of a bottom disturbance in these substrates and energy regimes.
During the establishment ofthe "long-trawl" the C.S.S. Paril.eau accompaniOO the .
C.S.S.Templeman from 47°04.00' N, 480 11.00' W 10 46°45.46' N, 48°46.27' W (Fig. 3).
The Templeman towOO the rock-hopper equiped Engel 145 trawl, with the codend open, between
the above positions. This is the standard trawl of Canadian vessels fishing on the Grand Banks.
Details of the trawl and trawl doors are shown in Fig. 4. The trawl was rigged similarly 10 ;
standard commercial gear used in the Grand Banks fishery. The ParilRou followOO immediately
astem and 10 starboard of the Templeman, recording the position of the trawl with the Trackpoint
acoustic positioning system, side-scanning (Simrad Mesotech 992) the trawl track being created
and recording subsurface geological features with a Huntee high resolution deep 1owOO seismic
(DTS) profiling system in the boomer configuration. A second ron was made along the "Iong
trawl" using the Hunte:c DTS system in the sparker configuration. Olta from the side-scan and
DTS were logged on a Ferranti SE 880 sonar enhancement system. Once side-scan and Huntec
operations were completed, some limited sampling of surficial sediments was 'carriOO out at selected
stations along the line near Hibemia using the video grab system described below.

"Corridor" Experiment

The "c1osed" experimental area selected for the main trawling impact study is centred on 47009' N,
480 17' W ofthe Grand Bank (Fig.3). Within the "dosed" area, three 7 nm (13 km) long by 200
m wide experimental corridors and their adjacent and parallel 50 m wide control corridors were
establishOO as in Fig. 5. i
Each corridor was divided inta 260 fifty metre long blocks, each block being given an individual
identifier code (Fig.6). For each grab sarnple, one 50 m block was used and for each epibenthic
sIed sampIe five consecutive 50 m blocks were used. For epibenthic sIed sampling stations, the
identifier code for the central block in the string of five was used 10 designate the station and

:::cipal biological sampling gear used in the study were a video-equipl 0.5 mOgrab
sampIer, with hydraulically powered jaws, and alm wide video-equipped epibenthic sIed with a
0.34 m cutting blade and operational sampling width (Fig. 7). These sampIrn are described in •
detail by Rowell et al. (1994). Acoustic imaging ofthe bottom was carriOO out using side-scan
sonar and optica1 imaging with a still and video-equipped bottom referencing 'underwater towOO
instrumented vehicle (BRlTTIV) (Fig. 7) I
ThePari:L'au was positioned using a Magnavox model 4200 dGPS receiver. Differential
corrections were obtained from a monitoring station at Long Island, N.Y. via'a Starfix II system.
Survey and sampling equipment were positioned relative to the ship using an ORE Trackpoint
acoustic positioning system. The accuracy of towOO survey and sea floor sampIer positions
(Circular Error of Probability or CEP66) detennined by this methodology is estimated to be +/-20
m. Real-time display and logging of a11 navigation data was accomplished with a custom
hardware/software package deve10ped at BIO.
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The Temp/eman was equipped with a Furuno GPS navigation system, and Scanmar acoustic trawl
instrumentation was used 10 monitor trawl door and wing spread and other net characteristics while
fishing.

Establishment olthe Experiment anti Evaluation olImmediaJe Effects

On arrival at the study area, during the flI'St cruise series in July, the Pari:eau made an initial
assessment was made of bottom characteristics within experimental corridors Aand B and control
conidors Aand B using side-scan sonar (Fig. 8). One survey Une was ron along the centre of
these 200 m wide experimental (10 be subsequently trawled) corridors with the side-scan set at 200
m range (400 m swath); a further two Unes were ron along the outer edges ofthese experimental
corridors with the side-scan set at 100 m range (200 m swath); and one Une was ron along the
centre of the each 50 m wide control conidor with the side-scan set at the 100m range (200 m
swath). Pre-trawl sampling ofthese corridors was then carried out with the grab and epibenthic
sIed. Time did not pennit pre-trawl side-scanning or sampUng of corrioor C. Stations were
randomly selected from among the 260 sections along each corridor. Five grab sampies each were
taken from the control areas and from the experimental areas of corridors Aand B. Two tows, of
approximately 50 m, were made in each of the control and experimental corridors with the
epibenthic sIed. Pre-trawl sampies from the experimental corridors were considered as control
sampies, since the areas were as yet undisturbed. As seen in Figure 6, adjacent blocks in the
control and experimental corridors were numbered the same. In pre-trawl sampling, blocks
sampled in the about to be trawled area were not matched with blocks sampled in the control
corridors. In the subsequent post-trawl sampling, matching blocks of the experimental (trawled)
and control corridors were sampled v/ith the intent of reducing possible environmental variables
related to distance between sampling stations. Pre-trawl sampling, with the exception of corridor
C, was completed prior to the arrival of the Temp/eman and the commencement of its trawUng
operations.

On completion of pre-trawl sampling of corridors A and B by tbe Parileou , the Temp/eman trawled
experimental corridors A, B, and C with a rockhopper equipped Engel 145 trawl (Fig. 4). A
Trackpoint transponder was fitted to the centre of the headrope for accurate recording of the trawl's
position on the bottom throughout the trawUng operations. During the trawling of corridors A and
B, the Pari:MU shadowed the Temp/eman and monitored the trawl's position from the Trackpoint
system installed aboard the Parizeau (Figs. 9 & 10). Trawling operations in corridor C were not
monitored with Trackpoint, since the Parileau was occupied in the post-trawl side-scanning and
sarnpling of corridors A and B. The Temp/eman made 12 trawUng passes along the centre Une of
each corridor. During trawling operations, the cateh was sorted at the end of each pass and
numbers and biomass of fish and invertebrates recorded. Sub-samples of crabs were frozen for
analysis of sex, age, and rnaturity. Stomaehs and otoliths of a1l species of fish were retained from
trawl passes at the beginning, middle, and end of the trawl series in each corridor. Unlike
commercial gear, the trawl we used was equipped with a rod end liner of 3 cm mesh. This Uner
does not appreciably affect the hydrodynamic characteristics of the net but results in greater
retention of benthic megafauna and small fish in the rod end The cateh is thus not strictly
comJXU4ble 10 a commercial cateh but may give a better indication of relative numbers of megafauna
that are disturbed by trawling, independent of c10gging of the cod end mesh by finfish cateh. It
was c1ear from the amount ofbroken crab, basket star, and other invertebrate parts on the mesh of
the trawl belly and wings ahead of the liner that the megafauna retained in the rod end did not
represent the major proportion of the invertebrates picked up by the trawl. Assuming that the
invertebrates retained in the cod end were a consistent fraction of the total "cateh" of invertebrates,
an analysis ofvariance (randomized block design) was perfonned 10 determine if the number of
times a corridor was trawled significantly affected the catch.
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Once trawling operations were completed in experimental corridors A and B, the PariZRlIU
conducted immediate post-trawl sampling using the grab and epibenthie sIed far biological
sarnpling, and BRUTIV and the grab 's video system for visual imaging of both biological and
pbysicaJ changes, and side-scan sonar for mosaicing of physicaJ disturbances. Within the trawled
area, ten randomly selected stations were sampled with the grab and four tows, of approxirnately
50 m, were made with the epibcnthie sIed. One post-trawl video transect with BRUTIV was made
along corridor A. In this transect, BRUTIV was flown approximately 2 metres above the bottom
along the fIrst and last thirds of the experimentally trawled corridor's length' as well as along the
centre one-third section ofthe parallel control corridor. Post-trawl side-scari surveys of .
experimental corridors A, B, and C were canied out, as described above, iriunediatelyafter
trawling. There was DO post-trawl grab or sIed sampling of the control andexperimental conidors
C due to time limitations. I
On-board treatment of samples: On retrieval ofeach grab, and prior to dumping and sieving,
duplicate 1 ml sediment sarnples, fer bact.eria1 anallsis, were removed from the sediment
surfacewith a 3 ml syringe. Five ml ofO.22 ~m 0 filtered 2 %gluteraldehye was then added and
the sampIes frozen. Duplicate 10 em deep sampIes were also removed at this time, using a 140 ml
syringe, and divided into sub-samples from depths of0-2 em, 2-5 em, and 5-10 em for meiofaunal
analysis. Seven %MgCh was added to relax the organisms and 2-24 hrs tater, gluteraldehyde was a
added to a ftnal concentration of 2 %. Duplicate 125 ml sediment sampIes were removed and -
frozen for grain size and CHNS analysis. The grab was then opened and the sampIe sieved
through al mm screen before being preserved in buffered formalin for latei sorting and analysis.
This analysis included, where possible, an assessment of damage to the maCrobenthos.
Epibcnthie sIed sampIes were sieved on the same screen and iriunediately sOrted by species. !.arge
and numerous species were counted and weighed on-board, while smaller arid urudentitied
specimens were seperated and frozen for laterexamination in the laboratoryl Apparent darnage, or
lack thereof, was recorded during the sorting process for four megabenthie species; the sea urehios
(Strongylcentrotus drobachiensis and S. pallidus), sand dollar (EchinarachlUus panna), and the
brittle star (Ophiura sarsl). Molluscs were separated into bivalves and gastropods, bagged, and
frozen for laboratory analysis of shell damage caused by the trawl. I
Laboratory treatment of samptes: The preserved residue of the grab sarnples was brought into
suspension, screened through a 1 mm-mesh, and sorted under a dissecting rrucroscope. The
retained sediment was examined under a magnification Iense. Specimens were identified to species
level when possible and additionally grouped into size classes. As in the sIed sampIes, the damage
of the two species of sea urchins was recorded; however, this was not possible in the brittle stars
which additionally suffered through sieving and handling. Biomass was detennined as forrnalin
wet weight (molluscs with mantle cavity liquid and shells). Specimens were subsequently •
transferred into 70% ethanol. I
Molluscan sarnples from the sIed were analyzed far damage after careful thawing. This was to
ensure that there would be no handling induced damage. The specimens were then sorted into four
categories: 1) no damage; 2) minor damage (considered likely to survive); 3) mo<k:rate damage
(might survive); and 4) major damage (considered unlikely 10 survive). I
Frozen sarnples ofwhole sediment were thawed and subsampled for wate' cootent (wet weight
minus dry weight after 24 h at600C), CHN analysis, and coulter counter arlalysis. The rema.ining
sampIe (-100 mL) was wet sieved on a stack of circular brass sieves of 63. 125, 250, 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 um mesh sizes. Wet sieving was used to retain the integrit)' of the biological
struetures, aggregates, etc. which would be disintegrated by preparation for dry sieving. The
sieved fractions were placed in preweighed aluminum pans. They were theI1 dried at 600C rar 24 h
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and weighed.

Particulate CHN was determined using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Senes Il CHNS/CHN analyzer.
Sediment was ground with an alumina mortar and pestle. One-half of the sampie was aetd treated
to remove carbonates prior to analysis, while the other half was not.

Bacteria were counted using the acridine orange epiflouresceoce method detilled by Schwinghamer
(1988a). AZeiss ICM 405 inverted microscope equipped v.ith a drawing tube and a 486 PC with a
Java image analysis system were used to measure aeterial sizes for biomass determination.

Meiofauna were extracted from the sediment using Ludox AM density gradient centrifugation
(Schwinghamer 1988b). Meiofauna organisms will be counted and measured using a
video-equipped Zeiss ICM 405 inverted microscope and a 486 PC with Mocha image analysis
system.

There has not yet been any analysis sampies of snow crabs, fish stomachs, and o1oliths collected
during the trawling operations.

Evaluation 0/Short-tenn EffecIs

The Parizeau revisited both the "long-trawl" and the experimental corridors in September 10
evaluate short-t.erm (approx. 2 months) effects of the July trawling.

With the exception of BRl.ITIV, which was unavailable to this second cruise, all sarnpling gear,
sarnpling proceedures, and navigational aids and positioning systems were as described for the
initial July cruise.

The traek of the "long-trawl" was run once and side-scan sonar imaging data acqui.red in order 10
evaluate short-t.erm degradation ofthe trawl marks.

In the "corridor" study, a side-scan survey was also run within the three experimental corridors (A,
B, and C) to assess changes in trawl mark characteristics two months after trawling. These
surveys were carried out in the manner described above and illustrated in Fig. 8.

Biological sampling was again conducted, with the grab and epibenthic sIed, at randomly selected
stations in the control and experimental corridors Aand B. As in the earlier cruise, there was no
sampling of corridor C due to time limitations. Ten grab sampies were taken from each of the
contral areas and experimental areas; 40 grabs in all being successfully completed. Nine 50 m
(approx.) tows were marle with the epibenthic sIed; 7 and 2 being completed in the contra} and
experimental corridors of A and B, respectively. Sampling and sampIe treatrnent were carried out
in exaetly tbe same manner as during the previous cruise.

1be loss of several days to rough weather greatly reduced the level of sampling planned for the
epibenthic sIed and negated any opportunity to sampIe corridor C.

On-board and laboratory treatrnent of sampIes was essentially as described for the initial cruise
senes above.
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Results
I

"Lon~-trawl" Experiment I .
S~cial sediments along the "long-trawl" are generally thin ( typically less than 2. m) and .
donunated by the effects of a low sea level stand, modern sediment transport and lceberg SCOUT
processes. Five main depth-related sed.imentary fades occur along the "long-trawl" (Barrie et al.
1984); theyare, from northeast to southwest, Unit A -a>ntinuous sand, Unit B -gravel with sand
ribbons, Unit C -boundary sand; Unit D -pavel; and Unit E -sand ridges OVef gravel. The :
sediments and their resident bedforms indicate increasing sediment dynamics with decreasing water
depth. Ice SCOUT features are most abundant and clearly defmed in the Unit A ~ B, and C sediments
which may indieate they are being modified and eroded in shallower water depths.

Modem sediment transport is inferred to occur to water depths of 120 metres bn the Grand Ranks
(Amos and Judge 1991). Cobbles and pebble-sized materials can be moved in depths ofless than
80 metres under storms ofgreater intensity than the storm of 1: year recurrenee interval. More
frequent seabed sediment transport under less intense storm conditions is indicated by the presence
of megaripple fjelds, and wave-fonned gravel ripples in water depths shallower than 110m. Along
the "long-trawl" the only bedforms that are clearly recent in origin are two patches of megaripples •
in the Unit D sands at about 80 m water depth.These must be continually refoimed to overcome the
degrading effects of benthic organisms such as sand dollars and bottomfish which would erase the
megaripples in a matter of months (Barrie et al. 1984). Barrie et al. (1984) inferred that above 100
m unidirectional velocities in excess of50 ern/sec must occur several times a year to rejuvenate the
megaripples; the ripples imply more frequent reworking of small-scale bedforms on the seabed.

I
Unit A sediments (110 m below sea level to > 135 m bsl) at the northeasterly deepwater end ofthe
"long-trawl", in proximity to the "closed" area ofthe trawling experiment, are'tyI'ically composed
of moderately sorted, fine sand with minor silL On side-scan they are eharacterized by uniform
moderate reflectivity with dark-toned highly reflective patches and lineations which represent fresh
and degraded iceberg SCOUTS and pits. There is no evidence of any bedfonns suggestive of either
modem or reliet sediment transport on the side-scan sonograms.The trawl feature is very evident in
Unit A sediments; both otter boards as well as interna! trawl striations are identifiable. Ice SCOUT

features are quite clear in Unit A. I
Unit B sediments (110m bsl to -1()() m bsl) are defmed by the presence of thin medium sand
ribbons developed over a lag gravel. The ratio of gravel to sand increases to the west. Ovaall
sediment thicknesses are typically less than 1 m thick. Sand waves are developect on the ribbons
indieating a eurrent direction from the north. Megaripples and wave-formed sand ripples were not •
identified on the side-scan records but are typically evident on bottom photos from this area The
trawl door marks are continuous on the sonograms but resolution and detail varies with the
seafloor character. Areas of low to medium reflectivity (sands) tend to show iiltemal striations
within the trawl mark as compared to the higher reflectivity zones (gravels). Iceberg SCOUTS and
pits are quite common and fairly distinct in Unit B sediments I
Unit C (1()() mbsl 10 90 mbsl) represents more continuous thin « 1 m) medium sand with
isolated areas ofgravel. Throughout this zone the trawl feature is c1early and oontinuously defmed.

Unit D « dO bsl) is a highly reflective seabed composed of gravelly sand and kmdy gravel.
Lower reflectivity sand is observed to infill occasional iceberg pits and scours.' Megaripples are
c1early defmed in zones over the coarser gravel material indicating transport in'either a north or
south direction. The trawl feature is continuously but poorly resolved on the side-scan sonograms;
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in coarser gravel material, both otter doors can be identified

Unit E sediments, are evident on the southwesterly end of the "Iong-trawl", with large sca1e sand
ridges (3 km wide, kilometres in length, and with arelief of 2-3 m) . They consist of medium 10
coarse, moderately sorted sands over a gravel lag surface. Superimposed on the sand ridges are
cross-ridge sand-wave troughs trending ESE-WNW whieh can be ineised up to 1 m in the sand
ridge with coarser wave-formed ripples on their base. Trawl scours are vague 10 poor in the low
reflectivity sands but become more apparent over the more reflective gravels.

"Corridor" Exmiment

Experimental and Control Corridor Establishment

Trackpoint data (Fig. 10) and side-scan mosaics have conflI1lled that trawling activities were
restrieted, as planned, within the established 200 m wide experimental corridors. Equally
importantly, side-scan mosaics of the control corridors show no evidence of any trawling activities
such as might have resulted due to navigational error or other causes.

Grab SampIe UUa

Grab sampIe data for corridor A are essentially complete for each of the ten observations made
prior to and immediately after 10 trawling during the fmt cruise series. In the 10 sampIes taken
prior 10 trawling, an average of 69 species were encountered per sampIe and a total of 145 species
overall (Tables 1& 2). Extrapolation, by means ofa species-area function, suggests that
approximately 80% of the species present were coUected and the occurrence of an additional 36
species. Thirty six species were common 10 at least 90% of the sampIes, 70 species were
encountered in three or less sampIes. Figure 11 shows the number of species common 10 one,
two, three. etc....•.up 10 the complete set of ten sampIes. Table 2 illustrates how the major phyla
contribute to the numbers of species and specimens present, and 10 the biomass. Mean number of
individuals m-2 was 2A76 and mean biomass 1,170.8 g (wet weight) m-2•· Ten species occurred
on average with more than 50 m-2 specimens (seven species ofpolyehaete and one species of
mollusc, crustacean, and echinodenn). The total biomass per sampIe (station) ranged from
915-1437 g m-2 wet weight.

A Mann-Whitney test, F-test, ANOVA, and Behrens-Fisher test were performed to evaluate whieh
species or groups appeared to be affect.ed and the adequacy of the number of replicates in OUT
sampling. Prcliminary results indicate that some small-sized specimens increased in numbers
subsequent to trawling. However, this observation was restrieted to species which onIy occurred
in smaller numbers and confirmation through further replieates is needed. These will be available
once all sampIes have been sorted and the data analyzed. Mann-Whitney tests performed on
subsets of observations suggest that the ten replieates taken per observation group are probably the
minimum to give significant evidence of trawling effects.

SIed Sample U1ta

A total of 74 species were encountered in the 16 sIed sampIes taken prior to and after experimental
trawling during the fmt cruise series (Table 1). Most species occurred only in low numbers at a
few stations. 19-31 species occurred at each station, approximately eight of them with sufficient
regularity 10 be used for testing changes in their occurrence. However, the number of sampIes
taken was too small to demonstrate an impact Significant differences in the occurrence of some
species could be detected, but results were not always consistent between the corridors. First
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analyses indieate that the similarity between the sampIes is, as a ruIe, not influenced by their
distance apart. However, in one rnstance two sarnpling sites in c10se proximity were found 10
exhibit gre2ier differences than generally observed, probably as a result ofgreatly differing
sediments. This result suggests that proximity of sampling at sites may not necessarily reduce the
variation in species occurence.

It was intended to evahlate the level of direct physica1 darnage 10 the megabenthos as a result of
trawling by comparison of darnage levels seen in control sampies 10 those seen in sampies from the
trawled areas; any higher level of damage observed in the trawled area sampIes being attributable as
traw induced damage. In the three species of echinodenns studied, no significant difference in
darnage levels was apparent between the experimental and control sampIes; This suggests two
possibilities; one is that there was no darnage to these species by the trawl,and the other is that the
level of damage caused by the sIed and on deck sampIe handling was sufficientl)' high relative to
that caused by the trawl that the trawl induced darnage was masked. Overall, Wlth all sampIes
combined, the data indieate that approximately 34% ofbrittle stars (Ophfuro sarsi) and 7.5% of
sand dollars (Echinarachnius pamr.z) were damaged, while sea urchins (Srrongylocentrotus
spp.)were very seIdom damaged. I

The very limited darnage seen in sea urchins is surprising and raises some ~uestion as 10 the irn~ •
of the few days time delay which occured between the trawling aetivity itself and the post-trawl
sampling of the corridors. It is plausible that urchins, ifmoderately damaged, are immediately
preyed on and that any evidence of trawl induced mortality is lost even before the post-trawl
sampling was begun. The low level of darnage overall, i.e. including the control sampIes, may
indieate that urchins are fairly robust 10 the type of damage likely 10 be caused by tumbling around
in the box of the sampling sIed. The questions raised may be answered in the 1994 studies by
video and grab sampling immediately following trawling. i

I

Preliminary results suggest molluscan species may be one of the better indicatOrs of trawling
impact Ifone compares frequencies of no damage (Category 1) versus major damage (Category
4), there was significantly (x2) more damage in post-trawling versus pre-trawling among bivalves
(all combined) and gastropods (all combined) in Corridor A. Bivalves and gastropods were
anlayzed separately. In particular, there was significant trawling-induced acute darnage in
shallow-dwelling (upper 5 cm of sediment) molluscs. For the bivalves these results could be
attributed largely to high levels of damage to the very shallow and slow buirowing Astarte
borrolis. Same deeper and faster burrowing species, such as the Cyclocarrlia spp., sustained
remarkably little or no damage while, amongst the gastropods, the troehidS (Margarites spp.) also
sustained little or no damage. In Corridor B, no significant level of damage to bivalves could be •
attributed to trawling, but there was some evidence of damage to gastropods (Buccinidae).

I
Time-lapse video records of reburrowing in the propellor clarn Cynodaria Si/iqua after excavation,
in addition 10 burrowing observations on other rcpresentative species, indiCat.es tbat many of the
infaunal bivalve species in tbe study area are slow 10 very slow burrowers. i The most abundant,
and seldom damaged, bivalve in the study area is the relatively deep and relatively fast burrower
(Macoma caJcarea).

Sediment Analysis nua (Corridor A only)

GroinSize I
The sediment of the grand banks experimental site are homogeneous fine-medium sand with a
uniform modal grain sire of 194 J,lm in all sampies, as detamined by Coulter counter analysis.

I
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Sieve analysis indieated the same pattern, with the 125 J!m fraction dominating all sarnples. The
sand is weH sorted, with >80% dry weight in the range of 169-338 J!m.

Although the gross aspect of the grain size distribution was remarkably invariant before and after
trawling, and from July to September, the tails of the distribution in the silt clay sire and coarse
sand-gravel size were More variable. The variance in the larger sire fractions (>0.5mm), which
consists mainly of shell fragments and tube structures shows no discernable pattern. It is probably
a result of the small sampIe size relative to the size of these particles. 1be fine silt and clay fraction
«32 J!m) accounted for less than 1% of the total dry weight, but showed a coherent pattern of
variation. In July, all values for this fraction were greater that 0.3% dry weight (0.32-0.78%) but
in September, al1 ofthe values were less than 0.3% (0.07-0.29%). Tbere was no overlap.

Water Content

The water content of the surface sediment ranged from 18% to 25% by weight, with DO appreciable
nor statistically significant differences among trawled, untrawled, July, or September sarnples.

Sediment Bacteria Data (Corridor A only)

Bacterial numbers were consistently low, in the range of9x107 to 1.5xlOS per ml of surface
sediment There were small but statistically significant increases in total bacteria1 numbers after
trawling. Total bacteria increased from a mean of 9.98x IQ7 per ml before trawling and in control
areas to a mean of 1.28xlQ8 per ml after trawling. Pseudomonads and especiaIly ftlamentous
bacteria accounted for most of the increase. Filamentous forms increased dramatically after
trawling, from a mean of 64 per ml to 6.3xlOS per mI. Pseudomonads increased from 3.97x107

per mI to 5.25x107 per mI. A biomass/size distribution of the bacteria indicates most of the
biomass in the IJ!m ESD class, with a lesser Mode of pseudomonads in the 0.5um class.

Invertebrate Trawl Catch Data (Corridors A, B, and C)

The trawl eatehes were dominated by invertebrate epifauna, mainly snow crabs (ChionoeceJes
opilio), basket stars (Gorgonocephalus araicus), and sea urchins (Strongylocenrrotus
droebachiensis ands. pallidus), American plaice (Hippoglossoides plaJessoides) and thorny skate
(Raja radiata) dominated the vertebrale catch, with some Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida), capelin
(Mal/orus vil/osus) and a variety of incidental species. The fish eateh was extrernely smal1, being a
maximum of 80 kg after a 2.5 hr tow (13+ km).

The invenebrate eateh decreased significantly in all the corridors as the number of trawl passes
increased. A randomized block ANOVA, using the corridors as replieates and the number of trawl
passes as treatment, indieated that the treatment (repeated trawling) effect was significant at
p<0.05, while the corridors (blocks) differed at p<O.O1. In the first five trawls, the mean weight
ofinvertebrates per trawl (over all corridors) was 25.8 kg (s.d=7.34). In the final seven trawls,
the mean weight ofinvertebrates per trawl was 11.3 kg (s.d=O.98). A rnean of70% ofthe
biomass removal was accomplished in the first five trawls over each corridor.

BRUTIV

During the BRlJnV surve>: of corridor A, it was immediately apparent from the black and white
video that there was a significant difference between the appearances of the sea floor in the trawled
and control areas. Within the trawled corridor, the bottom appeared to be a light colour with
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streaks of darker rnatfrial and the white (shell hash?) and black (sand dollars?) objects were
organized into linear features. Throughout the trawled area gouges er shallow troughs in the sea
floor were seen. These were presumably caused by the trawl doors. In the nearby control ar~
the bottom was uniformly dark in appearance with the white (shetl hash?) and black (sand dollars?)
objects randomly distributed over il I!
An effort has been made to quantify this qualitative observation. Figure 12 illustrates the grey
scale histograms of ten video frames n:corded approxirnately one second CijXU1 at a constant altitude
of 2.1 m within the control area. The differences between individual histograrns are caused by a
combination of sea floor variability, electrical interference during the original data collection and
degradation of video quality resulting from analyzin~ a copy rather than the original video tape. To
facilitate comparisons with similar assemblages of histograrns from other sections within both the
trawled and control areas, an average histogram representing tbe ten has been 'employed. Figure
13 contrasts two such average histograms from two different sections within the trawled area of
corridor A with the average histograrns from two different sections within the' nearby control area.

The decision to use an average often histograrns obtained from video frames ~ne second apart was
purely arbitrary. Fortuitous as it may be, these parameters lead to a quantification of the video
frames that clearly differentiales the trawled from the control areas. Further work is planned to •
explore whether er not these parameters can be optimized and to improve the quality of the video
signal used for analysis. It will also be interesting to see whether er not one can quantify the
difference in the video ofthe trawled area from year to year as the bottom returns to its former
state.

Comments and Further Research Plans

The "long-trawl" will be regularly resurveyed by side-scan to monitor physical recovery rates of
seabed features under the range of sedirnentary and energy regimes existing along its length. The
information gathered should provide a clearer understanding of trawl mark degradation rares and
aid in interpretation of the extensive side-scan records existing for the continental shelf.

I
The "closed"' area trawling impact studies reported here are intended to extendover several more
years and to look at the impacts of both single and multiple trawling events. It is planned to
resample the corridors in July, roughly one year after the experiment was put in place with the first
trawling. Once sampling of the already trawled areas and controls is completed, it is planned to Te
trawl one-half of each of the corridors and extend the length of the corridors tO create newly
trawled areas. These newly trawled ares will povide further replieation of the tsingle evenC'
trawling impact experiment, while the re-trawling of apart of the conidors aIready trawled one
year previously will provide the basis for a "multiple event" trawling impact I
While results of the experiment must await the full treatment of sampIes and analysis of the data.
we are encouraged by the success ofthe basic experimental design and its field establishment. Tbe
other major success to date has been the development of new more quantitative sampling tools such
as the video grab
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Fig. 1. Distribution and percent of seabed scouring by otter trawls on the Grand Banks as estimated from tow
numbers, tow positions, mean length of tows, and sweep between doors (based on Newfoundland
Region fisheries observer data). 16.7 km sampling circles.
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Fig. 2. The Scotian Shelf, showing the Western Bank area c10sed to mobile groundfish gear
since 1987 rHaddock" nursery area c1osure) and potential study areas A and B.
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Fig. 3. The Grand Bank, showing east coast of Newfoundland, the site of the "c1osed" corridor
study area and the track location of the "Iong-trawl".
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Fig. 5. The relative positioning and orientation of the Control and Experimental (trawled) Corridors A, B, and C within
the "closed" area.
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Fig.6. A portion of a Control and an adjacent Experimental (trawled) Corridor, showing the SO m blocks used
individually for grab sampling and in combination for epibenthic sied sampling. Examples of station
and sampie coding is also given.
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Fig.7. The video grab (A), epibenthic sIed (B), and Bottom Referencing Underwater Towed lnstrumented
Vehicle, BRUTIV. (C) being deployed from the C.S.S. Parizeau..
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Fig. 8. Vesset track fotlowed in side-scanning operations over on set of Experimental and Control Corridors.
This track will provide complete coverage for mosaicing of the Experimental and Control Corridors and
the area of seabed between them.
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Fig. 9. Relative positioning of the C.S.S. Parizeau. end C.S.S. Templeman during Trackpoint (TP)
monitoring of the trawl path in an Experimental Corridor.
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Fig. 11 Frequency of occurence of species in ten grab samp]es taken from contro) corridor A (5 samples) and
the experimental area (pre-trawling) area of corridor A (5 samples) during' Cruise 93-21.
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• White

Grey Scale

Figure 12. Composite of ten individual grey level
histograms of sea floor video images of the
control area sampled at approximately one second
intervals. The heavy solid line is the average of
the ten histograms.
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Figure 13. Averaged grey scale histograms from
the trawled (one from each end of the corridor)
and control (two widely seperated sections near
mid-point) of corridor A.
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Table 1. SlJmmary of preliminary data on species richness, abundance, and distribution among stations
sampled with the video grab and epibenthic sied.

GRAB SAMPLESI

145 species encountered

56-79 (species I sample (station»
(Mean= 69)

27 species common to 100% of stations

36 species common to 90% of stations

41 species found only at one station

SlED SAMPLES2

74 species encountered

19-31 species I sample (station)

34 species comrnon to approx. 20% of stations

many species which occur only in low numbers at a few stations

1 Corridor Aonly (total of 10 sampies from untrawled areas only during emise 93-21)

2 Corridors A and B (total of 16 samples from both trawled and umrawled areas only during emise
93- 21)

Table2. Summary, by Phyla, of species numbers, density, and biomass for untrawled areas in conidor
A during emise 93-21.

Phylum No. of Species Individuals 1m2 g (wet) 1m2 •
Polychaeta 44 1561 54.3

Crustacea 34 202 7.5

Mollusca 51 575 640.2

Echinodermata 7 136 466.1

Other 9 2 2.7

Total 145 2476 1170.8
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ANNEX 8

International Council for the Exploration of the Seas - Benthos Ecology 'Vorking
Group meeting - Centre for Estuarine & Coastal Ecology (Yerseke), 10-13 May 1994

SENSITIVITY OF SPECIES TO PHYSICAL DISTURBANCE OF THE SEABED
- PRELIMINARY REPORT

1 INTRODUCTION

The Working Group was asked by the Advisory Committee for the Marine Environment to:

"prepare information on and, if possible, eompile an initial list of indieator species,
particularly with referenee to species sensitive to physical disturbanee of the seabed
and report to ACME".

In addressing this request, the BEWG has reviewed new infonnation as weil as earlier reports
(Anonymous 1990, 1993) and the draft report from the April 1994 meeting of the Working
Group on the Eeosystem Effeets of Fishing Aetivities.

The Working Group agreed that:

within the time available, and taking aeeount of the information available at the
meeting, the group did not feel it realistie to attempt to arrive at a definitive list of
indicator (vulnerable) species or taxa. Rather, it was thought important to evaluate
readily available summaries and develop a framework within which tasks eould be
assigned and earried out before the next meeting, allowing a proper evaluation of this
item;

2 in eonsidering "physieal disturbance" it appeared that the request related speeifieally
to disturbanees of anthropogenie origin but that, in eonsidering these disturbanees,
their seale and type of effeet should be set against those of natural proeesses in the
habitat in question;

• 3 "physieal disturbanee" was defined as:

"Any diserete event in time that disrupts eeosystem, eommunity, or population
strueture and ehanges resourees, substrate availability, or the physieal environment".
(From Pickett & White 1985 quoted in Hall in press).

This definition does not include events sueh as anoxia and chemical pollution unless resulting
direetly [rom an anthropogenie aetivity sueh as dredging.

The WG eonsidered what eonstituted an "indicator" species and was in general agreement
with the WG on Eeosystem Effeets of Fishing Aetivities eomments on the issue. Throughout
our report, we wi11 use the tenn "vulnerable" rather than "indicator" species. "Vulnerable"
species wi11 include a wider range than the "indicator" speeies. "Vulnerability" takes aeeount
of both availability to the souree of d;sturbanee, life history, life style and species

eharaeteristies. "Vulnerability" is defined here as:
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"the Iikelihood of the individual and/or population suffering some level of physical
damage when exposed to physical disturbanees".

It does not necessarily imply likelihood of local extinction.

Within this framework, we agreed two possible approaches to identifying potentially
vulnerable species:

to examine the range in types of activity (for instance, mobile fishing, aggregate
extraction) that would create a physical disturbance of the seabed and the character of
disturbance as related (for instance) to fishing gear type;

2 to examine the characteristics of particular taxa which would lead to them being
vulnerable to particular disturbance types.

This would produce a framework within which to indicate likely vulnerable species and
habitats present in each area under consideration to be assessed rather than providing a •
definitive and universally applicable list.

In the following, we examine:

I the sources of physical disturbance of lhe seabed, both anthropogenie and natural;
2 the effects of such disturbanees, both physical and biological, and
3 those characteristics which we consider Iikely to make a species sen<;itive

(vulnerable) to such disturbanees.

We then present examples of species (or taxa) which are considered vulnerable. The
examples represent three levels of confidence. In the first, \ve list those species for which we
believe there is sufficient scientific evidence to demonstrate sensitivity or vulnerability. In
the second, we list those species for which there is some evidence of sensitivity or
vulnerability, but at a lower level of assurance than above. The third list is of species (or
taxa) that the WG members feIt likely to be vulnerable, based on their knowledge of the
species, their habitats and potential impacts. •

2 SOURCES AND NATURE OF DISTURBANCES
(Table 1 summarises sources of disturbance)

Physical disturbance of substratum can include*:

substratum removed to leave inhospitable habitat (eg sediment removed down to c1ay
level, consolidated/stable substrata removed to mobile substrata including substrata
Iikely to cause scouring);

2 hard substrata having fragile slow growing species may be broken-up, abradcd or
overturned;

3 rcefs of slow growing specics providing a biological substratum for other spccics (cg
Lophelia per/usa. Modiolus Illodiolus) may be destroyed;
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4 biologieal reets or consolidated hard substrata overtumed/destroyed but capable of
rapid recolonisation after disturbance ceases (eg Sabellaria Spill111osa);

5. (re)suspension of silt followed by sedimentation nearby or at a distance;

6 sediment compaction (below heavy gear);

7 substratum structure and composition changed producing a 'new' habitat (eg,
topography changed, buried cobbles exposed, coarse shell material broken-up or
exposed).

* Takes account of 1990 leES Benthos Working Group report.

\Vhen considering the potential effect 01' physical disturbance on benthie fauna it is important
to consider the scale, frequeney and intensity 01' any disturbance event (reviewed by Hall, in
press). Large-scale natural events such as periodie storms and anoxie events can affect
extensive areas Jeading to mass mortalities of entire communities. Short-lived opportunistie
species will rapidly colonise these areas, but the (re)colonisation by longer-lived, slow
growing species will be slower, and c1early may never oecur if large-scale events are frequent
(annual ?). Many natural environments are subject to 'disturbance'. For instance, storms
mobiJise shallow sediments, and high river runoff carries silt whieh settles onto the seabed.
Thus, although shallow subtidal benthie communities, such as those in the southern North
Sea, are subject to disturbance by fishing gears, the communities present are frequently
exposed to storm effects. Hence, where these circumstances occur, it may be thought less
important to consider sediment disturbance caused by anthropogenie activities. However,
fishing should still be considered in relation to effects of heavy gear damaging organisms.
Also, high turbidity caused by storms will be associated with oxygenation whereas turbidity
caused by fishing can occur in caJm weather and O1ay therefore result in smothering and
deoxygenation. On communities that are rarely exposed to disturbance, such as in sheltered
areas or at depths below the effective wave base, the effect of mobile gear may be more
persistent, lasting several years. Hall (in press) cites Theil and Schriever's (1990) study of the
effects of deep sea manganese nodule dredging at 4000 m depth. The furrows created by the
dredge were still visible after two years and the epifauna \vere still absent from the site. This
demonstrates how anthropogenie disturbance has a greater and more lasting effect in stable
sites. Individual anthropogenie disturbances to the seabed tend to act on a loeal seale, for
example the width of the area affected by a dredge or trawl will be less than 50 01, hence
recolonisation by mobile fauna will tend to be rapid. Ho\vever where these aetivities are
intensive or chronie, the recolonisation time will inerease. Repeated, frequent disturbances in
the same area will hinder the recolonisation of those long-lived species which are killed by
these activities.

Biogeochemieal effects should also be taken into account, inc1uding alteration of sediment
type, ehanges to contaminant and nutrient fluxes, biochemical reactions within mierobial
populations (from the 1990 report).

3 SPECIES CHARACTERISTICS \VHICH MAKE THEl\l VULNERABLE

The vulnerabiJity of a species is partly dependent on its structure, size, behaviour, life
strategy ete and on the environment/habitat the animallives in. The geographieal distribution
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of species also has to be considcred - specics at the extreme edge of their distribution are
likely to be more vulnerable.

Fragility of a species will, in the first instance, detennine whether it is damaged or not. This
fragility is determined by morphology (size and shape), whereas vulnerability is detennined
by the depth it lives in the sediment, (ie within or outside the reach of the physical
disturbance) and (non)mobility. The nature of the sediment is also important, eg fishing gear
may penetrate different sediments to different depths, and disturbance of \arge gravel or
cobbles themselves will have a very different impact on species than, for instance, sand.

After being subjected to physical disturbance, the recovery process of an individual depends
on the ability to regenerate, repair damage or to relocate itself. Low abilities of these
attributes may make a species vulnerable to indirect effects of physical disturbance, in
particular predation (Kaiser & Spencer, in press).

Sediment resuspension, interfering with filter-feeding and/or respiration may have a negative
effect on growth and, ultimately, reproduction and recolonization.

Besides effects on the individual level, a long-tenn effect on population level may be present.
Factors determining these are longevity of a species, growth rate, reproduction and settlement
success, It should be realised that potential recruitment is thereby determined not only by
standing stock of the parent population, but mayaiso be affected by the changes in the
physical characteristics of the habitat; for instance sediment grain size, as weil as the
absence/presence of a parent population. For some sessile organisms it has been shown that
juveniles only settle in the vicinity of an older population releasing che,?ical stimuli, which
promote settlement. Thus, to assess the vulnerability of a species, detailed knowledge of
Iifeeycle, regeneration, growth ete is required.

The ICES working group on Ecosystems Effects of Fishing Activities based their assessment
of vulnerability on life history characteristies and information derived from a wide variety of
field studies relating fishing induced mortality to gear and sediment types': We considered the
approach developed for the second meeting of that group (Anon. 1992), and now published in
Rees & Dare (1993), to be a good model for assessing likely mortality of species.

4 VULNERABLE (SENSITIVE) SPECIES

4.1 nOCUl\1ENTED VULNERABILITY

Currently, it is possible to document effects for two sources of disturbance; fisheries and
aggregate dredging.

Impact of fisheries Effects on the benthie communities have been described by, eg Graham
(1955), Bridger (1970), Houghton er al (I 97\), de Groot & Apeldoorn '.( 1971), Margetts &
Bridger (1971), dc Groot (1973), Schafer (1972) and Bergman ef a/:(1991). Damages,

mortality and reduction in numbers has been reported for Arerien islalldiea, EchilloCardiu11l,
Lallice cOllchilega. Ophillra textlIrata. Astropectell irreglllaris. fectillaria korelli.
LiocarcillllS //Olsatlls. Callcer pagllrus and Corystes cassivelCllllllls, Tellina spp, lIyas spp and
Spioplwnes bombyx. The presence of infaunal benthos in beam trawls appears to confirm the
extent of damagc to olher species such '\S TlIbularia. Pectinaria. Ellsis and SoleII. On loeal
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scales the loss of target populations, such as oysters, and the destruction of physical structures
such as Sabellaria reefs is weil documented (eg Riesen & Reise, 1982). The disappearance
of such species as Ostrea edulis. Modiolus lIlodiolllS, Dosillia exoleta, Glyeymeris glyeymeris.
Aretica islandiea and Neptllnea antiqua has been suggested as having been caused by beam
trawl fishery (Bergman et al 1991).

The WG draws attention to Section 3 of the draft report of the WG on Ecosystem Effects of
Fishing Activities. Two tables are of particular relevance to the consideration of vulnerable
species of the benthos. Table 3.3.1 provides estimates of 'equivalent potential jeopardy' for
various fish and mollusc species from the North Sea. The table was derived using the
formulae of MacDonald et al (1994) which links life-history parameters to potential jeopardy.
It suggests that a number of molluscan species (eg Aretica islandiea and ModiolliS modiolllS)
may be in jeopardy even at low levels of fishing relative to more mobile species such as fish.
In the same report, Table 3.3.2, the question of vulnerability to fishing gear and direct
mortality of a range of benthic fauna is addressed. The mortality estimates presented are
derived from a number of field studies on the effects of various gear types. A list of
'vulnerable species' might be derived from this table if one wished to establish some level of
mortality at which the term is to apply (eg >25%). Even then, caution should be expressed
since the level of mortality may be highly influenced by substratum type (eg Plaeopeetell
magellanieus; Shepart & Austen 1991).

Impact of graYCI and/or sand cxtraction Local effects of gravel extraction on the
Klaverbank are described by van MoorseI & Waardenburg, (1991). Densities ofmost species
seem to have recovered within one year after aggregate extraction. This suggests that the
species assemblage living at the Klaverbank is adapted to the dynamic nature of the seabed
and hence capable of relatively rapid recovery. Species manage to survive either by rapid
recolonisation or by adaptations which enable them to withstand aggregate redistribution.
However, large bivalves (Aretiea islalldiea. Gari Jenellsis, Tellina erassa, Venerupis
rhomboides. Dosillia exoleta. EllSis spp), an important component of biomass, had not
recovered from gravel extraction 15 months later.

APPARENTLY VULNERABLE SPECIES

Under this heading, \ve are considering species where sufficient information about their life
history characteristics is available to allow a realistic evaluation of their potential
vulnerability. The best example of how these life history characteristics can be used to
evaluate vulnerability is given in areport by Rees and Dare (1993). They evaluate the risk of
local extinction for nine species of invertebrates based on information as to:

"(i) species characteristics: life-style, habitat/distribution, densities, biomass/
production, life-cycle strategy, recruitment, longevity, annual mortality rate;

(ii) sources of mortality: buriallwash-out, temperature, predation, plankton
blooms/eutrophication, trawlldredge effects, pollution and 'other'."

Reference to their Table 2(a) and 2(b) and Figure 2 allow an evaluation of the relative level of
risk (vulncrability) to local extinction from various natural and anthropogenie factors. The
report suggests vulnerability to physical disturbance to be moderate to high, relative to other
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sources of risk for: Pectinaria korelli. Sabellaria spinlllosa. Abra alba. Arctica islandica and
Echillocardilllll cordatlllll.

4.3 CONSIDERED LlKELY TO BE VULNERABLE

The review of Jones (1992) provides examples of organisms exhibiting vulnerability. These
inc1uded the scallop Pectell Ilovaezelandiae, the coral Lophelia and bryozoans. Long-lived,
slow-growing species may be nearly exterminated by a single impact, eg the passage of a
trawl or other fishing gear. That applies to Lophelia-banks. large corals such as Paragorgia
and large sponges such as Geodia. CllOlldrocladia a.o., sea pens such as Virglllaria lIlirabilis
and Flllliclllilla qlladranglllaris and to reefs or mats of Sabellaria species. Most of the
mentioned species are spatially restricted to concentrated assemblages, and may actually
deserve being included in 'endangered species' lists ('red lists'). (This information from the
Faeroes, unpublished)

Some fragile species may be fatally damaged, eg sea urchins and soft-shelled bivalves. while e
thick-shelled species may react with 'repair' as demonstrated for Aretica islmufiea (Klein &
Witbaard 1993)

4.4 FURTHER APPROACHES

The potential vulnerability of species should be assessed on the basis of life history
characteristics, physical fragility/robustness of the species, habitat and behavioural
characteristics [epifaunallinfaunalldeep burrowing/rapid burrowing]. We feIt that practical
consideration required a c1assification into which certain species could be inc1uded. Features
listed above were grouped in the following types:

• fragile long lived species with infrequent recruitment - unlikely to recover within a
foreseeable future. Examples likely to inc1ude: Paragorgia arborea. FlIlliculina
qlladrallglilaris. Lophelia pertusa. large sponges (for instance Axinella pol)poides),

• fragile long lived species with good prospects of recruitment/regrowth (but after
several years). Examples likely to inc1ude: ModiolliS II/odiolus. Sabellaria spp (thick
reefs), Pelltapora foliacea. large bivalve molluscs. eg Dosillia exoleta, some
hydroids, eg Eudelldriul1/ spp, Tlllliaria thuja,

•
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• fragile but fast growing/recruiting species - likely to be damaged but recover rapidly.
Examples likely to inc1ude: individuals or thin crusts of Sabellaria spinlilosa.
Eehinocardiul1l eordatulll,

• robust or deep burrowing species species unlikely to bc damaged: examples likely to

include Upogebia species,

• species likely to thrive in disturbed situations (eg predators, opportunistic species).
Examples likely to include: Capitella capitata.

One important means for establishing a list of vulnerable species will be the absence or
substantial reduction in number of the species in question. That requires direct knowledge of



the previous abundances of the species in the actual area. Alternatively, their former presence
might be inferred from comparison with similar habitat in the vicinity which has not been
subject to disturbance - however. such comparisons are dangerous!
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TAßLE 1 Sources of disturbance from 1994 (and 1990) meetings of the ICES
Benthos Ecology Working Group

ANTHROPOGENIC SOURCES

Mobile fishing/sampling gear: dredges
hydraulic or suction dredges
trawls - beam

- otter

2

•3

4

5

6

•7

Aggregate extraction (Industrial dredging):
(includes maintenance dredging)

Dumping (Dumping from ships/
discharge from pipelines)

Laying pipelines (Construction works)

Shipping movements

Bait digging

Seaweed extraction

rock
gravel
sand
mud
maerllcalcareous sediments

dredged material
mine tailings
sewage sludge
drill muds
beach nourishment/coastal defence

pipelines
(barrages)
(harbours)

propeller wash
wake-wash

manual
mechanical

grabs
dredges

8 Tangle/ghost nets and pots (creels)

NATURAL SOURCES

I Storm events (wave and tidal current action)
2 Tidal current extremes
3 Siltation
4 Bioturbation - burrowing

- fish and mammal feedin~

- megafauna feeding
5 Ice - ploughing

- scourmg
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ANNEX 9

Document prepared for the ICES Benthos Working Group May 1994

QUANTITATIVE SAMPLING OF GRAVELS

A J Kenny and H L Rees

MAFF Directorate of Fisheries Research

Fisheries Laboratory

Burnham-on-Crouch

Essex, UK

CM08HA

Introduction

Most of the previous work which has been undertaken to describe the benthos associated

with marine gravels has reHed on semi-quantitative dredges such as the Anchor dredge

(Forster, 1953) used by Holme (1966), the Ralier du Baty dredge used by Davoult et al.

(1988) and a modified Anchor dredge used by Kenny et al. (1991). The Anchor dredge is

typically deployed with about 3 times the water depth of warp. This allows the dredge to

settle on the bottom before the motion of the ship brings the warp taut causing the dredge

to take a single bite out of the sediment before it is hauled. However, the dredge

frequently gets dragged along the sea bed before being hauled, especially when deployed

from a large vessel, which introduces possible variation between the area of sea bed

sampled and the volume of the sediment retained. In addition, the risk of washing-out of

some of the sampIe contents (especially motile epibenthic species) due to the open-ended

nature of the sampIe bucket may reduce the sampHng efficiency.

A recent investigation of the effects oi marine aggregate extraction on the Klaverbank in

the Dutch sector of the North Sea (Sips and Wardenburg, 1989) reported that the Hamon

•
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grab was an effective quantitative coarse sediment sampIer. 'nIe Hamon grab (Figure 1)

effectively takes a scoop out of the seabed with a relatively constant surface area, thereby

reducing the sampIe variation as experienced with the Anchor dredge. AHamon grab was

constructed by MAFF and a preliminary assessment of its sampling efficiency was made

during sea trials in 1992.

fl.lethods

A comparison of the sampling efficiency of the Hamon grab and Anchor dredge was made

at a gravelly site off the East coast of England in December 1992. 5 Hamon grab sampIes

• and 5 Anchor dredge sampIes were taken at the same location.

Both Hamon grab and Anchor dredge sampIes were analysed according to the procedures

given in Kenny ef ai. (1991). However, prior to cluster analysis it was necessary to

exc1ude the numericaIly dominant Dcndrodoa grossularia and Balanus crenatus as weIl as

the very rare species (Le. those occurring in no more than 2 sampIes and whose total

abundance was less than 2) in order to highlight the differences between the sampling

efficiencies of the devices.

• Results

The combined output from cluster analysis, on root-transfonned abundance data (>1mrn),

at the reference site is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that, in general, the complement

of common species sampled by the Hamon grab is similar to that sampled by the Anchor

dredge. In addition, both D.grossularia and B.crenatus were numerically dominant (Table

1). Out of a total of 49 common species sampled, 44 were present in both Hamon grab

and Anchor dredge sampIes. Four of the remaining 5 species, Spiophancs bombyx,

Eusyllis blomsfrand,: Adalaria lo\'cni and Golfingia vulgaris were sampled only by the

Hamon grab whereas Crossastcrpapposus was sampled only by the Anchor dredge.
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Table 1. Sampie avernges (x) and Standard Deviations (SD) of D. grossularia and B.

crcnatus for each device.

G bHAn h D dc or re 1ge amon ra

n=5 x SD x SD

D.grossularia 2300 1895 1626 575

B.crenatus 2243 2199 1485 624

Total Abundance 4694 4135 3305 1206

80th the standard deviations for D. grossularia and B. crcnatus in Table I, and the

relative position of tlle Anchor dredge stations A2 and A4 in the dendrogram (Figure 2).

suggest a higher variance between Anchor dredge sampies compared to the Hamon grab.

However. using the log (variance/mean) ratio as a means of assessing community

•
patchiness (Elliott, 1977) both sampiers provided very similar results. namely 1.75 and

1.97 for the Hamon grab and Anchor dredge, respectively. Although the two dominant

taxa were more abundant in Anchor dredge sampies (Table 1). a number of other species

such as the polychaetes Spio martincnsis, Pholoc minuta and Syllis cornuta and the

amphipods were more abundant in Hamon grnb sampies.

Discussioll

An earlier study which compared the sampling efficiency of the Hamon grab with

the Anchor dredge (MAFF. unpublished data) indicated timt the Anchor dredge captured

significantly more epifauna (Figure 3). This was attributed to the dredge being towed a

substantial distance (50-100m) over the seabed before being hauled. Two factors which

•

contributed to this were the action of strong tides and wind on the research vessel at the

time of sampling. However. this was not thought to be a problem during the present study

and the results show that thc dcnsities and varicty of cpifaunal species were no greatcr in
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Anchor dredge sampIes compared to the Hamon grab. Indeed the complement of species

and densities sampled by the Anchor dredge and Hamon grab were very similar.

It would appear that the sampling efficiency of the Anchor dredge is dependent on

a number of factors such as the size of the research vessel and the strength of the

prevailing tide and winds. Forster (1953) points out that the Anchor dredge, in order to

work efficiently, should bring the ship to a halt. Clearly, this is not feasible for larger ships

and especially in rough conditions the behaviour of the dredge at the sea bed may be

unpredictable. In support of this conclusion is the relatively low success rate for sampIe

collection by the Anchor dredge (about 60%) compared to the Hamon grab (about 100%).

• The present study indicates that under certain conditions the perfonnance of the

Anchor dredge compares favourably with the Hamon grab, and it retains a value for initial

semi-quantitative assessments of the benthos of coarse substrates. However, for

quantitative studies such as those concemed with monitoring the effects of gravel

extraction on the benthos, the Hamon grab is the preferred sampIer, largely because it can

sampIe a relatively constant surface area with greater success than comparable devices

used in surveys of soft sediments.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Hamon grab taken from Holme and McIntyre (1984) .
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0 · · 0 0 · 0 0 0 · Lanice conchilega· · · 0 0 0 0 0 0 Caulleriello caputesocis
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · Hormothoe impor
0 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 · · Anomia ephippium
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Spio martinensis
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pholoe minuta
0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Syllis cornuto?
0 · · 0 0 0 0 · Leptochiton assellus
0 0 0 0 0 · · 0 Aonides poucibranchiata
0 · · · · · · 0 · 0 Eteone sp
0 · · · 0 · · 0 t-Iemerteon sp
0 · 0 · 0 · · Lumbrinereis grocilis

· 0 0 · · 0 · · · Lepidonotus squamatus
0 0 0 0 0 · 0 · Crepidulo fornieata
0 · 0 0 · · 0 · Moigulo occulta

· · 0 0 · 0 · 0 Polycorpa sp

· 0 0 · Exogone gemmifera

· · Calliostoma zizyphinum
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0 0 Lunotio poliona
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0 · Scoloplos armiger· 0 Hiatella artica

0 Kefersteinio cirroto· · · · · Paguridoe· · Ebolia tuberaso

· Ada'oria loveni
0 0 Thelepus cincinnatus

· 0 0 · Ophiothrix frogilis

· · · · Liocarcinus pusillus
0 0 Musculus mormoratus· · Golfingio vulgaris· · 0 0 · 0 · 0 Polycarpa sp

· · Crossaster papposus

Figure 2. Cluster analysis by sampies and species. AI-A5 are Anchor dredge sampies.

HI-H5 are Hamon grab sampies. Circles rejresent root-transformed densities.
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•
Figure 3. ll1e average abundance of epifauna and infauna sampled by the Anchor dredgc

(5 sampIes) and Hamon grab (5 sampIes). Error bars are 95 % confidence intervals.
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ANNEX 10

International Council for the Exploration of the Seas - Benthos Ecology 'Vorking
Group Meeting - Centre for Estuarine & Coastal Ecology (Yerseke) 10-13l\1ay 1994

I

QUALITY ASSURANCE GUIDELINES FOR BENTHOS STUDIES I

This report by the BEWG on Quality Assurance Guidelines for benthos studies is a further step in
improving the reliability and comparability of data from benthie sampIes in order 10 understand better
benthic ecosystems and the changes that occur in them. The target ecosystems for these guidelines
are those found primarily in subtidal sediment habitats. Nevertheless, ~ome elements and
recommendations of the report will be applicable to other benthos studies, eg taxonomy, laboratory
procedures, and quality control routines. Future attention by the BEWG will b~ specifically directed
lowards quality assura'lce issues in the littoral soft benthos and hard substrate systems.

i
I

This report is mainly directed towards establishing guidelines for use in r~utine sampling and
I

environmental surveys and monitoring programmes. Special research projects und experimental •
programmes may require different and/or additional guidelines.

This report of the BEWG is partly based on earlier quality assurance docuf!lents Iike the BMB
recommendations (Dybern et ai 1976), the HELCOM guidelines and the ICES ~ecommendations for
the collection und treatment of soft bottom sampIes (Rumohr, 1990). The main discussions were held
in conjunction with the ICESIHELCOM workshop on quality assurance of benthos measurements in
the Baltie Sea (23-25 March 1994, Kiel). This workshop's discussions anticipated the need to
generalise recommendations and conc1usions to regions beyond the Baltic Sea, specifically the North
Sea. This report of the BEWG should be viewed in conjunction wilh the ICES/HELCOM report; it
seeks to provide further recommendations for quality assurance particularly pertaining to taxonomie
issues.

RECOMl\1ENDATIONS

92

1 SAl\IPLING

Sampling approaches should be based on stations representing a defined region and replicates
for obtaining adequate rcpresentation should be collected.

Track plotting and echo sounding information should be used to ensure accurate location of
stations when sampling from ships.

The nature of variability of the habitat should be assessed using video, if possible, to help
define optimal sampling strategies. Pilot (prcliminary) sampling should be used to optimize

I
sampling design. Both of these processes are needcd to ensure that sampIe size/numbers are

sufficient to provide the necessary statistical power. I
I

Adaptive sampling is necessary to provide relevance 10 the type/size of fauna, the density of,
animals, the depth profile of the fauna within the sediments and the sediment nature.
penetration depth of the sampling devicc should be recorded. Critcria should be established

I

to identify and reject unsuitable sampIes based on such features as sampIe volume and the
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eondition of the sampies. For community structure studies, the sampling should achieve a
depth that ensures that at least 95% of the fauna (biomass/numbers) is sampled.

The winehing operations are erucial to sampie integrity with van Veen and box corers. The
final 5 m of deseent should be at a rate less than 0.5 rn/s to minimize bow wave disturbance.
Weather conditions and wave heights should be documented and criteria established for
conditions eonsidered unsuitable to productive sampling.

All data and information should be recorded by hand in notebooks unless it is completely
automated. This will allow quality checks later.

2 SAMPLE PROCESSING

When proeessing grab or core sampies the maximum sieve pore diameter size should be
1 mm. In all eases, the sizes of sieves and pore diameter and shape (square or round) used in
processing sampies must be doeumented along with details about methods of processing.

Formalin fixation is mandatory and should be implemented as soon as possible following
eollection. Alcohol is an inadequate fixative. Proeedures must be established to avoid human
health problems during fixation and subsequent handling. Sieving should be aeeomplished
always before fixation. Stains should be used with fixation. The reeommended stain is Rose
Bengal in 40% formaldehyde solution.

Sampie fractionation is recommended to optimize sieving of gravel sampies in order to
minimize the destruetion of speeimens. Subsampling and lumping of replicate sampies is
speeifieally diseouraged. When subsampling or lumping is used for special reasons, the
nature of the procedures must be specified.

There should be established an explicit minimum standard for the pereentage of sampies to be
ehecked by a seeond sorter to ensure proper and complete sampie processing.

Proeedures need to be established to optimize the complete processing of sampies.

3 TAXONOMY

The keys and guides used far taxonomie identifications need to be doeumented.
Additionally, the reeommended resolution for taxonomie identifieation for all major groups
should be doeumented.

Identifieations must be made to 100% aecuraey at the speeified level of taxonomic resolution.
In all studies there should be established proeedures for taxonomie eheeking to ensure the
aeeuraey of identifieations.

Regional taxonomie workshops should be employed regularly to optimize eonsisteney in
taxonomie identifieation. These should be organized to ensure partieipation by taxonomie
experts, research teehnicians directly involved in identifieation and private industry
employees involved in monitoring.
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Taxonomie reference matel ials (reference collections) must be maintained.

A system for certification of taxonomic competence needs to be established and must include
specifie guidelines for the testing procedures used for certification, such as that being
established by the British Natural History Museum, London.

4 PROCEDURE FOR DOCUMENTATION AND CERTIFICATION

Existing established ICES guidelines are mandatory.

For all procedures, protocols should be established, standardised and documented. This
should include sampling, sampIe processing, taxonomie determinations, etc. These should be
established with a view to creating checklists that can be used to maximise accuracy and
precision, and to achieve certification of all steps. Checklists should follow a sampIe from
initial sampling to final taxonomic determination and quantification. Levels of acceptable
variability have to be set for all measured parameters. •
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ANNEX 11

BEDMAN
BEnthic Data MANagement

J. Buijs, J.A. Craeymeersch & P.M.J. Herrnan

" Data has a tendency to grow over time. Therefore, it's important to be able to
break data into smalI, easily managed tables. A database is an organized collection_f this information. In a relational database (like Paradox), tables contain categories
ot data, repeated tor each item in the table. For example, if you structure an ad
dress book as a table, you might put names in one column, addresses in another,
phone numbers in another, and so on. A relational database lets you define a
relationship (calIed a link) between different tables. This lets you extract or combine
data trom several tables and get the exact results you need. "

- Borland International, inc.. Paradox for Windows. Getting Started, Introdl,;ction.

•
Introduction

During several surveys in the North Sea and adjacent waters accomplished over
the last 10 years, the macro- and meiobenthic endofauna has been sampled. Part
of the data of these, mostly inventory or monitoring, programs has been gathered
in a database: BEDMAN.

The creation and management of the database was funded by the North Sea
Directorate and the National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management of the
dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, ICES and the
Netherlands Institute of Ecology. The database was developed using the
PARADOX database management system on a personal computer. Other database
management programs can probably read the primary files of the database.
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Database

i
1

Surveys of 5), 8), 10) and 11) include benthos data as contribution to the North
Sea Task Force (NSTF) Monitoring Master Plan (MMP). I

,

I

I
!

At the moment the data base contains data of following surveys (fig. 1 and 2).
1) the ICES North Sea Benthos Survey (1986) !.
2) stations in the northern North Sea I~/ing on ?n ext:2i1ah~C'~ lC::~S gr1::1 (1980-

1985) :
3) surveys in the Voordelta (coastal region from the Belgian border to the Hoek van

Holland in the north) (1984-1988) I;
4) an inventory of the spatial distribution of the zoobenthos on the' Dutch Continen-

tal Shelf (MILZON) (1988-1993) I·
5) monitoring program of Rijkswaterstaat on the Dutch Continental Shelf (1991-

1992) (EXP*BMN) I
6) monitoring program of Rijkswaterstaat in the estuarine area of Ithe rivers Rhine,

Meuse and Scheldt (1991) (EXP*BMN)
7) monitoring program to evaluate the effects of aland reclamation scheme.

designed to extend Rotterdam harbour (SLUFTER) (1988-Ü~90)
8) Norwegian NSTF benthos data NIVA (1990-1991)
9) surveys for Norwegian oil fields (1981-1990)
10) German monitoring program (1987-1990)
11) NSTF benthos data of Scottisch coast and Shetland (1990)

In the near future, data of following surveys will be included:
* monitoring program of Rijkswaterstaat on the Dutch Continental Shelf (1993)
(EXP~M~ I
* monitoring program of Rijkswaterstaat in the estuarine area of the rivers Rhine.
Meuse and Scheldt (1990-1993) (EXP*BMN) :

Further, we did receive data of:
* Swedish west coast benthic program (including NSTF stations) (53 stations.
1985-1991) submitted by the Marine Research Station at Kristineberg (B.G.
Tunbe~) I"
* UK NSTF 1991 programme of the North Sea coast and offshore (11 stations)
submitted by MAFF (H.L. Rees) I
* Norwegian NSTF 1990-1991 programme submitted by the Institute of Marine
Research, Bergen (P. Johannessen).

Most of the data included are macrobenthic infauna data: numbers, density, and
biomass of the individual species. For surveys 1) and 2) only bio'mass data of the
phyla are known. I
For surveys 1), 3), 4) and 5) data on the taxon composition and density of the
meiobenthos are included. Detailed information on the nematode~ and harpacticoid
composition and density of part of the stations of surveys 1), 3) arid 5) are included
as weil. I
Besides benthos data. the database contains following information describing the
sites sampled: site name, date of sampling. geographie position. depth and ,some
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sediment characteristics (% silt, % sand, median grainsize, sorting, sediment type)
are included. It should be stressed, however, that not all of this information was
available for each site.

This database consists of 9 files (tables). Each table contains data about some
specific thing. For example, the BEDMAN2 table contains only the information on
numbers, density and biomass. The information about the original station name is
given in another table called BEDMAN6. Using different tables to keep track of
different types of information ofters several advantages: e.g. time saving when
entering information, saving disk space, saving maintainance time.
The different tables are Iinked by common fields: identification numbers for
sampies, stations, cruises and species. This enables the user to ask questions of
several tables in a single query.

.•. Cruise , A collection of sampies taken in a relatively short
.'. ..•. 'time, e.g. on one boat or other field trip.

. Sampie Total of one toseveral replicate grabs, cores, or
other basic entities. The sampie is used to
estimate the density and biomass' of the benthos
at a particular station at a particular moment in
time.

. .'Replicate One grab, core, or other basic' entity. One to
several replicates are combined to form a sampie.

A more detailed description of the contents of each table is given in the annex.

Some additional species information is included in four additional tables.
The table SYNONYM contains for several species one or more synonyms and the
source that cited the names as synonyms. If the species is included in the main
database, the species identification number is given as weil. Species name and
synonyms include both author and year of introduction.
The tables FEEDING and FEEDNEMA contains for several species information on
their feeding strategy (resp. of the macrobenthic infauna and the nematodes). In a
so-called memo field the originalliterature is quoted. In such memo fields text that
is variable in length can be stored. The amount of data a memo field contains is
limited only by the disk space available on your system. The entire memo is stored
outside the table in a separate file.
All known species [at this moment at the institute] are stored in file SPEC_TOT. As
BEDMAN5, the table contains tor each species a species identification numer, the
code used in the Marine Conservation Society Species Directory, and the RUBIN
code. In the field 'Checked' it is indicated whether the species name has been
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checked for synonymy or not.

In order to protect the database from access by unauthorized users, two types of
passwords are established. A master password - only known by the database
manager(s) - gives all the rights to an)' function of the t8b!e. I\r, C'\.I}'!!i8lY !Xlss\';ord
gives the user the right to view a table, but not to change it in any way.

Future developments

Updating

It is clear that a regular update of the database is necessary. Besides, periodically
enhancements will have to be made to improve e.g. performance or add informa-
tion that is presently not included. I

Intellectual property and use by others

Principally the data in the database are the intellectual property' of persons who
made them available. Probably, a minor database has to be made excluding data
not available (yet) to others.

Consu/ting the database
I

For experienced users of Paradox's 'Query by example' method, consultation of the
database will not pose great difficulties. The highly flexible interface will generate
all custom-made queries, forms and reports. !

For less experienced users, however, predefined forms and programmes should be
made to facilitate the basic searches. Such a user-interface has recently been build
for the JEEP-92 database. PARADOX provides a runtime version that provide
users access to all capabilities and operations that are built into the application.
Unlimited copies of application programs can be distributed with no licensing fees. •

Data entry

Analogously, predefined forms could be used to enter data into a database table.
Validity checks can impose restrictions on a field to ensure that th'e data entered in
the field meets certain requirements. For example, one can define a 'required field'
validy check for a field so one can't move from the record unt;1 cl value has been
entered. Table lookup can help one to enter data in a field that exist in another
table (e.g. check-list for correct species names).



Ann~x. Description of the fii~s constituting the database.

Field types are given between braekets (A=Alphanumerie; N=Number; S=Short
number; D=Date; M=Memo)

BEDMAN1.DB 7199 reeords

Sampie id
Replieate id
Cruise id
Station id
Date
Maerobenthos
Meiobenthos
Nematoda
Sediment
Depth
Lgrad
Lminute
Lsee
Bgrad
Bmin
Bsec
West/East

number sampie [S]
number replieate [S]
number eruise [S]
number station [S]
date of sampling [0]
code maerobenthos-data available (1 if available) [S]
code meiobenthos-data available [S]
code nematoda-data available [S]
code sediment-data available [S]
depth in meters below sealevel [N]
geografie position degrees longitude [S]
geografie position minutes longitude [S]
geografie position seeonds longitude [S]
geografie position degrees latitude [S]
geografie position minutes latitude [S]
geografie position seeondes latitude [S]
geografie position West or East of Greenwich [A1]

BEDMAN2.DB 129623 reeords

•
Sampie id
Replieate id
Species id
Number
Density
Biomass

keyfield [S]
keyfield [S]
number of species [S]
number induviduals found [S]
density speeies Maero (N/em2

) Meio (N/10 em2
) [N]

only for maerobenthos gram AFDW/m2 [N]

BEDMAN3.DB 3637 reeords

Sampie id
Replieate id
Species id
Number

keyfield [S]
keyfield [S]
number of Nematoda species [S]
number induviduals found [S]
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BEDMAN4.DB 2278 records

Sampie id
SED1YP

Silt%
Sand%
Median
Sorting

keyfield [S]
sediment type [A2]
CS = coarse sand r:)hl 0 - 1J
MS = medium sand [phi 1 - 2 ]
FS = fine sand [phi 2 - 3 ]
VS = very fine sand [phi 3 - 4 ]
SI = silt [phi> 4 ]

percentage silt [N]
percentage sand [N]
median grainsize (phi) [N]
sorting grain (mu of phi) [N]

BEDMAN5.DB 2860 records

BEDMAN6.DB 3145 records

100

Phylum
Classis
Subclassis
Ordo
Subordo
Familia
Genus
Latin name
Species id
MCSSD-NO
Rubin-code

Station id
Station name
Description

[A30]
[A20]
[A20]
[A20]
[A20]
[A25]
[A25]
Latin name of species [A65]
keyfield [S]
Marine Conservation Society Species Directory code [A8]
Rubin code [A8]

keyfield [S]
original stationname [A8]
description station name [A50]
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BEDMAN7.DB 21 records

Name keyfield [A25]
Address address [M10]

The first 10 characters are storc~ ;r ,! ..

the file BEOMAN7.MB

BEDMAN8.DB 50 records

: ._ I ~ I • ! ..,'

Cruiseid keyfield [Sr
Oescription cruise cruise description [A50]]
Region region of sampling [A75]
Number of stations number of locations [S]
Vessel name research vessel [A25]
First day of cruise first sampling day of survey [0]
Last day of cruise last sampling day of survey [0]
Resp. scientist responsible scientist survey [A25]
Resp. data responsible scientist data conservation [A25]
Publications available publications [M20]

BEDMAN9.DB 301 records

Sampie id
Cruise id
Poly
Moll
Crust
Echi
Rest
Sum

keyfield [S]
keyfield [S]
biomass polychaetes [N]
biomass mollusca [N]
biomass crustacea [N]
biomass echinodermates [N]
biomass others [N]
biomass total [N]

SYNONYM.OB 1081 records
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Phylum
Name
Synonym
Species id
Literature

code for phylum as used in the MCSSO [A2]
latin name [A100]
synonym [M 100]
species identification number [S]
reference [M25]



FEEOING.OB and FEEONEMA.OB

8pecies id [8]
Latin name [ASO]
Feeding feeding strategy (A10]
Feeding info lit81 ature li'VI2.0j

with dep = deposit feeder
sf = suspension feeder
df = subsurface deposit feeder
sd = surface deposit feeder
if = interface feeder (changing feeding strategy: sf and sd)
he = herbivore
op =omnivore/predator

and 1A = selective deposit feeder
1B = non-selective deposit feeder
2A = epistratum feeder
28 = carnivore/omnivore

SPEC TOT.OB 11295 records

8pecies id
Latin name
MC88D-NO
Rubin-code
Checked

keyfield [8]
Latin name of species [AG5]
Marine Conservation 80ciety 8pecies Directory code [AS]
Rubin code [AS]
j=Yes; n=No [A1]
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Fig . 1 Stations database BEDMAN
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Fig. 2 Sations Swedish data [*]. Norwegian data [0] and English data [+]
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ANNEX 12

INTEGRATING THE NORTH SEA BENTHOS SURVEY INTO THE ICES ENVIRONMENTAL
DATABASE

O. Introduction

The 18th meeting of the OSPARCOM Joint Monitoring Group decided to give ICES the task ' ...to
calculate the costs of integrating the benthos data currently held in a data base in Yerseke (the
Netherlands) in the ICES data base.' This report is the responds to this request. It should, however,
also be seen in the light ofthe recommendation from the 1993 meeting ofthe ICES Benthos Ecology
Working Group (BEWG) that ICES establishes a proper benthos data base (Anon., 1993).

The report consists of four main sections. Section one describes the ICES North Sea Benthos Survey.
The survey was conducted in 1986, and the data obtained forms the core of the present North Sea
Benthos Data Base. This data base is described in section two. Section three describes anticipated
problems associated with the integration of the data into the ICES Environmental Data base. This
section also calculates the costs associated with the integration. Section four gives references.

1. The North Sea Benthos Survey

The BEWG identified the need for a large-scale benthos survey in the North Sea (Anon., 1985). Basie
knowledge on species composition and biomass distribution of benthos in the North Sea did not exist
for large areas. The group stated that this type of information is essential in addressing questions like
food composition of benthic fish species, effects of eutrophication, pathways of poIlutants etc.

The BEWG proposed, planned and conducted the ICES North Sea Benthos Survey (NSBS). The
sampling was done in April/May 1986 through the commitment of several marine institutes. The
analysis of the sampIes comprised identification of organisms to a defined taxonomie level and
analysis for associated geochemical parameters.

A list of the stations sampled is given in Anon., 1986.

1.1.1 Analysis of sampIes

The analysis of the NSBS sampIes was initiated in 1986. The main effort was put into the analysis
of epifauna and macro infauna. Estimates of density and biomass was obtained by phyla and by
species of moIluscs, echinoderms and dominant species of other groups. Determination of the biomass
of major taxonomie groups was completed in 1988, and agreement on a final integrated species list
was reached in early 1990.

Two workshops were held in 1988 to deal with taxonomie problems arising from analysis of the
macrofauna and meiofauna sampIes. Two further workshops were held in 1989 to agree on the final
form of a combined species list for the macrofauna.

SampIes were also analyzed for content of trace metals, organic matter, proteins, plant pigment and
particle size distribution. This work was completed in 1987, and results presented at the 1987 ICES
statutory meeting.
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1.1.2 Analysis of data

The results ofthe analysis ofthe NSBS data was reported at a mini-symposium held in 1990.6 papers
were published in ICES Journal of Marine Science, Vol. 49 no. 1 and 2., 1992 (Authors: D. Basford,
M. J. N. Berman, J. Craeymeersch, J. M. Dewarumez, J. Dorjes, G. G. A. Duineveld, A.
Eleftheriou, C. Heip, P. Herman, M. Hup, R, Huys, P. Kingston, A. Kunitzer, 1\1. A. Lambert, R.
G. Lees, D. S. Limpenny, P. Niermann, U. Rachor, H. L. Rees, S. M. Rowlatt, H. Rumohr, P.
K. Soetart, T. Soltwedel, and A. J. de Wilde ).

Production estimates based on data from the NSBS was presented by Brey, 1989 (Anon, 1989)

2. The North Sea Benthos Data Base

The BEWG initiated the discussions about setting up a proper North Sea benthos data bank in 1985
(Anon, 1985). For NSBS, the BEWG adopted the HELCOM data reporting protocol, based on the
GF3 system and used by the group of Baltie Marine Biologists. A preliminary format for storage and
retrieval was outlined in Anon. 1985, and is found in Annex 1.

The present version of the data base is deseribed in Annex 2. It eomprises approximately 130000
reeords.

2.1 Surveys included (geographical coverage)

In addition to the data from the North Sea Benthos Survey, the present version of the data base
eontains data from several other surveys. Annex 2 gives a eomplete list of the data sets included.

The report of the 1993 meeting of the BEWG (Anon., 1993) eontains a list or'additional data sets
whieh eould be included in the data base. .

2.2 Information inc1uded

Most of the data included are macrobenthic infauna data: numbers, density and biomass of individual
species. For some surveys, data on composition and density of meiobenthos are included as weil. •
Additionally, the data base contains information identifying and characterising the sampling loeation:
Site name, date of sampling, geographical position, depth, and some sediment eharacteristics. This
information is, however not complete for all sampling sites. A detailed deseription ofthe information
included in the data base is given in Annex 2.

2.3 Species coding

In order to keep track of data on individual species in the data base, a unique speeies coding system
is neeessary. The topie has been diseussed several times in the BEWG. Several po'ssibilities have been
considered, amongst these the GF3, NODE, MCSSD, amI RUBIN code system:

I
i

GF3 was originally adopted. This applies a plain language abbreviation code fo'r species consisting
of 6 characters for genus and 6 for species. This was later changed so that an 8-character code was
assigned to each speeies name (Anon. , 1989). The present version of the data base applies a unique
species identifieation number. For some speeies the and/or the MCSSD code isknown as weil. To
develop and maintain a proper species coding system, is an important task for the data eentre
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responsible for a benthos data base (See section 3.1.1).

2.4 Software

The integration of the data base and the development of a management system was funded by the
North Sea Directorate and the National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management of the Dutch
l\.tinistry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, ICES and the Netherlands Institute of
Ecology, Centre for Estuarine and Coastal Ecology.

Staff at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology, Centre for Estuarine and Coastal Ecology have
developed software for maintenance and handling of data. The data base is organised as a relation
database, structured using the PC database program Paradox. The associated software allows the user
to extract data on density and biomass based on a selection of either species, sampie or position.
Additional software allows presenting the data in the form of circles on maps, the area of the circles
being proportional to the abundances of individual species.

3. lntegrating the North Sea Benthos Data Base into the ICES Environmental Data Base. Establishing
an ICES Benthos Data Base.

3.1 Anticipated problems associated with the incorporation

It is a general problem in the database that very little documentation ofthe data exists. In most cases,
data has been submitted to the database as files with numbers, without any associated explanation on
how these numbers should be interpreted. The managers of the present data base has put a large effort
into 'detective' work to provide the necessary additional information.

3.1.1 Species coding/species information

In the present version of the database, each species is assigned a unique identification number. When
available, the species are also assigned a code as defined by either the 'Marine Conservation Society
Species Directory Code' (MCSSD) or by the 'RUBIN' code system. In the future, it is desirable that
a single coding system is applied.

In the data reported to the database, the same species is sometimes reported under several different
systematic names (synonyms). The problem is solved in the present version of the database by
maintaining a list of possible synonyms for each species. This work is, however, not finalised and
should be continued (See section 3.2.3).

For some species the present version of the database contains information on feeding strategy: This
work is, however, not finalised and should be continued (See section 3.2.3).

3.1.2 Raw data vs. derived data

For some of the data stored in the present version of the data base there is some inconsistency as to
the level of aggregation. This is mainly due to the lack of an agreed data reporting protocol.

As an example data are on some instances reported as density or biomass pr m2, while other data are
reported as number of specimens or total weight of specimens found in the sampie. The latter is the
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3.2 Estahlishing an ICES Benthos Data Base. Cast calculations

I
desired level, if the data base should be of scientifie value. Tbis level is neeessary, if the user of the
data wants to explore for instance between-sample variability or effects of sampling device.

I

In some instanees only a fraction of a sampIe has been analyzed. Informatioh on this should be
retained in the data base as weIl. !

3.1.3 Taxonomie level

The present data base contains some inconsisteney in the reporting of data fo~ various taxonomie
levels. . ;

i
!

In the analysis of sampies, the general problem is that it is usually impossible to identify all specimens
to a given taxonomie level (the species level, for instanee). Tbe solution usually applied is that the
specimens are identified to the agreed taxonomie level whenever possible, the remaining specimens
being 'Iumped', Le. identified to some higher level. When the results of the analysis is reported, the
data originator would not always specify if results from the lower taxonomie level is inc1uded in the
'Iumped' category. !

Another problem concerns the definition of maero/meiofauna. For assessment purposed, it is desirable
that each observation is referred to as being either macro- or meiofauna. Tbe problem is that the
definition differs among workers so that individual species is referred to one grouP or another
depending on the workerlstudy/survey. An example from the present data bas'e is the handling of
Nematoda. Some workers apply the definition that specimens passing the sieve belong to meiofauna,
those retained belong to macrofauna. Other workers applies the definition that all Nematoda species
should be referred to the meiofauna group.

3. t.4 Quality assurance

To ensure comparability in results between laboratories/workers participating in international
programmes, quality assurance should be an integral part of the programmes. iIn this respect, the
present data base does not inc1ude any kind of qualifieation or evaluation ofthe data. A new data base
should inc1ude options for such an evaluation. :

i
I
I

Tbe establishing of an ICES Benthos Data Base (IBDB) will require six different types of activities:

a) Transferring and integrating the present North Sea Benthos Data Base i~to the IBDB .
b) Receiving and integrating other historie benthos data sets into the IBDB~

e) Defining a reporting protocol for the reporting of results of future studies into the IBOB.
Implementing this protocol at the ICES headquarters. I

d) Receiving and integrating data submitted aecording to the new protocol.!
e) Maintaining the IBOB. 1

1

f) Tbe production of outputs and software.

Two types or eosts will be involved: Costs associated with the purehase or hardware and software and
costs associated with manpower. I
The costs associated with purehase of software and hardware will be OKR 5000 für a Paradox Iicence
amI DKR 25000 für a PC (including the necessary hardware and software necessary for linking the
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PC to the network at the ICES headquaners)

The manpower requirements could be broken down into three categories: Professional (PR), technical
assistance (fA), and programming assistance (PA). These requirements wiII be described in sections
3.2.1 - 3.2.6.

3.2.1 Transferring and integrating the present North Sea Benthos Oata Base into the mOB

As described, the present data base is organised as a PC-based Paradox data base. This is not a
convenient basis for the organisation of the IBOB, mainly because PC-based systems have general
capacity limitations when large amounts of data should be handled. Moreover, it would require aIl
participants in international programmes to have access to PC-based systems with a Paradox licence.
The experienee from other international programmes is that data handling should not be based on the
assumption of the data originators to have access to a particular computer system.

The main effort required to transfer the present data base is that the data in the data base should be
converted to comply with a new data reporting protoeol (section 3.2.3). The neeessary software
should be developed to do this.

It is anticipated that tor some historical data sets, it will not be possible to do the conversion, because
the data are too non-eompatible with a new protoeol. These data sets wiII have to be stored 'as is' and
handled on an ad hoe basis (see seetion 3.2.2).

The development ofthe neeessary eonversion software wiII require 10 PR days. 10 TA days. and 20
PA days.

3.2.2 Receiving and integrating other historie henthos data sets into the IBOB.

The effort required to integrate historic benthos data sets not already included in the Benthos Oata
Base, wiII depend on the number of data sets to be included and the condition of the data.

An inventory project will have to be eondueted in order to identify the historie data sets to be
included. This work eould be done by the BEWG.

For data sets al ready available in digitised form, experienee shows that the processing of each data
set requires between 1 and 6 weeks. On the average, it is anticipated that eaeh data set wiII require
4 weeks, Le. 10 TA days and 10 PA hours/data set.

The effon required to convert data sets available only as paper forms, wiII depend on the volume of
the data set, and can not be estimated at this stage.

3.2.3 Defining and implementing a new data reporting protocol

To ensure a proper handling and processing of data, it is essential that a weIl defined data reporting
protocol exists. For future submissions of benthos data, a new data reporting protocol should be
developed, together with the necessary software to support the protocol.

The protocol should be developed in close corporation between the BEWG and the ICES staff. This
will require 20 PR days and 10 TA days.
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The software applied at the ICES headquarters to handle and check data submissions (the 'screening'
and the 'poIlfx' program) should be revised to support the new protocol. This will require 40 PA
days. i

Experience gained during the North Sea Benthos Survey shows that the best way to ensure that data
are reported correctly is to let the data originator apply adesignated data entry program. To develop
this program will require 40 PA days.

The software developed at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology for management, extraction and
mapping of data requires data to be available as computer files with a defined structure. The structure
of the IBDB will not immediately support this software. If desired the necessary software could be
developed. This will require ]5 PA days. I

An essential tool in the management of a benthos data base is a weIl defined species list. As
mentioned in section 2.2, this work has been initiated at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology. To
complete this task will require 40 PA days.

The costs associated with the establishment of the IBDB will finally include 'the participation of an
ICES staff member in the annual meetings of the BEWG. :

3.2.4 Receiving ami integrating data suhmitted to the IBOB

When the IBDB is established and the necessary software developed, experience shows that the effort
required to receive and integrate new data sets are approximately I TA day pr data set.

3.2.5 Maintenance

When established, maintenance of the data base will require approximately 10 PR days. 5 TA days.
and 15 PA days pr year.

3.2.6 The production of output.

The costs associated with the production of output will depend on the task, and will have to be •
estimated from case to case. As a rule of thumb, the production of simple univariate statistics (tables,
figures, maps) usually requires I PR day pr task.
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Annex 1

Information reported under NSBS (Anon., 1985)

Biomaster record

Benthos type:
Macrobenthic epifauna
Macrobenthic infauna
Meiobenthos
Fish

Type master record

Sampling method (14)
SampIer type (16-17)
Preservative (51)
Other sampIer details (52-55)
SampIe volume (56-59)

Data cyc\e record

Species identifikation (24-36)
Biomass (62-66)
Ash free dry weight
Bottom environmental parameters (72-78)



Annex 2

Annex 2 to 'INTEGRATING THE NORTH SEA BENTHOS SURVEY INTO THE leES
ENVIRONMENTAL DATABASE' is included in this report as ANNEX 11.
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leES Benthos Ecology Working Group
Yerseke, The Nethcrlands, May 1994

Thc "Acgean Sea" oil-spill: effects

on the subtidal benthic cOllllllunities

ANNEX 13

Working document
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Santiago PalTa, Angel V. DOlTio and Eduanlo LOpez-Jamar

Instituto EspailOl de Oceanografia

C.O. de La Coruna, Ap. 130 - 150XO La Coruna, Spain

SUMMARY

In December 3 1992 the oil-tanker •..J.cgcall Sca wreckcd in thc VIClluty of La
Coruna, NW Spain, rcleasing about 60000 t of light crude oil. Benthic studies were
undertaken to estimate the effect of the spill in the subtiual infauna of the area. This
paper presents the results of thc first year of stuuy on the Ria de La Coruna, Ria de
Ferrol, and adjacent continental shelf.

As data on temporal evolution of benthic infauna from Rfa de La Coruna wcre
availablc, an estimation of the changes originated hy the spill in this Ria could he made.
In the sandy area, a reduction of specks number anu a high mortality of certain taxa
were recorued, as weil as a dramatic increase of the ahunuance of opportunistic
polychaetes. In the harbour area, the cOl11munity is weil aLlapteu to cronic spills and
frequent sediment disturbances, Llnu thus thc cffect of the spill has heen less important.
Only a few species decreased their ahunuance, while many other diu not show any effect
or even incrcased thdr number.

In the Ria ue Ferrol anu aujacent continental shclf previous uata on hcnthic
Llynamics were not availahlc. The evolution of the communities sincc the oil spill
suggests that they could he somewhat affecteu, although the scarcity of sampling so far
uoes not permit a dear estimation of the consequences yet.
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During thc past ycars oil-spills as conscqucncc of wrccks havc bccn unfortunatcly
frcqucnt in coastal arcas, originating in man)' cascs catastrophic cffccts on thc marinc
ccosystcm. Thc bcnthic habitat is usually thc most affecteu anu whcrc thc consequcnces
last longer (Cahioch cl al., 1978). In thc European area, the .-lmoco Cadiz oil-spill in the
coasts of Brittany in 1978 has bccn thc suhjcct of many stuuics, whosc rcsults constitute
a goou refercncc for similar cascs.

INTRODUCflON

Thc ..legen Sca uisaster took placc at 5 AM of Dccembcr 3, 1992 in thc vicinity
of La Corufia. Thc tanker hau about 80000 t of light cruuc oil. A wiue oil-spill, partially
buming, began to sprcau in Northcast uircction. Scveral hours latcr, the ship cxploueu
anu most of the rcmaining oil was spilleu out. Howcvcr, accoruing to thc cxpcrts, a !argc
proportion of thc oil (ncar 50 %) possibly cvaporateu uue to its composition, anu an
important proportion was bumed. Thc oil progrcsseu towarus thc nearhy Ares Bay anu
Fcrrol Bay, although a smaller proportion cntereu in La Corufia Bay. Thc strong winus
during anu after thc accident (30 to 50 knots) sprcau thc oil quickly anu contrihuteu to
its uispersion.

In 1975 a similar acciucnt, thc MOl/te Urquiola, happcncd in thc same area.
However, no studics on thc cffects of thc spill on thc henthos wcrc unuertakcn. In the
prescnt oil-spill a coordinateu rcsearch projcct has bccn prcpared, incluuing hyurocarbon
pollution stuuies in thc water column anu thc seuiments, thc effect on plankton anu
benthos, anu thc effects on the musscl aquaculturc.

Fig. 1. l.~l('ation oe the sampling stations and hydrocarbon le\els in thc scdiment iJl April 1993. Opcn dots; stations samplcd monthJ);
solid dols: statioJls sampled only once.



This paper prcsents the results of the study of the short and mid-term cffects of
the oil-spill on the suhtidal henthic communities [rom La Coruila Bay and [rom the
continental shdf off Ares and Ferrol Bays. The evolution of the soft-hottom
communities and o[ the dominant henthic species during the first year after the spill is
descrihed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Five hcnthic sampies were collected monthl)' \Vith a modified Bouma hox corer
(0.0175 m-2 surface area) in each of 22 stations located off Ares Bay (BRI to BRS), in
La Coruila Ba)' (Cl to C9) in Ferrol Bay (FI to F3), and in the contincntal shclf (P 1 to
PS). 12 stations were selected for a monthly sampling programme (Fig. 1). Sampies were
sieved on hoard through a 0.5 mm sieve, anaesthetized with a MgCl2 solution and then
preserved in S % huffered formaldehyde containing Rose Bengal solution. After each
cruise, the preserved sampies were sorted, identified to specics levelwhenever possihlc, •
countcd, and wet weight of each taxa recorded. Corrclations of wct weight to ash-free
dry weight (AFDW) were uscd to estimate hiomass. Particle size analysis was pcrfofIllcd
by a combination of dry sieving and sedimentation tcchniqucs (Buchanan, 1984). Organic
mattcr content of the sediment was estimated as weight loss of dried (IOO °C, 24 h)
sampies after comhustion (SOO °C, 24 h).

Data on tcmporal variation of the community prior to the oil-spill were availahle
I

in Stations Cl and C3 from La Coruila Bay. This has pcrmitted to compare the changcs
after the accidcnt \Vith the natural variation of the community at ~hesc sites. In this
stations a principal component analysis (PCA) was used to ohtain a temporal ordination
of the successive observations according to their similarity. Raw data wcrc previously
smoothed by using thc moving average technique, and log transformcd hefore applying
the PCA.

In these two stations, total ahundancc, specics richness and ahundance of the most
important specics were compared with thc cOffesponding average valucs from thc three
year-pcriod before the oil-spill (1990-1992), and changes were exprcssed as the percent
of deviation from this mean.

RESULTS

General characteristics of the Illacroinfauna cOllllllunities

Station C3, located in the inner area of La Coruila Bay, has a sediment composed
of well sorted, fine sand (mean particle size, MD = 74 to 19C> ~lm) with a
rclativcly low organic matter content (1.55 to 3.61 % AFD\V). The
dominant specics are the polychaetes ParadOlleis arlJlata, Spio decoratlls and
,UaRdlOlw allclli, and the hivalve TcllillCl falmla. Station Cl, locatcd inside the harhour
area of La Coruila Bay, has a pOOfly sOfted sediment composed of ~ilt with a variable
proportion of shcll dcbris (MD = 17 to 129 ~lm), with a high organic matter contcnt
(9.23 to I G.ll %). The dominant species in this station are the bi\'al\'~ Thyasira f!e.xllosa,
the oligochaete Tul)ijicoidcs sp., and the polychaetes Clwcto:::OllC sp. and Capitella
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capitata. The bivalves .-:Ibra alba amI .-lbra Ilitida are relativcly abumlant as weIl, amI
they can form a significant proportion of total biomass. This two macroinfaunal
communities are described in more detail by LOpez-Jamar and Mejuto (19X5).

Stations C4, C5 and C9, located in the middle and outer area of La Coruna Bay,
have similar sediment features. Sediment is composed of weil sorted, fine sand (MD =
74 to 159 Jlm) \Vith a Iow organic matter content (1.53 to 2.X2 %). The dominant species
are the polychaetes Paradollcis armata, lIyalilloccia bilillcata, Spio dccoratus and
Spiophallcs bombyx, and the hivalve Tcllil/a [alm/a. Specics cOInposition of these three
stations is ver)' similar to that of the Tcl/illa [abu/a - Paradolleis armata assemblage
described by LOpez-Jamar and Mejuto (19R5).

Stations BRI and BR2 are located in the outer Ares Bay, Station BR5 in thc
outer Ferrol Bay, and Station BR3 in thc continental shelf off the three hays (Fig. 1).
These four stations have a sediment with similar characteristics, composed of fine to
mcdium sand (MD = 102 to 379 ~lm). Organic matter content is usually very 10w,
ranging from 0.49 to 2.91 %. Macroinfaunal dominants arc the polychaetes Paradol/eis
armata, Spio dccuratus and Spiophal/cs boml>yx, and the bivalve VCIlIiS casilla.

Station F1, located in the middle area of Ferrol Ba)', has a sediment composed of
sill \Vith a high proportion of shell debris (MD =190 to 51R Jlm). Organic matter content
is from moderate to high, ranging from 4.96 10 11.84 %. The dominant specics are the
polychaetes Paradollcis lyra, Mcdiomastus [raKilis, ClwCtoZOIlC sp. and Tlwryx mariolli,
and the bivalve Abra alba. Station F2, located in the miuule bay, has a silty seuiment
(MD = 51 to 55 ~lm) with a high organic matter content (12.00 to 13.24 %). The
uominant spccics are the polychaetes Paradolleis lyra, .-:Impharctc aCliti[rolls amI
Chactozollc sp., anu the bivalves Thyasira j7cxuosa ami .·lbra alba. Station F3 is locateu
in the inncr hay, and its scdiment is composed of silt (MD = 19 to 21 ~lm) with a high
organic matter contcnt (11.41 to I1.R4 %). The dominant specics are the polychaetes
Paradollcis lyra, Chactozollc sp. anu Priollo.\pio IIW/11IKrClli, anu the bivalves .-lbra alba,
Abra Ilitida and Thyasira j7e.xllosa.

Effects of the oil-spill

Thc distribution of hydrocarbon levels in the sediment four months after the oil
spill is shown in Fig. 1. Relatively high values were recorued in the entire stuuy area: the
highest lcvcls ocurred in Lorbc (not sampleu por infauna) anu in the inner Fern>l Bay.

In ordcr to compare the natural variation with the changes induced by the oil
spill, we have considered first the cffect on thc macroinfauna of the stations where
information on the temporal variation prior to the spill was available: Stations Cl and C3
in La Coruna Ba)'. For this comparison \\'e havc useu uata from a threc year-period
before the spill. Furthermore, this comparison helps to intcrpretate the changes occurrcd
in the stations where no previous data wcre availahle.

In these two stations the cffect of the oil-spill on the community has hccn
cstimatcd by means of a PCA on the succesive observations. Fig. 2 shows the result of
this analysis in Station C3. Tv,'o perious can be distinguisheu: (1) Februar)' 1990 to
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STATION C3 (1990 - 1993)

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 2. Rcsults or the I'C1\ at Station C3 (La Coruiia Bay).

üetober 1992 (points 1 to 17 from Fig. 2); amI (2) Deeember 1992 to Decembcr 1993
(points 1H to 23 from Fig. 2). Thc first periou shows a markeu seasonallity, which is
rcvealeu hy clcar uiagonal uisplaeemcnts of thc observations from spring-summer to
autumn-winter. Thc spccies responsihle for these scasonal changes arc mainIy
opportunistic polychaetes (Capitclla capitata, Pseudopolydora kempi anu Pselldopolydora
plIIchra), whose ahunuance is very high in summer anu usually very Iow thc rest of thc
year. Temporal variation of Capitella capitata anu Pselldopolydora kempi in thc periou
1990-1993 is shown in Figs. 3 anu 4. Thc seconu periou is characterizeu hy an alteration
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Fig. 3. Temporal variation of Capitcl!a CIIl'it{/tl/
in Station C3.

Fig. ~. Temporal variation of l'sclldopolydora kcmpi
in Station C3.

of thc seasonal cycle: the "winter" observations uo not move towarus their usual zone,
but rcmain dose to the "summer" observations. The main reasons for this alteration of
the seasonal cycle are mainly two: (1) thc incre:tsc of thc abunuance of the opportunistic
specics occurreu earlier in the year anu it was much higher than in the former years,
affecting the "winter" points owing to thc mcthou uscu (moving avcrage); (2) the
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Fig. 5. Temporal variation of ,'I,'otomastlls latcriceus
in Station C3.

Fig. 6. Temporal variation of Mediomastlls fragi/is
in Station C3.
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Fig. 7. Temporal variation of Chaeto=one sp.
in Station C3.

Fig. R. Temporal variation of Amphipods indct.
in Station C3.

ahundance of several important species (Notomastus /ateriCell.\~ Mediomastlls fragi/is and
Clzaetozolle Sp.) decreased during this period. Temporal variation of these three specics is
shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. A decline of the ahundance of amphipods (Fig. 8), of total
ahundance (Fig. 9) and of specics richness (Fig. 10) is also evident. These changes are
very likely related to the effects of the Aegeall Sea oil-spill. However, the last points of
the temporal series show a tendency to recover the nom1al scasonal cycle. A similar

C3 TOTAl ABUNOANCE' C3 SPECIES RICHNESS
30 T---T .

I '990 I '99' 1 '992 '993 I
-30 L I J -.e...=..- ~

Fig. 9. Temporal variation of total abundance
in Station C3.

Fig. 10. Temporal variation of species richncss
in Station C3.

alteration of the seasonal cycle was described in the Bay of Morlaix after the AIJ/oco

Cadiz oil-spill by Dauvin (1982).
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STATION C1 (1990 -1993)
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Fig. 11. Rcsults of the PCA at Station Cl (La Corulla Bay).

The result of the PCA in Station Cl is inuieateu in Fig. 11. At this site the
macroinfaunal community uoes not show a clear scasonaI cyclc. HO\vcvcr, thc points of
the temporal series are uistributeu in two groups than approximatcly eorrcsponu to thc
pcrious before anu after the spill. From Fehruary 1990 to June 1992 (points 1 to 15 from
Fig. 11), the observations more or less groupeu, but from August 1992 (point 16) on, the
observations grauually shift anu form another group (Oetober 1992 to Decemhcr 1993).
The first group is formeu by observations that are anterior to the oil-spill, anu it is
charaetcrizeu by the uominance of 17zyasira j7c.tuosa, Tubificoidcs sp. anu Chactozollc sp.
Opportunists sueh as CapitclIa capitata anu Psclldopo!ydo((l kcmpi have mouerate
ahunuances that uo not vary much temporally. The seconu group is formeu hy the
observations that are posterior to the spill, excluuing Oetoher anu Decemhcr 1992, this
latter being affeeteu by the 1993 observations uue to the moving average technique. In
this periou an important inerease of specics number (Fig. 12) anu of total abu nuance
(Fig. 13) ocurreu. The increase of specics numher is uifficult to intcrprctatc, hut this
rclcativcly high specics number remaincu throughout 1993. On the other hand, this period
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Fig. 12. Temporal variation of spccics richnncss
in Station Cl.

Fig. 13. Tcmpotal variation of total abunuolncc
in Station Cl.
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shows an important incrcasc of thc abunuancc of opportunists. Capitella capitata
cxpcricnced a suuden increase, anu its abunuance remaineu high uuring most of 1993
(Fig. 14). The incrcase of PscudopolydofCl kClllpi starteu much earlief than in Station C3,
and thc maximum ahundance occurred in April (Fig. 15). Other species also showed an
increment of their abundance after thc spill: No(omastus latcriceus (Fig. 1o), Tubiticoides
sp., OplziodrolllUS j7exuosus and Alediolllastlls tragi/iso Opposingly, the ahunuancc of
somc specks cxpcrienced an important decrease, such as Chaetozollc sp. (Fig. 1R), Abra
alba, Abra Ilitida and 17lyasifCl j7cxllosa. It must be inuicated that the sample taken in
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Fig. 14. Temporal variaton of Clloitc//a capitat<l
in Station Cl.

Fig. 15. Temporal variation of l'scllt!opo[yt!ora kcmpi
in Station Cl.
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Fig. 16. Temporal variation of Notomasn!s !atcricclls
in Station Cl.

Fig. 17. Temporal variation of Op!liot!mmlls jlCXI/OSIiS

in Station Cl.
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Fig. 18. Temporal variation of Chacto=onc sp.
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Fig. 19. Temporal variation uf Capilella capitllta in
Stations C4 and es after the spill.

Dccembcr 1992, just bcforc thc spill, had an unusually high abundancc of opportunists,
and its sediment was quite different than that of the rest of samplcs at this station. This
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suggests that data from this samplc must be taken with caution, as it is very likcly that
these differences could be caused by a positioning CHOr.

The effect of the oi! spill was generally 4uite elear at Stations Cl and C3. Thc
abundancc of opportunist increased remarkably, whereas some species dissapeared or
suffered a great mortality.

2193 3/93 4/93 5193 6193 7/93 8193 9/93 10193

NO'I 1982

Fig. 21. Tcmporal variation of Spio decoriltrts in
Stations C4, CS and Cl).
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Fig. 20. Tcmporal variation of Pser/(Jopo[ydorl/ kcmpi
in Stations C4 and CS.

Stations C4 and C5 werc sampled in November 1982, so thc COolposition of thc
infaunal community was known (L6pez-Jamar and Mejuto, 1985). This allowcd a
comparison of thc community bcfore and after the spill. Although thc species
composition in both periods did not change mueh, a proliferation of opportunistic
polychaetes such as Capitclla capitata and Pscuc!opo/Yc!Of(l kCll/pi several months after
the accident is evident. (Figs. 19 and 20). The abundance of Spio decoratlls increased
notably in June, whereas its recruitment usually takes place in winter (Fig. 21).
FurtherOlore, in Station C4 amphipods were ahsent from the sampies after the spill, but
they were moderatcly abundant in 1982. These results indicate that these two stations
were moderately affected by the oi! spill.
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In the rest of stations no tlata prior to the aeeitlent were available, anti therefore
the interpretation of the temporal variation after the spill is more problematic. In Station
C9 Spio tlecoratus increasetl in June, similarly to Stations C4 anti C5 (Fig. 21). An
interesting fact is the sustitution of Mageloua allclli by Magelolla papillicomis in
Stations C4, C5 anti C9 since april 1993 (Fig. 22). We tlo not know if this eoultl bc
relatetl to the effeets of hytlrocarbons in the setliment.

In Station BR! number of specics increasetl from 33 in February 1993 to 58 in
July, but it tlecreased to only 26 specics in November. Total abundancc follows a similar
pattern, increasing from February to July, but decreasing therafter. The dominant specics
in this station is Spio decoratus, wich accounted for most of the variation of total
abuntlance (Fig 23). The opportunists Capitclla capitata anti Pscutlopo/ytlora kcmpi
reached relatively high abuntlances several months after the spill. Magelolla allelli and
Mage/olla papillicomis display the same substitution pattern than in Stations C4, CS and
C9; M. allelli praetically tlissapeared in May, being replaeetl by M. papillicomis. The
temporal variation in this station suggests that the effeet of the spill was relatively high
tluring thc first months after thc accitlent, but the community was recovering slowly its
initial state. However, the strong storms that took place in September anti Oetober
probably resuspended the sediment, rcleasing again the oi! and thus originating a "re
pollution" of thc superficial layer of the setliment. This eoultl explain the low values of
abuntlancc anti number of specics recortletl in September anti in November.
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Fig. 24. Temporal variation of total lJiomass (AFSW) and proportion
of taxonomie groups in Station BR2 after thc oil spill.

In Station ßR2 the aeeumulation or erude oi! was the highest, at least visually.
Total abundancc dccrcascd rcmarkably since April 1993, mainly the molluscs. Mysella
bidclltata and Tcllilla faimhl, which wcre rclativcly abundant in February and March,
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practically dissapeared since April. A similar situation occurred with thc echinoderms
Lcpto.\)'lwptCl bcrgcllsis and AcrocllidCl brachiata, which are al;sent from April on.
Crustaceans in general, and mainly amphipods, are absent from th~ sampies in February
and March, but appeared again since April. Total biomass also hds a strong decreasing
pattern, ranging from 26.3 g m-2 AFDW in February to 2.4 g n1-2 in JUDe (Fig. 24).
Capitclla capitata ir relatively abundant in February and March, but practically
dissapeared thereafter. These results indicatc that the effect of thc spill has been
relatively important in this station. I

I
In Station BR3, located in the continental shelf, no major changes were recorded

that could be related to the oil spill. However, Mage!ollCl ~llclli and Mllge!ol/a
papillicomis showcd the same substitution pattern explained before.

In Station BR5, located in the outer FerroI Bay, abundances of Pscudopolyc!ora
kcmpi and Pscudopolydora pulchra were highest in May/lunc.1 Spio dccoratlls had
moderate abundances from February to May, but increased drarnatieally since lune,
reaehing > 25000 ind m-2 in September. The two speeies of Mogclol/a display the same
pattern again. Biomass has a decreasing trend, but mortality of the r110st sensitive speeics
(i.e., amphipods) is not evident, which indicates that the effeet of the oil spill on this
station has been very low.

In Ferrol Bay (Stations Fl, F2 and F3) sampling started in April 1993, and data
are available only from April to September. Stations Fl and F2 havc a very diverse
infaunal community, and no effect of the spill could be detected on the fauna. Station F3,
located in polluted sediments of the inner bay, has a relatively poor community, but no
elear effeet of the spill was evident. This is somewhat surprising because this bay had the
highest levels of hydrocarbons in the sediment, and these levels reI~lained relatively high
during the whole year 1993.

DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper generally agree weIl with those of similar
studies in other areas. A high mortality of amphipods was record~d in several stations,
which is a general feature of infaunal communities after an oil spill~ These organisms are
very sensitive to hydrocarbon pollution, as it has been indicated in the benthic studies on
the cffeets of the Anwco Cadiz oil spill (Cahioch ct al., 1978; Gentil, 1982; Dauvin,
1982; Dauvin, 1986; Dauvin and Ibanez, 19H(l, ete.). Another typi~al effect of pollution
after an oil spill is the increase of ahundance of opportunists, mainly small polychaetes.
The increase of Capitclla capitata, which has heen recorded in sev~ral stations, has been
frequently cited as characteristie of such events (Pearson and Rose,nberg, 1978; Sanders
ct al., 1980; Glcmarec and Hussenot, 1981). Some specics of Psclll/opolyc!of(l also havc
hCCll rclatcd with hydrocarhon pollution (Pcarson and Roscnhcrg, '1978; Sanders ef 01.,
1980). In our study', Psclldopolydora kClI/pi cxpcricnced a dramatic increasc in sevcral
stations aftcr the oil spill. i

!
I

In some affectcd stations thc infaunal community is slowl)' rccoycring its original
statc prior to thc spill: amphipods and other scnsitivc specics Ircappcarcd, and thc
ahundancc of opportunists decrcased to normal levels. This recupcration usually began 7



or 8 months after the spill, although this pcriou is very variable. lt must be pointcu out
that the time of recovery uepcnus much on the type of the original community.
Communities weil auapteu to a chronically pollutcu environment will recovcr its original
state in a rclativcly short time; on the contrary, we may expcct that communities from
less polluteu areas will last longcr to recovcr.

The results from this stuuy proviue intcresting information on the short- anu
miu-term changes on the infaunal communities after the .-legeall Sea oil spill.
Neverthelcss, this research project will continue at least uuring 199..J. to ascertain more
precisely the consequences of the spill anu the recovery of the communities.
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ANNEX 14

Appendix 5.2b Paper presented at 28th European Marine n;ology Symposium. Crete. Sept. 1993.

A CLASSIFICA'flUN SYSTEM FOR BENTHIC MARINE BIOTOPES

David W Connor. Kcith Hiscock. Roben L Foster-Smith* & Roger Covey

Joint Nature Conservation Committee. Monkstone House. City Road. Peterborough. UK PEI l1Y

*University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Dove Marine Laboratory. Cullercoats. Tyne and Wear NE30 4PZ

AßSTRACT

The north-east Atlantic region lacks a comprehensive classification of benthic marine biotopes. with existing

classifications restrictcd eilher in their geographical range or in the variety of habitats considercd. A classification

system has been developed. based on data collected throughout Great Britain. which will encompass all marine and

brackish-waler habitats in both the littoral and sublittoral zones.

The classification is being developed to underpin management and conservation of coastal ecosystems. It provides a

structure within which to place resuIts from ecological survey and allows for the inventory and mapping of biotopes

within discrete areas and for inter-site comparison of habitat and species diversity. The c1assification should encourage

more objective scientifically based decisions on use and development within the coastal zone but recognises that. in

dealing wilh highly complex ecosystems. such c1assifications also have their scientific !imitations.

The c1assification integrates both biological and physical features. The physical factors of substraturn and vertical

e zonation patterns. which appear to most strongly influence community composition and are most readily assessed in the

field. are used to structure the upper end of a hierarchical system. Biological variations within similar habitats. due to

factors such as recruitment. dislurbance. predation and biogeographie variation. are recognised and accounted for.

Biolopes are distinguished on the basis of their species composition and relative abundance. incIuding the use of

appropriate ordination and clustering techniques to assist with interpretation of large da~ sets.

KEYWORDS: Classification: benthic: marine: north-east Atlantic: British Isles; communities; biotopes.

INTRODUCTION

A major resource survey of the shores and near-shore benthic marine habitats of Great Britain (the Marine Nature

Conservation Review) has highlighted the lack of a comprehensive and structured classification system for benthic
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marine habitats and communities for Great Britain and the north-east Allanlic (Hiscock and Connor 1991). Such

crusifications have b"...en developed for terresuial vegetation systems, including Great Britain's National Vegetation

Classification (e.g., RodweIl 1991) and the European CORINE c1assification (Commission of the European Community

1991). The lack of a suitable marine c1assification h.ampers the interpretation and application of benlhic marine d..1ta for

hoth scientific and coastaJ management purposes. Al a European level this is reflected in difficuhies in both

inlerpretation and implementalion of the recent European Community Directive on the conservation of natural habil1ts

ami of wild fauna and flora (the 'Habitats and Species Directive') because il was derived from the under devdoped :U1d

poorly slructured marine section of the CORINE c1assification.

Augicr's (1982) c1assification for the Mediterranean and the reeently published elassification for French coasts (Dauvin

1993) eompliment !hat being developed here. The present system is being developed as part of 'BioMar', a four ycar

project which is part funded by the European Community 'Life' programme and which includes field survey in Greal

Bril1in and Ireland. Development ofthe c1assifieation for Great Britain is weil underway, a1though there remains much

to do, both in stabilising the c1assification and in extending il's coverage to other parts of the north-east Atlantic. TIle

final c1assification will subSl1Iltially develop the present marine elements of the CORINE system. The principal uscs of

the c1assification and its basic SlruCture are outlined here. A limited section of the system (from the sealochs of western

Scotland) is prcsented here to illustrate the general slructure adoptcd.

APPLICATIONS 01' THE CLASSIFICATION

TIle classification is being developed to underpin management and conservation of coastaJ ecosystems within a scientifice

frarnework. In doing this it will:

provide a framework in which to place resuhs from eeologieaJ survey:

2 help slruCture the future eollection and interpretation of survey results (an important faetor in helping to achieve

st;uHlard approaehes to environmental assessments ami other types of eeologieaJ survey):

3 provide a eommon language for describing the biologieal eharacter of the marine environment:
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4 enable mapping of the distribution and cxtent of marine biotopes at local. national arid international levels;

5 indicate the range and diversity of communities within a given area (areas with high biotope diversity are likely

to have high species diversity, thereby identifying areas suitable 10 actively conserve biodiversity);

6 provide a basis for comparative assessment of species rictmess in the same biotope occurring at a range of sites;

7 provide a basis for predicting the biological character of an area based on its physical environment (although

the degree of confidence will vary according to particular habitats);

8 provide a classification for habitat sensitivity to a range of different impacts. uses and developments:

9 provide a structure for coastal management. particularly through the mapping and assessmenl of biotopes:

10 aid the management of rare species by placing them in the context of their associated communities.

SCOPE OF THE CLASSIFICATION

The classification will encompass all benthic marine habitats. incIuding those in estuarine and bmckish-water habitats in

connection with the sea. throughout the British Isles. lt will incIude habitats from the upper shore (supralittoral and

e strandline zones) through to the continental shelf to 200 m depth. Although the classification is being developed using

data from the Brilish Isles it's structure and content will be widely applicable throughout the north-east Atlantic. Othcr

existing classifications will be capable of synonymy or addition to the present system.

THE TERMS COMMUNITY AND BIOTOPE

A community. as defined by Mills (1969). is a group of organisms occurring in a particular environment (the habitat).

presumably intemcting with each other and with the environment. and separable by means of ecological survey from

other groups. The direct association of habitat with a suite of species is considered higWy important in the marine

environment and is discussed further below; the concept is most usefully referred 10 by use of the term biotope.
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Centralto a classificalion system is lhe basis for lhe differemiation of types. Despite lhe complexity of lhe marine

environment. and the many factors both physlcal and biological which contribute to community suucture and

composition. recurrent communities. in which species appear to have similar tolerances to a particular set of

environment.'l1 conditions. are found to develop in widely separate geographicallocations. The basis for separation of

types has been discussed by many workers. Thorson (1957) provides amongst lhe most useful and comprehensive criteria

and many of his ideas have been found to be workable and are adopted here. In particular the use of dominant species

(j.e. lhose which provide high coverage of the seabed) and the use of life forms or functional groups provide important

distinctions between the broadest divisions in a classification. Use of characteristic associations of species and the

presence of highly preferemial species. wilhin discrete habitats. provide the basis for lhe lower divisions.

Boundaries hetween communities may be dislinclive. parlicularly where the environmental gradiems are sharp. such as e
lhe vertical zonation on rocky shores. In other situations however lhe gradients are more diffuse and lhe change from one

'community' or ecotone to another is much more gradual. In these cases practical considerations in where to place

divisions hetween types must be adopted in order to achieve a workable c1assification.

STRUCTURE OF THE CLASSIFICATION

For a classification to he hoth widely applicable and widely acceptable it needs to accommodate:

• the variation in scale of physical and biological features:

• different levels of detail in available ctata:

• different ski 11 levels of future surveyors:

• the variety of intended applicalions;

and to: • bc practical in format and operation;

• be presented within a logical sUUcture.

A hierarchica! approach enables features at a variety of scales to be encompassed. recognising that the scale of

eculugieal process in the marine envirorunent occurs at a range of different levels. For mapping at national level. fur

instance. the must appropriate scale would be rather different to that suitable for detailed study in an individual estuary.

The marine element of the CORINE ch'isification (Commission of the European CommuniIy 1991) recognises this by

including both physiographie features (e.g. estuaries) and habit.1t and community features (e.g. sublittoral rocky seabeds:
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musscl beds) within its structure and allowi.:·g cross referencing between the two. Thi'~; ~rproach can bc fun;:~r

developed to include, for inslance, different types of estuary (as defined in Davidson et al. 1991) and relating the suite of

biotopes which occur within each type to the physical structure of the estuary.

A hierarchical approach is also essentialto cope with data coIlectcd to different levels ef detail and enables future

surveys also to be conducted at levels suitable either to the skills of the surveyors or to the different purposcs for which

the c1assification may be used. Clear presentation of the c1assification is necessary to make it quick and easy to use.

whilst a logical structure should ensure that similar biotopes are placed near to each other and at the appropriate

hicrarchicallcvel within the cIassification. Whilst acknowledging that the marine environment is enonnously complcx

the classification should not lose sight of its practical aims and become over detailed in its operation or level of detail.

In the marine environment there is a strong relationship between the physical nature of the habitat and the biological

composition of the community. Most assemblages of species appear to occur within a recognisable suite of physical

conditions, although some communities occur within a more tightly dcfined physical habitat than do others. Community

structure is additionally modified by biological factors such as rccruitment, predation and inter-species competition.

Whilst the divisions of the c1assification are biologically Ied the dynamic nature of certain communities means it is

essential to identify the habitat within which potentially a variety of eommunities may oeeur over time. Full use is also

made of the physical habitat attributes to provide a structure which is both logical and easy to use. In this way much

more significant use of the habitat is made than for terrestrial systems. where vegetation alone is usually the prime

e dctcnninant of the c1assification's structure. The cIassification is presented in such a way as to a1low access via either th~

physical habitat or the biological community.

Presenbtion through habibt features

The physical attributes which appear to most strongly influence community composition are substratum, the vertical

gradients of exposure to air and desiccation on the shore and attenuation of light or change in temperature with depth in

the sublittoral. wave exposure, tidal stream strength. salinity. temperature. and oxygenation (further discussed in

Hiscock & Connor 1991). Each of these can be considered as an environmental gradient which fonn axes within a

multi-dimensional matrix. Each community develops within a suite of physical conditions which lie within the multi-

dimensional matrix. Although the degree of importance of each physicaI attribute varies for differing communities the
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firsttwo. namely substraturn and vertical gradient or lonation. appcar to playa higWy sigcificant role in all

communities. They are also the most easily and reliably recorded attributes in the field and are readily mapped. These

factors combine to make the two attributes of substratum and zonation the most appropriale for SU1Jcturing the upper

end of the elassification. Individual biotopes are placed within a primary matrix of substrata versus zonation (Figure I;

Appendix 1). The variety of communities found within the stahle rock scction of the primary matrix will invariably bc

high. and warrant a second matrix of wave exposure versus zonation to expand and elarify this part of the system
,

(Figure 2; Appendix 2). In the examplcs given. from the scalochs of Scotland. habitat variety at the sheltered end or this

second matrix is also high and additional matrices with axes for tidal stream strength or salinity would be useful to fully

display the suite of communities present and their relationship to these physical attributes~ Additional matrices can be

set up along other gradients. for instance a salinity I sediment matrix for estuarine systems. to expand the classification

as appropriate to display the communities being considered.

FIG. I here

FIG. 2 here

nIe divisions adopted on each of the physical gradients are those which. through the experience of survey work and daL1

interpretation. appear to be most biologically meaningful (for instance. it is appropriate to:distinguish cobbles on the

shore which can be highly mobile from more stable boulders but not to distinguish srnall from large cobbles as the latter

has liule affect on the community composition but thc former does). Thc divisions of eac~ matrix are not restrictive:

biotopes may appear in more than one box in the matrix or the boxes may be merged. as sho\lnl in Appendices 2. where.

for instance. on rocky shores more biotopes are distinguished on the lower shore compared with the upper shore.

Placement of the biological entities within such a physical framework has a number of benefits. It helps to display the

relationship of each biotope to other closely related types and to elarify the physical factors which contribute to its

sU1Jcture. These relationships are less clear in conventionallistings of types (as in Appendix 3). It enables the

identificar;on of dissimilar communities within apparently similar physical environments. Here. although there may be

subtle physical factors which drive such differences in biological composition. other factors such as seasonal change.
!
!

chance recruitrnent. grazing pressures or pollution effects may account for the differencesand allow such communities

to be Iinked within the elassification. It also provides a structure for undertaking new ecological survey. to ensure that
I
i

the full range of habitats in an area is identified and sampled (although each area may have only a limited range of

available habitats. such as a lack of subti<L1.l rock in coastal plain estuaries).
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Particular pans of the coast will provide data for the development of particular sections of the classification. Für

instance. sheltered rocky habitats are predominant in the sealochs of western Scotland and it is here thai the more SUbllc

variations in community composition related to changes in salinity regime or tidal stream strcngth within sheltered

habitats have been elucidaled. Conversely the open North Sea coast of England is predominantly moderately exposed to

wave action and here the changes in structure duc to differences in shore topography have been identified.

Presentation through biological features

The classification adopts a hierarchical approach to the differentiation of types. related to the ability to discriminate hy

various methods of remote and in situ sampling and to the ease of recognition by workers of differing skill levels. The

two prime physical factors of substrat.1 and lonation fonn the upper tiers in the hierarchy. as outlined above. Below this

communities are distinguished atlwo levels. Level I 'communities' are typically distinguished by different dominant

species or life fonns and are likely to be readily recognised by rapid survey or by less experienced workers. Level 2

'communities' are subdivisions of the level 1 type. typicaIly based on less obvious differences in species composition

(less conspicuous species), minor geographical variations or more subtle variations in the habital and will often require

grealer expertise or survey effort to identify. Whilst such a philosophy of approach from broad scale easily rccognisahle

types to liner detailless readily recognised types is advoeated it is reeognised !hat certain communities. particularly in

sediments. will not confonn with this approach. Appendix 3 shows examples of the classification to illustrate the

approach adopled here.

The communities are listed in the classification following the sequence of substrata and zonation from the primary

physical matrix. Subsequent divisions in the classification are based on the level land 2 types. but these are further

ordered according to the other important physical attributes of wave exposure (strong to weak). tidal stream strength

(strong to weak) and salinity (fulllO low). (tenns used for each of these attributes are given in Hiscock 1990), Thus

within the infralittoral bedrock section Laminaria hyperborea communities. which occur in more wave exposed or

tideswept habitats. are listed before Laminaria saccharina communities. Listing of communities in this way provides a

10gicaI sequence to the classification. However the relative importance of each attribute should not be inferred from such

a sequenee as eaeh community derives its character from a complex of attributes. both physicaJ and biologicaJ.
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Single biotopes may cover many tens of square kilometres in the case of offshore uniform sediments or only a few

square meters for distinctive features (e.g. rockllools) on rocky shores. For practical purposes there needs to be a lower

limit on the scale of units described as biotopes so that the classification avoids being unwieldy. Consequently small

features, such as crevices in rock or the biota on kelp stipes, are described as features of the main biotope rather than

biotopes in their own right.

METHODS

The data used to develop the cIassification is derived from surveys undertaken in a wide range of hLlbitats throughout the

British lsles. These have been undertaken as part of the Marine Nature Conservation Review programme in Great Britain

and the BioMar programme in Ireland. 1'0 this information is added the considerable volume of useful data already

available in the literature. The data used to distinguish different types consists of semi-quantitative abundance da!.1.

(using Rare, Occasional, Frequent, Common, Abundant and Superabundant notations based on Log lO and percentage

cover scales) for epibenthos (rocky habitats)and quantitative d..1.ta for infaunaJ communities (sediment habitats). Da!'1

collection methods are fully described in Hiscock (1990). The data are held on a customised relational database (Mills

1991) and are analysed using appropriate clustering and ordination techniques, including TWINSPAN, DECORANA and

GENSTAT (Mills 1993). To avoid 'computer-generated' communities, resulting purely from the analytical methods, the

end groupings generated from any analysis are always rdated to field descriptions and scrutinised by experienced field

ecologists to ensure the end groups are valid ecological units. Testing of the classification in the field further ensures the

practicality of the divisions adopted.
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LEGENDS

Fi~ure 1 Matrix template of main divisions of substrata and vertical zones.

Fi~ure 2 Matrix template of wave exposure gradient and vertical zones for rocky habitats.

Appendix 1 Example set of biotopes (from the sealochs of western Scotland) places within the primary habitat matrix

of substrala and zonation. Main biotopes are in bold; variations are not embaldened and shown at the bottom of each

box. Biotope titles and numbers given refer to those listed in Appendix 3.

Appendix 2 Subset of biotopes from the rock section of Appendix 1 showing relationship of biotopes to wave exposure

and zonation. Main biotopes are in bald; variations are not emboldened and shown at the bottom of each box. Biotope

titles and numbers given refer (0 those listed in Appendix 3.

Appendix 3 Example of the layout of the cIassification . using a cIassification of biotopes defined for Scottish sealochs
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Appendix 1 Exampte set of biotopes (from the sealochs of western Scotland) places within the primary habitat matrix of substrala and zonation. Main biotopes are in bold:
variations are not emboldened and shown at the bottom of each box. Biotope titles and numbers given refer to those listed in Appendix 3.

ZONE BEDROCK; MIXED ROCK GRAVELS SANDS FINE SAND/ MUDS ZONE
(Rock) STAnLE nOULDER AND AND MUDDYSAND (sediment)

COnnLE SEDIMENT

SUPRALlTTORAL Orange & grey lichens I STRANDLlNE /
SALTMARSH

UPPER LmORAL D1ack lichen 2.3 I IFRINGE
LOWER Chthama/us spp. 4

LITTORAL Pe/vetia 5
FRINGE
UPPER narnacles 6 UPPER SHORE

EULITTORAL Fucus spira/is 7
ßarnacleslfucoids 9.8 Fucoids 30 Polychaete /

Ascophy//um nodosum 10 Bivalves (Angu/us bivalves 28

MID tenuis) 26 Polychaetes 29 I\tID SIIORE

EULITTORAL Tideswept II Zostera no/tii 27
Salinitv-reduced 13

ßarnacle/fucoids 14
LOWER Fucus serratus 15

EULITTORAL Extreme shelter A. llodosum mackaii LOWERSHORE

Tideswept 16 25
Salinity·reduced 17 Tideswept (bivalvefmaerl) 32
Sand scour 23 Salinity reduced (Mytilus beds) 31

low (Fucus ceranoides) 12

Kelps 18. 19.35 Kelps 35 Kelp 72 Zostera marina 73 Kelps 75. 76 Kelp 77
Filamentous

SUßUTTORAL Wave surge 30t Maerl71 Echinocardium algae 78
FRINGE Tideswept 21 Tideswept 21 cordatum & SHALLOW

Salinity 22 Salinity 22 Arenico/a marina
Sand scour 23 74

Kelps 37. 38. 39.40.41.42. Kelps 35. 43 Polychaetes &
43.44 seapens 80. 79

INFRALlTTOH.AL
Vertical36 Tidefsalinity 70 Salinity low
Tideswept 58.59.60 Tideswcpt 69 Ruppia 81
Salinity 45. 65. 66 Salinity 45



I.H
00

Epifauna 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. Epifauna 55p. N eopentadacty/a Eclzinocardium Virgu/aria,Oplziura Seapens &
54.55 56.57.88.89. & Ensis spp. 84 cordatum & spp. & Pecten 86 burrowing

CIRCALITTORAL 91.92 Amplziura megafauna 90
Vertical48.53p Umaria 83 fl/iformis 85 DEEP
Tideswept 61. 62 Ascidians 93
Tide/salinity 63. 64 Tideswept 82 Deoxygenation 87
Salinity 67. 68

Salinity 67



Appendix 2 Suhset of hiotopes from the rock section of Appendix I showing relationship of bio!opes to wave exposurc and zonation. t>.1ain hiotopes are in hold: variations are not
emholdened and shown at the bottom of cach hox. Biotope titlcs and numbers given refer to those listed in Appendix 3.

ZONE EXPOSED MODERATELY EXPOSED SIIELTERED VERY SHELTERED
SUPRA L1TTORA L Yellow & ~rev lichens 1
UPPER LITTORAL Verrucaria maura & Littorina neritoides 2 Verrucaria maura & Littorina saxatilis 3

FRINGE
LOWER LITTORAL Chtha1TU1lus montagui 4 Pelvetia canaliculata 5

FRlNGE
UPPER EULITTORAL ßarnacles & Patella vulgata 6 Fucus sviralis 7

BarnacleslMytilus SemibalanuslFucus Fucus vesiculosus Ascophyllum nodosum 10
vesiculosus mosaics 8

1\110 EULlTTORAL Semibalanus balanoides & Tideswept-A. nodoslIm. sponges & ascidians
Patella vulgata 9 11

Salinity reduced-A. nodosllm & Mytilus 1 ~

Sand scour (fucoids & green Salinity low-Fucus ceranoides 24
ahme) 23

BarnaclelFucus serratus mosaics 14 Fucus serratus 15
LOWER

EULITTORAL Tideswept-F. scrratus. sponges & ascidians 16
Sand scour (fucoids & jZreen aljZae) 23 Salinitv reduced-F. serratus with Afwilus edlliis 17

Alaria esculenta 18 Laminaria digitata 19 Laminaria saccharina & Chorda filum 35

SUBLlTTORAL Wave surge (sponges & Salinity reduced-L. saccharina &
FRlNGE anemones) 34 Tideswept (L. digitata with sponges & ascidians) 21 Psammechinlls miliaris 45

Salinity low-L. saccharina & filamentous
jZreen ahme 22

Laminaria hyperborea forest Laminaria hyperborea mixed 39 Laminaria saccharina rorest 42
37

UPPER L saccharina mixed 41 Tideswept-Laminaria spp. 58: L. hyperborea
lNFRALITTORAL 60

Salinity reduced-L. saccharina I
Psammechinlls 45
Salinity low-L. saccharina & filamentous

Grazed kelp 40 jZreen all!ae 65



Laminaria hyperborea park Laminaria saccharina park 43
LOWER 38

INFRALITIORAL Vertical (Coryllacris & Salinity low-L. saccharilla & Phyllophora
polvclinids) 36 Grazed keIn 40 Grazed L. saccharilla 44 SDD.66

Swiftia & Porella 49 Hydroids, brachiopods & solitary Neocrania & Protanthea 53
ascidians 51

Parasmittina & Porella 50
Solitary ascidians 52

CIRCA LITTORA L
Hydroids & brachiopods 55

Grazed - OphiorhrixlOphiocomina 54 Salinity reduced - Neocrania & ascidians 67
Tideswept - Alc)'oniumjhydroids 61 Salinity low-Ascidians (impoverished) 68

Vertical (Cor)'llacris & Tide & salinity - Hydroids, bryozoans
anemones) 48 & barnacles 63, 64



Appendix 3 Example of the layout of the c1assitication • using a c1assitication of biotopes defmed for Scottish sealochs

~ SUßSTRATUM

Bedrock: stable
boulder & cobble

2

3

ZONE
LITTORAL
Supraliltoral &
Littoral fringe

Orange & grey lichens

Verrucaria maura

ßiotope /level 1) Biotope /level 2)

Exposed rock with Verrucaria maura & Littorina
neritoides
Sheltered rock with l'errucaria maura & Littorina
saxatilis

Sublittoral fringe Exposed rock with Alaria esculenta
Wave surged rock with sponges & ancmoncs

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

13

24

14

23
15
16
17

18
34

....
~....

Eulilloral-upper

Eulittoral-mid

Euliltoral-lower

Exposed rock with Chthamalus montagui
Sheltered rock with Pelretia canaliculata
Exposed rock with bamacles & Patella \'lIlgata
Sheltered rock with Fucus spiralis
Exposed rock with bamacles & Mvtilus edlliis
Moderately exposed rock with Semibalanus balanoides

Sheltered rock with Fucus vesiclliosus
Very sheltered rock with AscophYllllm nodosllm

Low salinity rock with Fucus ceranoides
Rock with Fucus serratus

Moderately exposed to sheltered rock with Laminaria digitata

Semibalanus I Fucus wsiculosus mosaics
Semibalanus balanoides & Patella vulgata

Very sheltered rock with Ascophvllum nodosum
Tideswept rock with Ascophyllllm nodosum. sponges &
ascidians
Reduced salinity rock with fucoid a1gae & large Mytilus
edulis

Moderately exposed rock with bamacle I Fucus serraflls
mosaics
Sand scoured rock with fucoids & green a1gat.:
Rock with dense Fucus serratus
Tideswcpt rock with Fucus serratus. spon!1es & ascidians
Reduced salinity rock with FUCIIS serratus & Mytilus
edulis



-J>,
N

19

21

35

45

22

30 Mixed rock &
sediment; gravels

32
31
12
25

35

26 Sands
27
28

29 Muds

36 Bedrock; stable
boulder & cobble

37
38
40

39

58

60

----------------------------------------------------------,

Moderately exposed to sheltered rock with Laminaria
digitata
Tideswept rock with Laminaria digitata, sponges &
ascidians

Sheltered rock with Laminaria saccharina
Rock & sediment with Laminaria saccharina & Chorda
Olum
Reduced salinity rock with Laminaria saccharina &
Psammechinus miliaris
Low salinity rock with Laminaria saccharina &
filarnentous green algae

EuliUoral Sheltered mixed rock & sediment with fucoid algae

Tideswept mixed sediments with bivalves & maerl
Reduced salinity mixed sediments with Mvtilus edulis beds
Stony shores bv freshwater mnoff with Fucus ceranoides
Extremely sheltered stone & sediment with Ascophyllum
nodusum ecad mackaii beds

Subliuoral fringe Very sheltered mixed substrata with Laminaria saccharina &
Chorda {ilum

Liuoral Sandy shores with Angulus tenuis
Fine sand & muddy sand with Zostera noltii
Fine sand & muddy sand with Arenicola marina &
Cerastoderma edule

Liuoral Lawer share mud with Arenicola marina

SUßLrrTORAL
Infraliuoral Exposed ciiffs with Corynactis riridis & polyclinid ascidians

Laminaria hl'perborea in exposed or tideswept habitats
Laminaria hl'perborea fon~st

Laminaria hl'perborea park
Mcxlerately exposed rock with grazed Laminaria
hl'perborea
Sheltered rock with mixed kelp dominated by Laminaria
h"perborea
Bedrock rapids with Laminaria hyperborea & Laminaria
saccharina
Tideswept bedrock with Laminaria h"perborea forest



41

44
42
43
45

65

66

48 Bedrock; stable Circalittoral
boulder & cobble

49
50

51

52
55
54
61
63

64
53

67

68

59 Mixed rock & Infralittoral
sediment

69
35-...

IJ"I

Lamillaria saccharina in sheltered habitats

Exposed bedrock cliffs with CorYllaclis \'iridis

Moderately exposed rock with Swi{tia pallida
Moderately exposed rock ~ith Parasmillina Irispinosa &
coralline crustose al!!ae
Sheltered rock with fine hydroids. solitary ascidians &
brachiopods

Grazed rock with Ophiolhrix (ragilis & Ophiocomina nigra
Tideswept rock with Alcmnium digilatum & hydroids

Very sheltered bedrock with PrOlalllhea simplex & Neocrania
anomala

Cobble & boulder rapids with Laminaria spp.

Tideswept rocks & gravel with ephemeral algae
Very sheltered mixed substrata with Laminaria saccharina &
Chorda ßlum

Sheltered rock with a mixed kelp dominated by Laminaria
saccharina
Sheltered rock grazed by Echillus esculenlUs or brittlestars
Sheltered rock with Laminaria saccharina [OTest
Sheltered rock with Laminaria saccharina park
Reduced salinity rock with Laminaria saccharina &
Psammechinus miliaris
Low salinity rock with Laminaria saccharina &
filamentous green algae
Low salinity rock with Laminaria saccharina park &
Ph\'llophora spp.

Sheltered rock with slight tidal streams with hydroids &
ascidians
Sheltered rock with solitary ascidians
Sheltered impoverished rock with ascidians

Tideswept rock in variable salinity with barnacles &
hydroids
Tideswept rock in low salinity

Low salinity rock on muddy sediment with Dendrodoa
grossularia
Very sheltered impoverished boulders in low salinity with
ascidians



Dcep (> 10-15 m) Impoverished & deoxvgenated mud with Besgiatoa spp.
Deep fme mud with burrowinj! megafauna & seapens

-:t
70

62
82
56
57
91

88

92
71 Gravels

72

84

83
73 Sands

74

75

76
85

86

77 Muds

78
80
79
89

81
87
90

CircaJilloral

lnfralilloral

Circalitlorall
deep

Infralitlorall
shallow

Deep (> 10-15 m)

Infralitlorall 
shallow

Tideswept stones & gravel in variable salinity with
Lilholhamnion glaciale
Tideswept boulders & cobbles with a hvdroid turf
Tideswept stones & gravel with Modiolus modiolus beds
Sheltered boulders on sediment with ascidians & britllestars
Sheltered rocks on mud with Ascidiella aspersa
Rocks on muddy sediment with Munida rugosa. Antedon spp.•
solitary ascidians & Modiolus modiolus

Stones on mud with holothurians & Modiolus modiolus
Tideswept muddy gravel & wave exposed clean gravel & sand
with maerl
Muddy gravel with Laminaria saccharina & filamentous red
algae
Shell gravel & coarse sand with Neopenladaclyla miXla & Ensis
arcuarus
Muddy gravel in weak tidal streams with Limaria hians
Very shallow sand with Zostera marina

Clean rippled sand with Echinocardium cordalum & Arenicola
marina
Sheltered sand with Laminaria saccharina. Chordajilum &
filamentous red algae

Clean sand with Echinocardium cordalum & Amphiura
fjli[ormis
Sandy & shelly mud with Virgularia mirabilis. Ophiura spp. &
Pecten maximus
Very sheltered muddy sediment with Laminaria saccharina.
Chordajilum & brown a1gae
Muddy sediment covered by filamentous algae
Very shallow fine mud with Arenicola marina
Sha1low fine mud with Philine aperta & Virgularia mirabilis

Brackish mud in lochans with Ruppia marilima

Rocks on muddy sediment with reefs of Serpula
vermicularis

Muddv fine sand with Ostrea edulis

Stnnes & shells on muddy sediment with dense Oenus
planci

•



93 Deep mud with Slyela gelalinosa
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Figure 1

SUBSTRATA

Bedruck; Unstable Mixed ruck
ZONE stable cobble and and Gravels Sands Muds ZONE
(Rock) boulder and pebble sediment (Sediment)

cobble
Strandline /

Supralittoral saltmarsh

Littoral fringe

Upper shore
Upper

Eulittoral Mid Mid shore

Lower
Luwer shore

Sublittoral fringe

Upper
ShallowInfralittoral

Lower

Upper
DeepCircalittoral

Lower

•



Figure 2
•

WAVE EXPOSURE

ZONE (Rock) Very exposed Exposed Moderately Sheltered Very sheltered
exposed

Supralittoral

Upper
Littoral fringe

Lower

Upper
Eulittoral

Mid

Lower

Sublittoral fringe

Upper
Infralittoral

Lower

Upper
Circalittoral

Lower
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ANNEX 15

SPATFALLS OF THE NON-NATIVE PACIFIC OYSTER,
CRASSOSTREA GIGAS, IN BRITISH ""VATERS

BE Spencer, D B Edwards, M J Kaiser and CA Richardson1.

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Directorate of Fisheries
Research, Fisheries Laboratory, Conwy, Gwynedd, Wales, UK.

School of Ocean Sciences, University of Wales, Bangor, G\vynedd,
Wales1.
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ABSTRACT

1. Light spatfalls of the Pacific oyster, Crassostrea gigas, have occurred
in the Rivers Exe, Teign and Dart, Devon and in the Menai Strait,
Gwynedd, near to sites of commercial cultivation of this species.
2. Comparisons of the sizes of the naturally setUed oysters with
hatchery oysters suggests that the spat from the R Teign and Menai
Strait settled in 1989 and 1990. The springs and summers of these
years were exceptionally warm with mean monthly air temperatures
0.8-1.3°C above the 1951-1980 average for the period April to August.
3. Although sitings of Pacific oyster spat were made in Loch Sween
and Emsworth Harbour over 20 years ago, there is no evidence that
self-sustaining populations have developed.
4. The spatfalls which occured in some coastal waters of Devon and
Gwynedd in 1989and 1990 are unlikely to sustain natural fisheries
and are likely to die out as did the Portuguese oysters which
occassionally setUed in the River Blackwater, Essex.
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INTRODUCTION

The UK oyster industry traditionally reHes upon natural spatfalls of
the European flat oyster, Ostrea edulis L. to replenish the fisheries.
The demands for oysters in the first half of this century, however, were
sufficiently great to encourage the practice of importing large
quantities of half-grown flat oysters from France and Holland which
werc relaid on British oyster beds for growing to market size (Utting
and Spencer, 1992). The oyster industry also imported non-native
species of oysters whieh were fattened and then sold dhring the
summer when the flat oyster was breeding and unmarketable. The
American oyster, Crassostrea virginica (Gmelin), was deposited on
beds in Essex, Devon, Sussex, Humberside and Gwynedd, from about
1870 to 1940 and the Portuguese oyster, Crassostrea angulata
(Lamarck), on the east coast of England from 1901 to 1962. There is
no evidence that the Ameriean oyster reproduced suceessfully in
British waters but spatfalls of the Portuguese oyster occurred
occasionally in the River Blackwater, Essex, from which a minor trade
in cocktail oysters arose. However, this loeal population of Portuguese
oysters died out once the practice of importing oysters was
discontinued.

I

The nature conservation and fisheries implications of depositing
unquarantined non-native species of oysters from overseas were not
taken into account \vith these earlier deposits. As a consequence, two
species of American oyster pests became established in some areas
where deposits \vere made. The American oyster drill, Urosalpinx
cinerea (Say), a voracious gastropod predator of flat oyster spat,
became established in Essex and Kent and caused considerable
mortalities to natural spatfalls of flat oysters in the 1940's and 1950's
(Cole, 1951; Haneock, 1954). The slipper limpet, Crepidula {ornicata
(L), another gastropod but a sub-tidal competitor for space and food of •
flat oysters, became more widely distributed around the coast (\Valne,
1956). In some areas, it produced large quantities of unwanted mud
from its filtration activities \vhich added considerably to the costs of
husbandry (Hancock, 1974). i

,,

Since 1960, the Directorate of FisheriE's Research has irltroduced a
number of ne\v bivalve species of commercial interest to broaden the
base of the shellfish industry at a time of diminishing landings of
native oysters. These introductions were made through the
quarantine facility at the Fisheries Laboratory, Comvy~ to prevent the
escape of unwanted pests or disease organisms during the period when
the imported broodstock was being conditioned far breeding. First
generation juveniles were also kept in quarantine for ch.15 manths
while histological tests confirmed their freedom from pcsts and
diseases. Sea trials were ther undertaken to verify that thc species
''las suitable for release far cammercial purposes. The quarantine

I
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procedure \vas later incorporated into a protocol adopted by lCES,
1973.

During the period 1962-1984, scven species of non-native bivalves
were bred at the Conwy Laboratory, but only two, thc Pacific oyster
[Crassostrea gigas (Thunberg)] and the Manila clam [Tapes
philippinarum (Adams and Recve)], were given to the commercial
hatcheries for cultivation. Both of these species were imported from
the west coast of North America, the Pacific oyster from British
Columbia, Canada, in 1964 and 1972, and the Manila clam from
\Vashington State, USA, in 1980. Neither of these species are native
to that Continent but have become naturalised there following the
deposits of large quantities of Pacific oyster seed (which included some
Manila clams) from Japan.

Thc Pacific oyster is cultivated in many estuaries and sheltered coastal
waters of the British lsles. Production, compared with that of France
(> 100000 tonnes per annum), is quite small, estimated to be about
300 tonnes from 36 farms in England and \Vales in 1992 with the
largest quantities grown in Whitstable Bay, Kent; Morecambe Bay,
Cumbria; River Blackwater; Essex, and Carew River, Dyfed (Figure 1).

The Pacific oyster requires a different annual temperature regime
than normally occurs in the UK to produce regular natural spatfalls
sufficient to sustain a viable fishery. The cultivation industry,
therefore, is dependant on a regular supply of seed from the hvo
British eommercial hatcheries. Since its introduction into the UK
there have been regular reports from the shellfish producers of Pacific
oysters spawning during the summer, probably in response to elevated
temperature and handling shocks when placed in depuration plants.
However, reports of naturally occurring spat are sparse and refer
usually to individual sitings of oysters. Small numbers of Pacific
oyster spat were seen in Loch S\veen, Strathclyde, Scotland in 1969 or
1970, but not in a survey in 1991 (Mitchell pers. comm., 1993), and two
spat \vere collected from Emsworth Harbour, Hampshire in 1971
(Askew pers. comm., 1993) (Figure 1).

Thc first information of a spatfall in the River Teign (Devon) (Figure
1) was provided by Captain P. Gibbon (Offshore Farms Ltd.) who
noticed small spat on cultivated Pacific oysters in plastic containers
(poches) in the autumn, 1990. T\vo spat measuring 28 and 30 mm
shell breadth (ca. 3 g live \veight) suggested that the spatfall had
occurred in the summer of 1989. Other reports then emerged of the
occurrence of natural spatfalls of Pacific oysters in the Rivers Exe and
Dart (Devon) and in the Menai Strait (Gwynedd) (Figure 1), areas
where Paeifie oysters are eultivated. This paper provides some details
of thc loeation, abundance and sizes of oysters and the estimated time
of settlement/so .
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Shore searches: visits were made to the following sites (Figure

R. Teign in October and November 1991 and November 1992.
R. Exe in October 1991, November 1992 and June 1993.

l\1ATERIALS AND ~IETHODS

(i)
1)
(a)
(b)
(c) Portland Harbour and the Fleet (Dorset), R. Dart, Kingsbridge
estuary and R. Avon (Devon) in November 1992.
(d) Menai Strait in March and May, 1993.

(i i) Site surveys: intertidal areas, from about low water of spring
tides to mid-tide level, were searched. This was accomplished by one
or more people walking along a section of the shore at about mid-tide
level and returning at about low water. Since many of the shorelines
were comprised mainly of mud which is unsuitable for s'pat settlement,
searching was concentrated on areas with a hard substrate of shell •
and stone. In some estuaries (Exe, Teign, Dart and Kingsbridge), the
upper and lower surfaces of tiIes laid by soft-crab bait-fishermen were
also examined.

In addition to the ground search, hatchery-reared Pacific oysters
cultivated in poches on trestles at L\VST in the R. Teign were
examined in October 1991. Twenty poches each holding ca. 100
oysters were inspected. From these, 110 naturally settled spat,
together with the cultivated oysters on which they had settled, \vere
placed in two labelIed poches for a further 12 months for measurement
of growth and survival .
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(iii) Observations on the oysters: shell breadth (longest axis from
umbo to shell margin to the nearest mm below) and total live weight
(to 0.1 g below) of sampIes of the naturally settled oyste~s were
measured in the laboratory. Condition indices (CI) of ten pooled
oysters collected in May 1993 from natural populations in the R.
Teign, Menai Strait and from 1989 hatchery-reared oysters grown in
trays in the Menai Strait were calculated from:

CI =dry meat weight (mg)/dry shell weight (g) (\Valne and Mann
,1975). :

I
I

(iv) Age determination: acetate peels of the sectioned'umbo region
of twelve oyster shells collected in April and May 1993 from natural
populations, whieh had settled inter-tidally on the ground in the R.
Teign, Menai Strait and from oysters, hatchery-reared in 1989 and
grown in trays in the Menai Strait, were prepared by thc method of
Riehardson et aL, (l993b). Annual growth lines were examined and
counted using a low power microscope. The size frequen'cy
distributions of oysters from the R Teign and Menai Strait were

•
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examined for the separation of size-classes by Bhattaeharya's method
(1967) using the software paekage ELEFAN (Gayanilo et al., 1989)
whieh fits the best model to the data. The data were smoothed using
eontinuous averaging over groups of three eonseeutive size-classes.
The resulting model was tested for goodness of fit using a chi squared
test and deemed to be satisfactory when not signifieantly different
from the frequeney distribution.

RESULTS

Location of spatralls

River Teign

(i) Spatfall on the shore: the estuarine inter-tidal zone eomprises
mainly sand and mud areas with some eultivated and natural mussel
beds whieh are exploited by loeal fishermen. Pacifie oysters ure
eultivated , mostly in poehes on trestles, in a few inter-tidal areas on
both sides of the estuary. This fishery began about 10 years aga and its
perpetuity depends on an annual supply of hatehery seed. Searehes in
Getober and November 1991 revealed a light spatfall of naturally set
spat in two areas (Figure 2). Most spat \vere found on the south shore
in the vicinity of the eommereial oyster trays at Areh Brook on two
small patehes of shell-eovered ground (approximately 100 x 50 m)
loeated on a mud-flat midway between low water of spring tides
(L\VST) and high water of neap tides (H\VNT). The oysters were
attaehed mostly to mussei shell but also to eoekle shell, stones and
oeeasionally to winkles, Littorina littorea L. Several hundred oysters
were seen and it transpired, in conversation with loeal growers, that
some had been removed to their oyster lays. A small spatfall of 9
oyster spat was found after
5 man-hours of searehing on the north shore on an area (approx. 200 x
20 m) of old mussei shell.

(i i) Spatfall in oyster poehes: the numbers of spat attaehed to
oysters from 20 poehes (Table 1) averaged 1.5 spat per poehe with most
oeeurring as single spat but oecasionally with two (on 6 oysters) 01'

three spat (on one oyster) per oyster. They ranged in size from 15 to
50 mm (mean breadth = 28.9 mrn) in Getober 1991 and 30 to 100 rnrn
(rnean breadth = 65.6 mm) in Getober 1992 (Figure 3). Survival of the
naturally set oysters in the poehes after one year was 96%.

River Exe

The inter-tidal shore of the estuary is comprised largely of sand and
mud flats with oecasional stone and shingle areas near to Exemouth.
An extensive natural mussel bed (BuH HilI) is loeated in the eentral
part of the estuary bcitween Exemouth and Coekwood and a number of
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cultivated beds at LWST alang the western share between Starcrass
and Dawlish Warren. Pacific oysters are grown in poches on trestles
at LWST near to Dawlish Warren. A shore crab bait fishery is also
pursued by the placement, inter-tidally, of numerous crab shelters,
comprising ceramic or asbestos, roofing tiles or similar refuges.

Ci) Spatfall on the ground: in November 1991,32 spat were found
attached to the under-surface af 191 crab tiles at a site near ta Dawlish
\Varren. These same tiles examined in June 1993, had 27 live oysters
(mean shell breadth ± 95% confidence interval, 100.4 ± 6.7 mm) and
the scars of 5 dead oysters (16% mortality) attached to them. Another
group of 211 tiles near to Cockwood, examined in June 1993, had one
large attached oyster.

(i i) Spatfall in oyster poches: in October 1991, an examination of 20
000 adult Pacific oysters in poches revealed no attached spat. •

River Dart

In November, 1992 a search of the inter-tidal shore (a distance of ca. 1
km) of rocks/stones and crab-bait tiles in the vicinity of Pacific oyster
poches near to Waddeton was made. Spatfalls of Pacific oysters on
stones, rocks, shells and tiles was light over the area examined with
densities occasionally 1-2 m-2•

Kingsbridge estuary
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No Pacific oyster cultivation is undertaken in this estuary.
Approximately 3 km of shore-line, covering various stony/rocky areas
and crab-bait tiles in mid-estuary, the rocky shore at the mouth of the
estuary and a stone jetty in the harbour, was examined. No spat were
seen.

River Avon

Approximately 2 km of inter-tidal shore, comprising shale and rocks in
the vicinity of a small Pacific oyster fishery at Hexdov.ll and the rocky
shore at the mouth of the estuary, was examined. No spat were seen.
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Portland Harbour

No Pacific oyster cultivation is undertaken in the harbour.
Approximately 0.5 km of shore, comprising a rocky reef and disused
se\ver pipe on the north-west shore, was examined. No spat were seen.

The Fleet

Three sites were visited.

(i) Army Bridging Camp: approximately 1 km of the inter-tidal
shore, comprising stones, shells and rocks, was examined. On ~ Ostrea
edulis (30-40 mm in size) \vas seen.
(ii) Ferry Bridge: the inter-tidal Pacific oyster storage area near to
the Pacific oyster depuration plant was examined.
(iii) Pacific oyster depuration plant: about 500 cultivated Pacific
oysters from the plant were examined.

No Pacific oyster spat were seen at any of these sites.

Menai Strait

A preliminary search in March 1993 along the shore of the Menai
Strait at Beaumaris (Figure 4) revealed a light spatfall of Pacific
oysters attached mostly to mussel shell at mid-tide level. Fifty oysters
\vere collected by 3 people at a rate of 22 oysters per man-hour. Nine
oysters were collected from the opposite shore near to the ancient
Ogwen fish weil' after 2 man-hours of searching.

A more detailed search was made in May 1993 to determine the extent
and intensity of the spatfall throughout the Menai Strait (Figure 4).
This search revealed a patchy distribution of spat mostly on the north
shore with the greatest numbers occurring to the east and west of
Beaumaris and at Gallows Point at the eastern end of the Menai Strait
(Figure 4; Table 2). Up to 10 oysters m-2 were collected from one patch
of stony ground near to Beaumaris pier. Some oysters \vere collected
from the north-western end of the Menai Strait near to the
commercial/experimental Pacific oyster growing areas at Tal-y-foel.
Only one oyster was found on the south shore.

Condition Index

Oysters from the Menai Strait had a lower CI than those from the R.
Teign (Table 3). The condition indices of the Menai Strait oysters,
however, were similar irrespective of site 01' origin.

Age by shell sectioning
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Difficulty was experienced in interpreting the growth lines in the
umbo region of the shells of the three batches of Pacific oysters
examined. This may have been due to the fact that this species of
oyster frequently continues to grow slowly during the winter in t~e

UK, resulting in a less conspicuous boundary between summer and
winter shell deposition than occurs with other temperate species of
bivalves. The estimated times of settlement of the groups of sectioned
oysters from the three locations (Table 4) may, therefore, be less
precise than assessments of age of other oyster species using the shell
sectioning technique (Richardson et al., 1993a; Richardson et
al.,1993b).

•
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Separation of size classes by the method of Bhattacharya

The oysters from the Menai Strait showed a wide size distribution
(Figure 5). The smaller oysters were thick shelled and stunted and
probably of the same year dass as some of the larger oysters. The
breadthJweight relationship for the oysters was similar irrespective of
area of settlement (Figure 6).

The small number of oysters collected from Beaumaris east, Ogwen,
Gallows Point and Tal-y-Foel in the Menai Strait (Figure 5) prevented
fitment of a model to their length-class distributions. The population
at Beaumaris west und the combined data for the whole of the Menai
Strait, however, fell into two length dasses (*2 = 0.56, df.= 1, P > 0.05; ;X2

and *2 = 1.7, df.= 6, P> 0.05; Table 5).

The oysters from the R. Teign, settIed on cultivated oysters in poches,
were unimodal in length distribution in 1991 (*2 =2.5, df. =4, P >
0.05), but showed three separate size c1asses in 1992 (*2 =1.39, df. =
2, P > 0.05; Table 5).

DISCUSSION

Evidence of natural spatfalls of the Pacific oyster since its introduction
into the UK in 1964 is not weIl documented. In the early 1970's, a few
naturally set oysters were seen in Loch Sween, ScotIand and Poole
Harbour (MitchelI, pers comm., 1993) and Emsworth Harbour (Askev,r,
pers. comm., 1993). The observations of this study indicate that light
spatfalls have occurred in several adjacent estuaries (Exe, Teign and
Dart) in Devon and in the Menai Strait, \Vales, where Pacific oysters
are cultivated commerciaIly. Although it is not known from which
broodstock the spatfalls in the Devon estuaries were derived, it is
unlikely that the small quantities of Pacific oysters in the R. Dart were
responsible. Nor is it likely that oysters on the French coast were
responsible for the spatfalls in Devon since the nearest stocks on the
Cherbourg Peninsular are> 100 km away. Since Pacific oyster larvae
are free-swimming, for aperiod of ca. several ,veeks, depending on
water temperature and food availability (Utting and Spencer, 1991),
before cementing themselves to suitable settlement surfaces, it is
conceivable that embryos/larvae from the estuaries of the Exe and/or
Teign, which largely empty at low ,vater, could have been carried by
prevailing currents to neighbouring estuaries, a maximum linear
distance of ca. 30 km. Similarly the spatfalls seen at the eastern end
of the Menai Strait are likely to be the result of larval transport from
the areas of commercial cultivation some 20 km away.

The size distribution of the naturally set oysters on the cultivated
Pacific oysters in trays in the R. Teign, measured in October 1991,
(Figure 3), and of the' Menai Strait oysters in 1993 (Figure 4) \vas
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similar to that of hatchery oysters grown in trays which are 1-2 year
old and 3-4 year old, respectively, (Spencer et al., 1985 and 1992).
This would indicate that spatfalls occurred in 1989 and/or 1990. The
size distributions of R.Teign oysters in trays in 1992 and Beaumaris
west oysters appear bimodal (Figures 3 and 5) and examination of
length size distributions of both sampIes by BhaUaeharya's (1967)
method indieated the presence of several size classes (Table 5).
Factors likely to influence the separation of the oysters' into size
groups in these circumstanees, in addition to age, inel~de tidal
exposure and, in the ease of oysters in poehes, stoeking' density. The
shell sectioning teehnique was not sufficiently aeeurate to age the
oysters preeisely. The evidence (Table 4) suggests that some oysters,
55-112 mm in size, settled in 1991; it is unlikely, however, that this
size would have been reaehed within one growing season. The spring
and summer temperatures of 1988 and 1991 were near; to the average
but those of 1989 and 1990 were above average. Mean monthly air
temperatures at Valley (Anglesey) were 0.8 and 1.3°C und at Exmouth
(Devon) 1.2 and 1.1°C above average for the period April to August
inclusive (from The Meteorological Office Tables) for these years
respeetively. These warmer temperatures eould have provided up to
an extra 150 air day-degrees (Do; aceumulated day-degrees of air
temperature above 10°C) (Mann, 1979) to the average of 453 for
Exemouth, and up to an extra 225 DO to the average of 534 for Valley
during the period \vhen active gonad ripening was taki~g place.
Occasional daily sea water temperatures, available for the Menai
Strait for 1989 and 1990 (National Rivers Authority), were also above
the 7-year mean values (Figure 7) compiled from data supplied by the
School of Ocean Sciences (University College of \Vales, Bangor).

I

\

Rate of gametogenesis, fecundity and quantity of eggs in some
bivalves is related to temperature and the quantity and quality of
available food (Utting, 1993). Mann (1979) found that 'Co gigas became,
sexually mature after 595 day-degrees (aceumulated day-degrees of
the water temperature above 10°C) of conditioning at various
temperatun~sin laboratory experiments. Although this information
cannot be closely applied to field eonditions because of the large
differenees in food availability, it provides an estimate of the onset of
sexual maturity of Pacific oysters using kno\vn tempeniture regimes.
Thus, in the Menai Strait (from Figure 7), Pacific oysters may mature
by mid-September in years with average temperatures 'or early August
when temperatures are about 1°C above average in Ap~il to August as
oecurred in 1989 and 1990. I

I
I

The introduction of non-native species of animals and plants for
commercial or aesthctic reasons is very much in eviden'ce in many
countries of the world. In many cases, a species, whether introduced
intentionally or aceidentally, :TIay acclimate to its new hnvironment
and become established as a self-sustaining populationleg Afercenaria

I
I

I
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mercenaria (L.) in Southampton \Vatert England (Heppell t 1961;
MitchelI. 1974; Utting and Spencer. 1992). Japweedt Sargassum
muticum, in France and England (Gruett 1976; Farnharn et al.. 1973).
In fisheries t examples of naturalisation are seen with the Pacific
oyster. a native of Japan and Korea, which has become resident in
some areas of Canada, the USA, France. The Netherlands. New
Zealand and Australia. In North America (Quayle 1964) and France
(Grizel and HeraI1991). seed oysters shipped across from Japan in
massive quantities were deposited for a number of years before their
natural reproductive capacity overcame the need for continued
importations. Nowadays. production from these fisheries has an
increasingly high value with landingst for example, in France in excess
of 100000 tonnes per year.

Due to less stringent controls on introductions than apply in the UKt
and inadequate ecological assessments. some countries have
experienced ecological embarrassment with the introduction of new
species. Pacific oysters introduced into the cooler southern waters of
Australia have enabled a successful fishery. based on hatchery seed. to
develop there. The species. however, has now spread by man-assisted
movements into the warmer waters of Vietoria and New South \Vales
where it has beeome established and is displacing the highly valuablet
and preferred. native Sydney rock oyster [Saccostrea commercialis
(Iredale and Roughley)] (Holliday and Nell, 1985). The Pacifie oystert
also imported accidentally into New Zealand. has become established
there and now eonstitutes an increasingly valuable fishery (Coleman.
1986).

The poliey of introducing non-quarantined shellfish is fraught with
problems which must be \veighed against the economic benefits of the
introduction. In the past. undesirable pests. diseaset and also benign
marine flora and fauna have become established \vhieh themselves
may have an effect not only on the introduced species but on the
natural eeology as weIl. In England and \Vales. fisheries and
environmental eonservation measures were put into practiee in 1974
with legislation [Mollusean Shellfish (Control and Deposit) Order.
1974] to control deposits of bivalves in order to reduee the risk of
spreading existing pests CAfytilicola intestinalis. Crepidula (ornicata
and Urosalpinx cinerea) and to prevent the introduction of new pests
and diseases from overseas (Spencer. 1990). A Variation Order was
introduced in 1983 to control the flat oyster disease, Bonamia ostreae.
In 1ü93t however. the Molluscan (Control of Deposit) Ordert 1974.
Variation Order, 1983, \vas supereeded by a European Community
Directive (91/67/EC)which allowed bivalves from approved zones in EC
countries to be deposited in the UK as part of the "free market"
agreement. Control of deposit of bivalves is now determined by the
presence of Bonamia ostreae and with Al. intestina/is, C. fornicata and
u. cinerea no\\" disregarded as pests. Meanwhile the enactment of the
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Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, provided further protection
against intentional release into the wild of non-native animal and
plant species except under licence. Although Pacific oysters and
Portuguese oysters are non-native species, their deposit is allowed
under generallicence and it is not necessary to apply for individual
licences for their release.
The Canadian and French shellfish industries have benefited
enormously, from an economical point ofview, by introducing, albeit
unquarantined, Pacific oysters. The UK industry, however, suffered
substantial damage to the east coast flat oyster fisheries by the
unintentional introduction of the American oyster drill. Nowadays,
however, with the flat oyster industry in decline, the UK is fortunate
to be able to sustain a bivalve cultivation industry by the successful
development of commercial hatcheries capable of producing millions of
Pacific oysters in an environment which does not support natural
fisheries of this species. The spatfalls which have occurred in Devon
and Gwynedd, probably in 1989 and 1990, in response to exceptionally
warm summers, are unlikely to sustain natural fisheries and are likely
to die out as did the Portuguese oysters which occasionally settled in
the R. Blackwater.

•
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Table 1: Numbers of Pacific oyster spat attached to cultivated Pacific oysters in poches
in the R Teign in October 1991

No. of spat per poche No.ofpoches Total spat

0 6 0

1 8 8

2 2 4

3 2 6

5 1 5

7 1 7

•

TOTAL 20 30
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Table 3: Mean dry meat and shell weights and condition indices ofnaturally set Pacific
oysters from the R.. Teign and the Menai Strait and hatchery-reared oysters from the
Menai Strait.

Meat weight (mg) Shell weight (g) CI

R. Teign 4265 52.4 81

Beaumaris (west) 3726 69.3 54

Gallows Point 6513 112.1 58

Tal-y-Foel 2559 45.6 56
(hatchery)
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Table 4: Year ofsettlement determined from shell sectioning and size range of three
groups ofPacific oysters. Numbers of oysters examined are shown in parenthesis.

1988
Size range of oysters (mm)

1989 1990 1991

168

R Teign

Menai Strait

Hatchery oysters

reared in 1989

88 (1)

82- 85 (2)

77-119 (4)

107-114 (6)

71-104 (5)

53-110 (3)

91-106 (3)

81-95 (3)

55-112 (2)

•

•



Table 5: Classification of length-class distributions of naturally set
Pacific oysters from the Menai Strait and R. Teign using Bhattacharya's
method (1967).

Site Numbers of
oysters

1\Iean length
(mm) ± sn

df p

Beaumaris east 8

26

59.9 ± 8.5

86.0 ± 10.6

assumptions not met

Beaumaris west

Menai Strait

(all sites)

39

6

51

56

63.1 ± 7.9

88.6 ± 6.4

63.6 ± 8.4

87.2 ± 12.7

1

6

0.56

1.70

ns

ns

R. Teign (Oct. 91) 111 28.7 ± 10.0 4 2.50 ns

• R. Teign (Oct. 92) 18 42.5 ± 8.0 2 1.39 ns

62 64.3 ± 7.4

23 84.0 ± 10.0
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Table 5: Classification of length-cIass distributions of naturally set Pacific oysters from
the Menai Strait and R. Teign using Bhattacharya's method (1967).

Site

Beaurnaris east .

Numbers of
oysters

8

26

Mean length
(mm) ±SD

59.9 ± 8.5

86.0 ± 10.6

df

assurnptions not met

p

170

Beaurnaris west

Menai Strait

(all sites)

R. Teign (Oet. 91)

R. Teign (Oct. 92)

39

6

51

56

111

18

62

23

63.1 ± 7.9

88.6 ± 6.4

63.6 ± 8.4

87.2 ± 12.7

28.7 ± 10.0

42.5 ± 8.0

64.3 ± 7.4

84.0 ± 10.0

1

6

4

2

0.56

1.70

2.50

1.39

ns

ns

ns

ns •
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Map showing location of sites referred to in text.

Figure 2. R. Teign: location of naturally set (~ ) and cultivated Pacific oysters

(0)·
Figure 3. Size distribution, in October 1991 and 1992, of naturally set Pacific oysters

attached to cultivated Pacific oysters in pouches in the R Teign.

Figure 4. Menai Strait: areas searched in March,(~ ) and May 1993 ( ;".:':';), for

naturally set Pacific oysters.

Figure 5. Size distribution, in March and May 1993, of naturally set Pacific oysters

from different areas of the Menai Strait.

Figure 6. Relationship betv.reen shel1length and live weight of Pacific oysters from the

Menai Strait.

Figure 7. Mean monthly sea temperatures of the Menai Strait for 1972~1978(. )and

incidental daily records averaged for six sites in 1989 (D) and 1990 (x) (NRA

data).
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